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CHAPTER I
ORIGIN AND PURPOSES OP UNIT PLANNING
Evolution of the Unit Method
A problem of secondary education.— Studies published
during the last fifteen years have demonstrated clearly
that the vast increases in the secondary school population
have been accompanied by corresponding increases in the
wide differences in individual abilities, interests, aims,
and needs already existing among secondary school pupils.
1/2/ Educational writers have long urged the recognition
of these differences in the schools. The problem has at
length become so urgent that it is now recognized as one
of major importance in secondary education, and the modem
|
educational viewpoint, that the needs of individual pupils
must be met by the schools, is receiving nationwide atten-
tion through the establishment of experimental curricula,
activities, and methods in the secondary school.
Earlier attempts to solve the problem.— Por many
years progressive schools have been attempting to meet the
1/ Leonard Y. Koos, The Junior High School. Ginn and
Company. Boston, 19^7, p. 36-51.
^ Koos and Kefauver, Guidance in Secondary Schools.The Macmillan Company, 1932, p. 1-6.
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problem through reorganization of program and procedure*
During this period of reorganization many old practices
have evolved into seemingly new procedures, and new methods
and devices have appeared. Among these, the well known
Morrison Plan, Dalton Plan, Winnetka Technique, Miller Plan
Project Method, and Problem Method are in current use, and
have attracted wide interest among educators. 1/
Flexibility, an important consideration.— Although
these plans are operated with marked success in certain
situations, they are individually difficult to administer
in many school systems, where wide deviations from estab-
lished procedures are not favored. In many localities
such innovations as informal seating arrangements, flexible
class schedules, organization of school into ’’houses",
class-rooms into laboratories, even homogeneous grouping,
are impractical or impossible.
A plan, to be widely useful, must be flexible, adapt-
able to use either wholly or in part. If important values
of the plan are capable of retention in the more convention
al class-room situations, the broader becomes its field of
application and resultant influence on education.
It is now believed that the basic technique for such a
V Blllett, Hoy 0. , Provisions for Individual Differences,
Marking and Promotion
,
Monograph I^o. 13, iJational Survey
of Secondary Education. Superintendent of Documents,
Washington, D.C. The practices of secondary schools follow
ing these plans are surveyed in Part II, p. 227-392.
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1 ’ .^ 7 «X nt Xe\^r»xjr:-: ?7 p. aixaXg e-GOifd gnX
widely useful plan of teaching has been developed and
underlies all of the earlier mentioned modem plans, which,
although they digress from each other at various stages of
their procedure, at other points resort to similar if not
Identical practice*
Essential identity of plans in use*— A study made
during the recent National Survey of Secondary Education
brought out clearly the essential identity of the various
better-known plans in current use. It was shown that, in
final analysis, the class-room procedures of each plan can
be resolved into four steps, namely: (1) Introduction;
(2) Individual-work or laboratory period; (3) Period of
class discussion; and (4) Testing period*
This underlying similarity of procedure constitutes
the basis of a technique in teaching which may be adapted
to the peculiar needs of innumerable situations, at the same
time providing satisfactorily for a wide range of interests,
abilities, and needs among pupils.
It is with a belief in the wide usefulness and adapt-
ability of this method, and of its special value to teachers
who desire to improve teaching techniques in situations
where radical changes are undesirable, that the writer
presents the four units in English contained in this thesis.
1/ Soy 0. Slllett, loc. oit.

4The Teaching Cycle
The foTLr~Btep plan* -- The teaching-cycle for which the
units in this thesis were designed is the four-step pro-
cedure u mentioned above, which was found to be essential
to the better known plans in current use* As this type of
teaching is not yet in wide usage, the purposes and pro-
ceedings of each step will be briefly discussed*
Introductory period*— During the period of introduc-
tion to the unit, the teacher aims to arouse the pupil’s
interest in what appeals to him as a worth-while problem*
The period often becomes one of Informal class discussion,
guided by the teacher* It may be initiated by vocabulary
or other pre-tests*
Laboratory period*— Pupils are now expected to work
at their problems individually or in small groups, the
amount of teacher supervision varying with the abilities
and needs of the pupils* Conferences between the teacher
and individuals or groups may be frequent; occasionally
the entire class may be called into conference* At the
close of this phase of the work, which may require a num-
ber of days, each pupil is expected to summarize the
knowledge he has gained during his experiences with the
unit* It is to be expected, due to individual differences,
ly There is at present no publication dealing adequately
with the techniques and underlying theory of this type of
unit planning. A volume by Dr* Roy 0. Blllett, dealing with
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that the form which the summary assumes will vary with the
individual pupil*
Period of class disoussion*— This period is given over
to exhibits, reports, dramatizations or other forms of
artistic expression, by individuals or groups of pupils.
The effectiveness of the period, as well as the amount of
time required, will depend largely on the interest shown
and work accomplished by pupils in their optional activities
Testing period*— The work of the unit assignment
having been completed, a period of testing concludes the
unit* Tests may be of the objective, essay, or oral type,
and used separately or to supplement each other*!/ If time
permits the use of the latter method a more reliable meas-
ure of the pupil's accomplishment will be secured*
1 / G* M* ^ch. The Objective or Uew-Type Examination*
"Scott, Foresman and Company, Hew York, l5^9*
P* 19, "Oral questioning is more logically a part of
Initial instruction than of final measurement***. It is
primarily instructional; its value for measurement is more
subordinate."
P* SI, "This weakness in the common essay-type
examination is subjectivity of marking* It was as a relief
from this admitted weakness that tlie standard test and
objective examination were introduced*"
P* S6* "The old- and the new-type must be regarded as
complementary and not antagonistic; the latter type of
examination will exclude the former more or less completely
for informational subjects, and the former will doubtless
continue to hold a place in the measurement of expressional
and appreciatlonal subjects."
5.
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The results of the testing period are by no means to
be considered the only measure of the pupil's progress. ^
His attitude throughout the work of the assignment, hie
later behavior, the results of pupil-teacher conferences
during the organization of the work, the summary, and the
products of optional activities, afford a fairly complete
record of the pupil's progress and achievement*
Building Units and Assignments
The unit.— The concepts, attitudes, knowledges, or
skills, which the teacher believes the pupil should derive Ij
!1
from his guided experiences with the selected materials and
activities, comprise the unit. These are stated in declar-
||
ative form, as nearly as possible in language the pupil is
||
expected to use. The unit is not synonymous with subject-
matter, nor does it aim to treat a subject with exhaustive
thoroughness. The appended delimitation analyses the unit
into items, showing clearly how far each unit is to be ||
explored. The unit and its delimitation are then analysed
in the light of accepted criteria fcr building a unit, and
|
when satisfactory, placed in the teacher's note-book.
I
They do not appear on the pupil's guide sheet. Such in-
cidental learning-products as the pupil may reasonably be
expected to acquire from his experiences may be listed
separately.
The unit assignment.— The activities and experiences
1/ ftoy 0. Billett, op. oit. p. 347.
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7In which the pupils are to participate, in order to acquire
the attitudes and concepts outlined in the unit, are thought
of as the unit assignment* These are expressed in as
challenging form as possible, in order to excite interest
and induce in the pupil a problem-solving attitude. In
order to save repetition of directions, parts of the unit
assignment are usually placed on a guide sheet which is
given to each pupil for use during his individual work
period.
Building the Units in This Thesis
The problem of this thesis.— The writer has attempted
in this' thesis to present the application of certain basic
principles to the organization of English. The work,
which was undertaken as a service problem, consisted in
the construction of a series of units and unit assignments
in English literature for children in their eighth school
year. The units are believed by the writer to be accep-




I. Does the unit represent a definite and valid
teacher' s goal ?
A. Is the unit a definite statement of a desir-
able learning-product to be acquired by the pupil ?
B. Does the unit represent an advance to be made
in the pupil's potentiality for behavior distinctly
recognizable by present methods with reasonable objectivity!
1/ See footnote, p.8.
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C* Does the unit represent an advance in the pupil’s
potentiality for behavior which, from the standpoint of the
pupil's probable rate of growth, is
1* Neither so slight as to be trivial ?
2. So great as to lead to vagueness or uncertain-
ty?
I
D. Is the unit effectively related to the pupil's
present rate of mental growth and experience?
1* Is the unit stated in terms of the vocabulary
which pupils may be expected to possess on completing the
advance made by the unit?
2. Does the unit grow naturally out of the pre-
ceding unit of the course and lead naturally to the next?
3. Is it part of a sequence of units which makes
integration and reintegration of pupil experience possible I
as the course proceeds?
4* Is the unit related to the work which the
pupil is doing in other subjects?
E. Is the unit worth the time and money to be spent
in acquiring it?
1* Has it important possible applications to the
I
life situations which the pupil is meeting or will prob-
ably meet later?
2. Will the values accruing to the individual
and to others make the efforts necessary for acquisition
a good Investment?
II. Is the unit planned to make possible, adaptations
|
for different abilities. Interests, and needs of the pupil? '\
A. Is it analysed into lesser learning products on li
each of which the major learning product partly depends?
B. Does the analysis indicate which lesser learning II
products are:
1. To be acquired by all ?
2* To be optional on the basis of
(1) Abilities? (2) Interests?
(3) Alms? (4) Needs?
^ Roy 0. Billett, "The Investigation of Provisions forIndividual Differences", Bulletin No . 56
,
Department of
Secondary School Principals of the National Education
Association, p. 21-29.
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9Concerning the unit assignment
!• Does the unit assignment create problem situations
in which the pupils are likely to find immediate and
definite goals toward which to work ?
A- Does the assignment make optimum use of
challenging questions, difficulties, and problems ?
1# growing out of the present unit assign-
ment ? 2* Being encountered by the pupils in real
life ?
3.
Being encountered by the pupils in other
aspects of their school work ?
B. Does the entire assignment tend to create an
interrogative rather than an absorptive attitude on the
part of pupils ?
II. Does the assignment provide for guided and super-
vised pupil activity which will lead to definite attainment
of the advance in pupil growth represented by the unit ?
A. Is the assignment organized and planned for
effective and economical presentation to pupils by such
available means as lectures, discussions, excursions,
demonstrations, blackboard, charts, films, slides, records,
cards, and mimeographed guide sheets ?
B. Does the unit assignment lead the pupils into
experiences by means of which the educative advance re-
presented by the unit may be most effectively achieved ?
C. Does the unit assignment emphasize logical
memory and the thought process rather than rote memory ?
D. Does the unit assignment lead to appropriate
applications of the educative advance represented by the
unit, to Insure transfer ?
E. Is the unit assignment accomplished by provid-
ing for securing appropriate evidence of the attainment by
individual pupils of the educative advances represented by
the unit, such as :
1. Situations requiring individual pupils
to summarize their work with the unit assignment ?
2* Careful, controlled observation of pupil
behavior ?
3. Essay-type tests objectified ?
4. Oral tests ?
5. Objective tests ?
III. Does the unit assignment form an Integral part of
the natural sequence of the course ?
A. Does the unit assignment involve, wherever
desirable, the use of previously mastered units ?
B. Does the unit assignment lead up to the next
assignment ?
IV. Does the unit assignment provide for individual
differences in abilities, interests, alms, and needs ?
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A. Is the unit assignment differentiated
qualitatively as well as quantitatively ?
1* Does It make due allowance at all levels
for Incidental or tangential learning ?
2. Does It allow pupils at any level to
!
employ different methods to attain substantially the same I
result ? 1
3# Does It permit bright pupils not only to
accomplish more work than slow pupils, but also to use
different methods even on the fundamentals of the assign-
ment ?
j
B. Is the assignment for the slow pupils char-
acterized by :
1. Relatively specific directions ?
2. Problem situations encouraging the
establishment of relatively Immediate goals ?
3* Some optional work ?
C. Is the assignment for the ablest pupils
characterized by :
1. Relatively general directions ?
2. Problem situations encouraging the
establishment of relatively remote goals ?
3. Considerable optional and original work ?|
The author of these criteria states that they were
i
derived from two sources : (1) the fundamental nature of !
the child; f2) the nature of the social order for which |i
the child Is to be prepared.
These principles appear to be In harmony with modem




pose of a high school education Is to equip the pupil to
!|
I'
cope with the problems of life which he will meet after he |;
leaves school,”
^ Charles Hubbard Judd, Psychology of Secondary Education,Ginn and Company, Boston, ISfe’/, p7 414,
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Brewer 1/ believes that;
!
I
Every subject of instruction and every statement of
|
educational aims should be checked with the reminders that
]
the beneficiary of education (1) is a conscious being, (2)
is an acting person, (3) has a present life to live, as
his required curriculum, (4) is much in need of knowledge
and wisdom for this living, and (5) must begin to learn to
manage his own life#
Thayer supports the fore-going statements; —
/
Both psychology and social ideals must function in !
the selection of the subject matter of education. .. .These
two criteria are so intimately connected that neither one
can be used safely without the other....We must rely upon
a most searching diagnosis of a child’s abilities at each
stage of his growth....An adequate diagnosis of a child’s
present needs is possible only when the educator possesses
|
social vision.
In addition, Thayer says: 3/
The conception of learning as an activity controlled
and directed both from within and without leads to educa-
tional methods which contrast with the early precepts of i
teaching. It places in the foreground an appeal to the
{
genuine interests of children as starting points for in- ,
struction, and it defines the outcomes of education in I
terms of interest, i. e. dynamic Ideals and habits. It
recognizes that curricular materials cannot center ex-
clusively upon adult values, that they must be organized
rather with reference to the findings of both psychology
and sociology. It no longer conceives of subject matter
and method as separate, but urges that each school subject
be organized and taught with an eye to its content and
procedure values.
1/ John M. Brewer, Education as (ruidance. The Macmillan
Company. Boston. 1^33. p. 54.
^ V.T. Thayer, The Passing of the Recitation. D.C. Heath
and Company. Boston. 1928. p.l27.




In the writer's opinion the criteria constitute a
valid and reliable measure of the educational efficiency
of units planned in the manner of this thesis.
Selection of literary material.— The literary mater-
ials chosen as the means of unit presentation In this thesis
were selected In conformance with the requirements of the
course of study now followed by the writer. Among other
listed requirements are one long narrative, five short
stories, and one long narrative poem. Among the several
choices listed for each literary type, the author chose the
following selections from four available texts
1. Short story group The Gauntlet of Fire Roberts
Coaly Bay, Outlaw Horse Seton
Moti Guj, Mutineer Kipling
E. Long narrative Treasure Island Stevenson
3. Long narrative poem Evangeline Longfellow
4. Short story A Christmas Carol Dickens
The selections in the short story group were obtained
from three separate texts, but were combined by the writer
for purposes of the unit. Selections within all types were
made primarily, because, in the judgment of the writer and
other investigators, 1/ they related to the interests and
abilities of the pupils to be taught. Although the stories
in the group comprising the first unit were not found on
IT See folloTTing page
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any reooiranended list, the National Connoil of Teachers of
English mention animal stories hy Kipling, Roberts, and
Seton as typical literary material for Grades 7 to 12. 1/
Their report 2/ gives first place in those grades to "En-
joying Action", listing as the first Primary Objective,
"To enjoy animal stories, both short and long."
V Washbnme and Vogel, What Ohildren Like to Read . The
^innetka Graded BooklistT Rand MoHally and Company. 1^26.
This booklist of selections interesting to children rates
"Treasure Island", "A Christmas Carol", and "Evangeline"
as of unusually high literary value.
Starbuck and Others, A Guide to Books for Character.
Macmillan Company. 1930. This list gives higli rating to
"A Christmas Carol" and "Treasure Island." Albert Edward
Wiggam says of this work, "This is the best book in ex-
istence, I think, for answering the age-old question ’What
should my child read ?'" See The Marks of an Educated Man
,
p. 126.
Terman and Lima, in Children’s Reading, include "A
Christmas Carol", "Treasure Island^, and '^Evangeline".
D. Appleton-Century Company. New York, 1935.
^ An E^erience Curriculipi in English. English Monograph
No. 4, the National Council of Teachers of English.
D. Appleton-Century Company. New York, 1935. p.42.
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further statements from this report were considered
Important: 1/
Experiences through literature are the ultimate ob-
jective. •• .The pupil should be given experiences that have
intrinsic value for himj^now. . . .The variety and range of
experiences through literature should be as wide as possi-
ble.
In accordance with these principles, diversity of
life experience was regarded as the next important con-
sideration, and selections were chosen for their tendency
to widen the range of the child's vicarious activity.
Practical considerations.— As the units were con-
structed for use in a particular situation, some deviations
from the indicated procedures were foxmd necessary.
1. The customary use of the laboratory period, during
which pupils work more or less independently, individually
or in small groups, was not practicable in the writer's
situation for the following reasons. (1) The school lack-
ed many of the facilities which, in modem secondary educa-
tion, expedite individual study, prominent among these
being a school library, movable class-room furniture, and
mimeograph or other duplicating devices. (2) With regard
to the management of classes, individual teachers were ex-
pected to conform to older ideas of strict discipline
which prevailed in the school. These hours were, therefore,
utilized as a series of class-room periods of study
1/ An E^erienoe Gurrioulum in English. English Monograph
^.4, The National Council of Teachers of English. D.Apple-
ton-Century Company, lew York. 1935. P. 17-20.
^-T - > .
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and discussion* The procedure during these periods is
indicated in this thesis hy questions and exercises which
are grouped by sections within the assignments, according
to natural divisions of subject matter* These do not
appear on pupils* guide sheets as would be the more usual
practice*1/
2* The pupils' guide sheet, for the reasons stated,
was reduced to a list of optional activities which were
undertaken as home work* The writer has attempted to make
the list broad in variety of appeal and scale of difficulty
in order to enlist the Interest, and try the abilities,
of each pupil*
3* The summaries are included as examples of the type
of work which may be expected from an intelligent pupil
who chooses the form of a written report as his mode of
summarizing the unit* They represent standards which may
be achieved by some pupils, and approximated by others*
It is neither expected nor desired that any two summaries
be alike*
4* The tests for mastery presented with these units
\J In this thesis, all statements, readings, and questions
appearing within the first assignment of each unit are
understood to be made by the teacher in the class-room
during the introductory period* Questions, readings, ex-
ercises, and statements appearing within the remaining
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sponse, —' and matching tests, —/ have been constructed
in preference to the less diagnostic true-false type.
An attempt has been made to test, not only for knowledge
of each literary selection, but also for the attitudes and
Ideas outlined In the delimitation of each unit. It was
found very difficult to construct objective test Items
which would effectively measure such Intangibles. The
writer believes these teste should be supplemented by
Individual conferences, and by continued observation of
pupil activities and attitudes.
^ C.M. ftuch, op. clt.,p.290. "Where old- and new-typetests are compared, the new-type are at least as valid as
the traditional examination."
^ Ibid., p. 292-317. "In order of decreasing reliability,
"^e tests stand In the order; recall, recognition, and
true-false". ^These conclusions seem justified from data
furnished by Toops, Wood, DeCraff and Ruch, and others_^
^ G.M. Ruch, op.olt., p. 303-306. Ruch, Murdock, andlaupln, by experimentation showed that "matching tests
seem to be highly reliable". Large numbers of pairs to be
matched showed no great advantage In reliability. Though
the larger groupings probably eliminate much guessing,
there Is greater danger of mistakes of carelessness, be-
sides requiring more time.
4/ Hawke 8, Lindquist, and Mann, The Construction and Use
of Achievement Examinations. p.l69, "ithe guessing element
is more prominent in the true-false test than in any other
type. For this reason particularly, an Item analysis of
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Bmphasis.— One of the chief values of unit-planning
Is the way in which emphasis is shifted from subject-matter
as an end, to subject-matter as a means of presentation.
Thus "Evangeline" may be, according to the individual teach
er, presented as an example of a narrative poem in hexamet-
ers, a study in meter, rhythm, and poetic artifice; in
another situation it becomes historical material, serving
to emphasize the great social and moral problems faced by
governments, as well as by rulers and individuals; or it
may become a living experience, rhythm and figure remaining
unanalysed., yet heightening the atmosphere and deepening
the feeling, while the historical background contributes
a keener reality to the sufferings of the heroine.
Emphasis must vary according to the development reached by
the child, and according to the knowledges and attitudes
to be engendered in the child through the experience. The
exact degree and amount of emphasis are clearly delineated
in the delimitation of the unit.
Teacher growth.— Unit planning requires definite
thinking on the part of the teacher, both in expressing
the unit and in planning the assignments. Every phase of
the teaching cycle requires definite forethought and con-
sideration, careful weighing of methods and procedures.
Vaei/XeV tfOBd-iogtrl
Snlnofilq-tlixi; to 80xrI«T telifo 9ift to eaO — .etfie/fggg
lottaci-toottf-^-'o isott iiOi'tMe el slaaxJqfrro rfoiriw ai ^aw orft el
.nolta^aeoeiq to aaaem b bb lo^ttacE-loef.tfjj’o ,j£I© hb ea
' rfoaat iBi/^ iTlfiflJt 9 ff^ ot gXllJ&TOOOB
,
9 Cf '^BC "O0lI©^£IBVM” eMT
-t©fliBT5ert fft sieog evllBTiBrr a to alqaiBxe na ea AetnaesTg ,“^0
nl ; ol^doq bas ,mi^dr ,iB^esa at a ,8Tre
§nl7*ie3 ,Xalie:fsiB IflolTO^el.^f eaciooad ti aot^^utta 'lerfd^ona
Jbeoe^l nraeXrfoiq XaTom ban Xalooa tadi^ erit esieaxfqme ot
ti TO ;eX806iTlBai f»ac aTeXxrr aa IXo?^ sa
,
Btfreciorovos
galitl/MnoT OTuglt oaa rarfl\;dT .aoaolTdgx© gnlriX a enooed
^rtlnogeef^ Xrta efadcjeoin^a •rfi“ ^gnlaaldjiied ,b "o^Xartanu
Bttti/dJ-Tlno.o ^ctuoT{BrfoBd raolTotald orft sll^^w .gal loot erit
.©ncloTatf orff to a^^alTettaa 9xft od Titlfaoi Tooosi a
\;d fiodoaoT J^naffl-foXeroX ©d7 ct rrilftTOOoa y^bt dflirrrr siearfqfcj?
BBbxrtft&B boB ee^fcaXiTonrf erft oJ salJtToooa Ana
,
hXldo odd'
odT .aoaelTeqxe ad;f di^MOid^ bttdo edt nl toTeAaa^^fro ©d ol
AeJ'aoalXaA *crTa©Xo 3Tb aleadqoia to fnaotsh baa oeTj^oft foaxe
.ttna 9dt to aoitf^ftalleb orit at
o^lTltef' BBTli/peT s^laaaXg tint! — ledoaoT
?als. oTgico ;il dtod .Todo^ot odd to cTag odd ao ’jCfi3tiildd
to ocedg y’^ovS .adaoeur^laeo odd ^/ilnoBXq nl Ana dinxr odd
-aoo Alta ddgirodd:^TOt odlaltoA sotiop^t oIoyo ^aldoeod odd
.eoTaAoooTq Ana abodtea to sciirf^tXew XntoTao .noldareAle
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and scrutinizing of materials. The concept of a perfect
unit thus hecomes a teaching goal, constantly motivating
the teaching. As the unit is always adaptable and never
to be regarded as complete, the teacher progresses in know-
ledge and insight with the thought and care which he ex-
ercises in shaping and perfecting the unit.
Pupil opportunity.— Unit planning places definite
responsibility on the individual pupil, while affording
him an opportunity to develop both individually and social-
ly. It permits greater enrichment for the more intelli -
gent pupils, at the same time encouraging the slow pupils
by allowing them some choice of activities. Creative
ability is stimulated, making the work more meaningful
and pleasurable to the child.
Pupils for Whom the Units Were Planned
General description.— The pupils for whom these
units were prepared are mainly of Italian and Irish parent-
age, and live in one of the poorer districts of Boston.
Homes usually consist of from three to six rooms in blocks
housing from three to six families. The locality has
little in the way of natural or architectural beauty, and
the cultural background of these pupils is very low.1/
Division into sections.— The pupils, on entering the
seventh grade and continuing through the eighth, are
IT See table 1, p. 20
R tq3o£ioo oilT .aXsi'Te^’Bcr ^ahstai^is^oe f>ttB
"i^rLi&iyvttom YX^as^snoo ,X80^ ^nirfoaed- a seciooflrf efrrf;^ ti-aa
leven Ij/xa eXtfa^tqaJba e^awla eJ: ttruf odt 8/ ed^
-wornf nX eoeeaTcjiOtcq Tsdouetf^ ^dt ,9XeXqmoo 88 feXiTB^ei ed oX
-X9 orf dcldw 8*180 X^rcB oxfX ^rd^Ieat ba& ©sf oX
.i'Xxxir eift ^inX^’oolToq ftcra ^Xqsn'e cX eeaXoi©
s^’X^'tX^ofi Boo«Xq -^.xictuflq flaU — .—ftair^rcqqo Xlgg^
:gaXXiolXa oXXrfw
,
riqsrq feublrfLal srif no xfllldtenoqBor
-XfiXooe f'na YJ^Xai/bXTXfcnX rfXod qoXsve^ o& ''jXiflirt^Toqqo ne crXrf
- flloXnX eroffl orft lot 4’£X9fnc[&X*i/i© leXfiorrg a^Xanoq .'^X
elXqrq woXa ©rW ^al^Jntroone ©raXX ©.Traa ©£ft Ja ,eXiqi/q Xaej*
ovJtfleTcO .aol^XrXXOrt 'o ©oXorfo ooioa aiarfX gntwAXXs ^d
Lal}iala»eea eroa dnom 9dt ^aldvtm , iolaXifoiXa aX ^XXXdc
.dIXtfo ©rfX <xf oXdinxreBdXq -boe
f>©£irtsr'^ ©i©V^ aJfnTT aoriT' to\ eXtqxr^
oeorft aiodw io^ eXXqirq srfT — »noXXqXTOa©^ XaioaoX
-XnDTflq dtiX*iI Xflfl aaXXaXI YlflXflff ©Ta beTcqercq ©“lew aXX/rxr
.'lotaoe 1:0 •^oX^teXJS iBiooq odd ©no nX ©vXX ba* ,©S8
B^iOoXcf ^^ RfflOOT xXb od ©eirfa’ 30*xl: lo teXenco ';cXr8iJeir seoioH
Barf ^C*XXiiooX otfT .aeXXXoc*^ xXr ad eordd m<n.\ ^nleuod
hna ,’:Xifxi©d XsixrtooXXrfOTa *10 XainiXaii odJ aX ©X^^XXX
x*i8V eX alXqjjq ©8e£f:t Iro brtDon^dofd ItrLvdInc odd
erfX -^atnedno no .RXXqnq erfT -- .sgolXoRo otcX goXaXvXC
©as .rtXiigX© odd dsnorrdd ^alstiildtroo Xnts ©boas ddaovoa
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divided Into three groups, all of whom follow a single
prescribed course of study in general subjects. In addition
Sections A and B study French, Sections C and D receive
added Instruction in regular subjects, and Sections E and P
give extra time to shop work. Children are placed in their
respective groups on the basis of scholarship marks attained
in the sixth grade. Change from one group to another is
occasionally permitted, but not encouraged.
Conclusions from tables.— Available data 1/ show
Sections B and P to be roughly homogeneous in Intelligence,
on separate levels. Section D, showing a spread of 50 in
I. Q. , represents the most difficult teaching problem.
Section F represents a spread of four years in mental
age, and of five years in chronological age. It is obvious
that these pupils would work slowly, performing only the
simplest types of problems. Most of the work would be done
under teacher supervision, and the optional activities
attempted would be of elementary grade.
Section B represents a group of normal but not gifted
pupils. The spread in mental age is five years.
It is apparent that unit assignments suited to the
abilities of all of these pupils must contain a large number
of simple exercises and activities. The few pupils of
superior ability must be provided with materials which will
challenge and hold their Interest.
IT See tables fe and 3, pages 20 and 21
A woXXol: raorlw !to fXja ,aq[iJ0*i3 A»Bivi5
aotilbbB al .a^oettfira XxjtterxQg ai ortuoq 59<fiT09^'x<^
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^ 5 cnoXtoaS J^CB ‘ibCxtj-oi nt aQl&oin:fBnl hebbii
lied-: .-it bBOBli eiB aenXXirfO .Xaow gorfe talf aii-xa evJ^
fioald^wB aiTBiH <|Xrl&^BXci{o8 lo elSBcf edt ao b^xxot:^ BvX^oeqeoi
8t ‘ledi+oflr 0^ quoTS boo oiot?: ognBrfO
.®l>arr;ft d?xj^8 eri^ tii
.l)93B7i70oae toa J’atf ^XIbhoIbboco
worfa V£ bJ’bX eXcfBr,t-:?7A ~~« aal(fat noi't BgoleaXofloO
,aon032ffatal at auoaaasomorf erf ot boB S. aaoirfoea
ni Og ?o ^ae^qa a sal^oria ,a no It 092 .aXavef dtBiaqee ao
. : :-^rrfoaq j.aldoBat tXirollllfi tsoar erft ataea^iqen
,
. : . T
Xataeai ai saee'^ li/o^ “io J^^eiqa a etnesreaqaT '*[ .toitoaS
eaorvrfo al tl .e^a Iaol3oforio*rrfo .al aa^a^ evlt >o bat* ,93^'
erft >lXrxo ^nlrrro'J’iaq .^Iwofa ^low bluow ellqi/q leorft tarft
oiiof* erf iftrow erft tc tao?-' .smaXrfoTq "to teefqnila
aelllvltoa X-aaoltqo ecft fcrce* , lolax^ieqiM, TorfoBot aabrisf
.afeai>^ qistiocroXe Ito erf feXirow
betllg toa tud renrxoa to qnoTg s atadeeaqen fi aoltoeS
.QTJs^ 97il al e^B lataea ni baoaqe erfT .rltquq
orft ot fet2a« ataeoaglaea tlfm tarft taoiaqqB 82 tl
lerfnaa ssTaX 3 nXataco t^.cc: aXlquq oaerft lo XXb lo sattl 12 rfa
to sitcpjq we^ ed" .aaltlv/ton Aas aaaloaoxo bX^ctIb Ito
rX2w rfolrf'ff aXclTetao rft>w .^eAlToiq erf temsi ^jtlXlrfa lotrtoqsra
.^^BTotal *x2erft j&Iorf fioe e^neXXarfo
IS 6aa 02 ea^aq ,£ baa 5~*Be~rrfBt eeX? \X
With these considerations in mind, the author presents
in the following chapters, four units in English literature
designed for these pupils in their eighth school year#
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Table 2# "-Intelligence quotients of pupils.
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URIT I: AHIMAI LIFE
Statement of Unit I
All animals are endowed with natural Instinots for
their own guidance and protection, but man, because of
his superior intelligence, has an incomparable advantage
over the lower animals# Although some of them have been
tamed and domesticated by man, neither taming nor domesti-
cation has brought about complete suppression of the in-
dividuality shown by some of the more Intelligent animals#
Many authors exaggerate the Intelligence and feelings
of animals in order to tell a good story#
Delimitation of Unit I
Narrative#—
1# A wild animal in his natural habitat
The man and the bear, adversaries for two years,
forget their mutual hostility when they find themselves in
extreme danger# The bear's fear of the man is temporarily
overcome as he follows the lead of the superior intelli-
gence in escaping from the forest fire through the wild
channel of the river# Unlmowingly the bear eaves the man
from drowning# Through the combination of their chief
—22—
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crol^’ootoiq Jbaa owo rt9d&




xro8(f oT&tf m&diT to oisos if^xroilJ'XA .aXflciXirB lewoX erft *r6vo
-I:ta3cT0/> non ^rrXriB? ToifJ^on .fraci vcf f-atao^teocrrofi Jins l^airet
-at to noIeaeTqqxre ^d^Iqaoo Strode fd^nortd sad aoiSao
.Qle.TtfTB taojjit rx©:tfTt ©‘lom odd te aaroa Ytf owcffs x^SIsjjtJ’rlJi
BvttXoot ftOB oono^XXXotat erft 9t«os3Bxo aaocfttra ^oaK.
• \*xot8 £>003 a ri9d of *ie6io at eZsMdtae to
I ttaO to aoi tad* tailXdQ
— «^^£ta7TaH
ta;ri:dBri ZsruSsa sid al Zsalae bZlir / .X
,8TB©it owS lot aelaasaoTAa .laed ed& Has nj^nr odT
aZ s 9vZ9Brcadf batJ: nodw ^tlXXtootf Zf^nSam liedS itagTot
9 t aaar arft to •x.'^at 8 orfT ••r^r^aaA oastdy^s
"‘iZZaSat ^ot'joqxns sdS to AaoX sdS nwoXXot ©rf se str.ooiBVo
tiZtw edS d^ixoTrft ©1 tt tBOTot sdS aoat gntqsoao rrX oonoj
nafix ©rf^ sovsa laod ©rf^ y:X5aXwoaa£«!J .tovXt etft to Xoimarfo
toirfo "itorft to aot taatrfinoo sdS dsuoidT .'satarjfoafi arort
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powers, the intelllgenoe of the man and the strength of the
hear, and aided hy ohanoe, both are saved from death.
2« A domesticated animal reverts to wildness
The colt,.Coaly Bay, Timisually beautiful, intelligent
and spirited, proves to be untameable. Amid sheltered
surroundings his independent spirit asserts itself, as he
shows a preference for hardship with freedom, to shelter
with confinement. On ranch and farm. Coaly Bay becomes
useless and a nuisance. Amid natural, wild surroundings,
among others of his kind, he becomes a leader, superb in
strength and endurance.
3. A tamed animal in captivity
The elephant, Moti Gruj, is devoted to his mahout ,Deesa,
permitting his beatings in order to enjoy the pettings which
always follow. When Deesa goes away, Moti GuJ is obedient
for a while, then rebels against authority, and completely
discomfits all who try to control him. He obeys only his
own wishes lintil the return of his drunken master, when
Moti GuJ becomes once more an obedient and docile elephant.
Animal knowledge. "-
1. The black bear of North America is one of the most
intelligent of the forest animals. Although extremely shy,
he is remarkably curious in regard to man. Like other wild
animals he is moved largely by instinct in time of danger.
On this point, man and the lower animals differ, as man
orit dtsflftita arid’ fioe xiSE ^sSt lo .a^swog
.dta9b ziOt\ b9'7o9 ©I* rf;}’ocf .eoruaifc x<i bdbtti bns .laad
eeeablJit o& s^tovoi I^smlaa fiatacl^eeaioJb A ,3
^nasirXocf'frl
,
Ii/iMiraetf -^XlAirai/iiir ,^a3 gXsoO^J-Xoo edf
fcaietXerfa bImA .aXcfas/rjB^’air ecf ot sovoiq ,Jbo^‘tT[Xq»f: Jbna
erf aa ,^X©e;J’X e^iesea tXitge d“£ieJ5aeg©fcaX aid 8saX*nxrot*rxfa
TOtXede .rnofiee^^ dtXr gldaXiad noi aonene!^©*!^ a swoda
eesooed ^afi TjXeoJ) ,awal i>fia dceisi rrO .d'crenienXlaoo rf^Xw
, a'^tiiJE>/ufOT'X//8 ^XXw , XanrirXjarx btmb .'’OfiaBXrn a fina aasIeBu
ai di^girs ,ToX>aeX a aeisooed ed eXd 'to sreri^’o ^rtoora
.soffai/rXjaa Arta dt^noTta
TfXXr^tgao rtX XainXrra fieoat A .S
,
ftfiSOG, ;^x;orfuffl a trf ot he^oTeb eJt .txrf' Xtol* .drrarfgeXe ed7
rf’kXrfw s^/TiJ'Jsq ©d^ ^o(,no 0^ lebtio nX a^frXXaod sXd ^nXX^irrrreq
taei-6edo eX XJ 0I.T
,
^awa aeog aaeeC aerf^ .woXXot e^jawla
^XeXoXgmoo Ana XenXa^ eXotfOT aedt ,aXXdw a “lot
aid '^Xao a^odo ©H .wXd XoiXnoo of odw XXa sttxmoosXX
aadF .leteam aejfainJi aid to cnt/XeT: ©d^^ Ibtaif eedelw awo
.^aarfgoXa ©XXooX lina Xfioi^ado eta ©TOm ©offo aecsooed XXoM
— •9^eIwoitd XpcxgA
(Xqok erf^ to ©flo aX aolietaA d;XioH to laed :tfoaXd erf''’ .X
,^0 ^XeasoiXxe d^rrodifi. •alaarisa taeiot ©dt to XnojatXXe^nX
AXXw “sed^o oTfXJ .ftam oX Xtax.oi nX eooXix/o •^IdadTi’sei al ©d
^lo^gftaX to emit trX XonXteaX ^d ^Xe^taX hoToat aX ©d eXawXna




relies mainly upon his intelligence when danger threatens.
2. Although a domestic animal is usually submissive
and patient, a spirit of independence
,
which may prove
unyielding, occasionally reasserts itself long after the
animal has become accustomed to domestication and shelter.
Domestic auaimals differ individually in their re-
sponse to man*s affection or authority.
The Indian elephant, highly valued for work requiring
great strength, is one of the most intelligent and sensi-
tive of tamed animals in captivity. He often behaves in
a distinctly individual manner; at times the acts which he
performs Invest his personality with an almost human qual-
ity. Usually becoming very fond of his keeper, he obeys





1. Forest fires, extremely dangerous to all forms of
animal life, usually occur after a period of drought.
2. Wild animals, under the stimulus of great fear,
cease to prey upon each other.
3. Wild creatures seem most admirable when unconfined,
amid natural surroundings. Confined by man, they may
aerfw airf rtoqix tXnXain aelXoT
9vte8.cffi<fj.f8 ’^XXeifsi/ 8^ XarnXn/? oi-^e8a!oJ& s rfgiforf^-XA .2-
ftvoTq ^am ffolrfw
,
©ofleA^egeXai lo ttitqe b t&aei&jsq Jbaa
leS^e gnoX ^Xee^l Btieasaei ^XXaaoXaeooo ,^aXXXel"^c£Lff
.iBifXeila AfTB aoitaojt;fa9fBof» o& bemo&sxfooB eoooad asrf XwcfnB
-91 iXotft al riaafciviijai lellrl’f' aXacXnB oltaefiiod
10 aoXJ’oet^s a’lAm oo oaaoqe
gnliXapei rfiow io^ AecXav ^Xxfsirf .tcAxfqeXa aatlal arfT
-taasa Aob &ae:^tIX9fat taom ©rf^ ©ao aX 3‘a9iB
al aoYBn'otf flatlo ©K .^^XYXi^qBO aX eXaaiiao Aeoia^ lo ©Yl;f
©rf rfoXdw axofi ©d^ ta ;i©fraa0 XaxxAXvXfcaX ijXXOffUaXA
-leap nanij/.i Xaoi^Xa ie ri^Xw '^^XXenoei©q aid taernX aario^ieg
aZf^do ed ,i0cr©93f aXd lo baoJ ^er BcXmooed ’^XlBxmU .^^X





^0 B«io^ XXb ot Baoi©BfLft5 xX9ffl©iXxe .aeiX^t Xeaio*^ .X
. ‘‘dvaoiA Ito ToXioq e io^^b lacoo ^XXBxma ,©^XX iB/nXie
,ieol XseiB ^0 eaXuaiX^B ©d^ tbIiuj .BlamtoB fiXXW .3
.lodXo doe© croqa ^©iq ot eeaeo
, Xo«X1tiioo£XJ7 nedw ©CdaiXjnfce Xaoc .xieaa aoixrt’eoio AXt”" ‘C,
T6cn ''C©dt ,aBm >^:9at^iioO • %ixXbiwom:jJB leii/Xea: XXce
develop qualities which seem evil* These may he the
animal* s only means of protest against oppression or con-
finement •
4. Arabian horses are noted for beauty of form, speed,
intelligence, and spirit.
5. An animal may possess a personality distinct from
others of his kind.
6* Animals become more attractive to us in the degree
that they show intelligence in their actions.
7. An elephant’s affection for his keeper is not
lessoned by the fact that the keeper's character is worth-




Find the definition that corresponds to each word
on the list. Place the number of the word before the
correct definition. Example:
1. palpitate ( ) To Impose by fraud





( ) To lay waste
( ) To drive into a pen or enclosure
f ) To establish a claim before others
ecf 'Z&Bi QQOrfT •live
€»l^lla0p qoX«»v®5
-£XO?) *10 ao2fa»iqqo ^anlasa tee^crtq -^o arraatn rlao ©'lamlais
. taoEiairift
,f>06qc »flTXct ^i'XTBerf lo^ .?)9toii eia seeiorf aalcfa^iA
• tlitqe i)fto ,00 :10s i XI©ta±
noiTr Y^ilactoeaoq a aseenoq ^ani r^arlafl aA .9
.Jinla sjtil 1bo aiorftc
o©TS©i& arfi" flX ex; o;f erttOisnffR eaoar offlooecf aXaaiuA .3
.iffOitfoB ‘itQdt at ©caesXIXotal vroxfs ’^©xi^ tari^
toff et Tflqoe-jf eld Toi aoX.-trj6?^ta B’tnuwiqel© aA ,V
-rf^^tow ©jt a©^^oa^a^^o B’leqeo;? ©xft i’Bxfd* toat ’^rf Aeffoeael
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i)inw lioBO cAaoqc#T*roo fiulf rroXtXn bat*^
ed^ eiolreG' A^ow edf lo tBtSizsm itdf ©osX^ .tell frf7 ao
i^^iqsiexS ,«oXtXaX^ofc ^o©*iYoc
6ifjrTl ^cf ffBoqnt oT ( ) ^stlqlaq .X
qX^iToXo/v ©^BaXxrq ;dardf ol (I)
e&BB^ ^«X oT ( )
©TrAJOXcne to a9q 3 ofat evt-rh o'? ( )











( ) To look forward with foreboding
f ) To throw into confusion; disorganize
( ) To plunder; annoy
( ) To hold up to a certain level or
pitch
f ) To be unduly anxious about trifles














( ) A flight of fancy; wit
f ) An Oriental form of salutation
( ) Air or water with a circular current;
a whirlpool
( ) A sign or trace of something that
has disappeared
( ) An elephant driver or keeper
( ) A great calamity or disaster
( ) A half-turn which a horseman makes
( ) A drunken revel
( ) A talking to oneself
( ) Great wonder or terror
( ) Quality of being useless or in vain
( ) A place that protects or shelters
( ) Confused, unintelligible language
( ) An opponent or foe
b^tmltaoO A aoi&ZifiB.
hi
^fl^AocfeTo^: ci&tn fcTano^ 3fooX oT ( ) ViTaif .A
csliZJBS'ioalA ;aoiairtaoo otal Ttoidt oT ( ) Xbttoo .3
^oona ;i9bLUitq oT ( ) aiBifecB .6
TO XoveX dletTeo b ot qtt bTod oT ( ) oaXXaTOflioX .r
doJ'tq •
aoX^l^Td* Biroti^fla \^Xj[//)ux7 ocf off ( )




A ( ) 9gt&9SV .X
ctotAB&srti^n to •rTot Xa^aotTO aj\ ( ) XOOBTBO .s
.‘irtCTTira TaJiJOTie a dftw tb^bw to tXA ( ) tfTodBm .5
XooqXTiiiw a
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bBiB&qqBelb ead
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TOqfdO^l TO TOVtTJb ^aErfqtoXo nA ( ) MirpoXXXoe .3
To^e?'iaU> TO xttmlao tai^Tg A ( ) /nBaXjjB .3
8€>?C8*5 TBffioaTOd B rfolrfw nTr*^-* Xad A ( ) '^BBTOVfcB .V
XoTOT nedaxnX A { ) trevoo .8
tXeooao of gatiLa^ ; [ ) aot^^BiiToTefioc .e
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•S&flSxwX 9l<fisXXX»;^a:^xiir .^©ecticaO ( )




portentous f ) Incapable of being surrendered to
2. formidable
another
( ) Hot conquerable
3. subservient ( ) Unyielding; unrelenting
4. inexplicable ( ) Foretelling evil
5. sagacious f ) Skillful; clever
6. rudimentary { ) Over full; crowded
7. aromatic ( ) Uncertain; insecure
8. delectable ( ) Difficult to overcome; dreadful
9. erratic ( ) Being of service
10. precarious ( ) Resonant; echoing
11. inexorable ( ) Hot made plain or accounted for
12. indomitable f ) Fragrant; spicy
13. congested f ) Delightful to the taste or senses
14. inalienable f ) Wise; farsighted
( ) In an undeveloped state
( ) Wandering; irregular; queer
2. Introductory discussion
a* Domestic animals 1/
How many of you have at home a pet animal of
some kind ? In selecting animals for pets what traits do
you think are most desirable ? In what ways do you think
your pet differs from a wild animal that has been recently
y teter Chalmers Mitchell, The Childhood of Wild Animals,Frederick Stokes Company, 19l2, p.
of BoteJ6£iett*iJ[/B satocf to oldaqaonl { )
loff^otra
sxfoi^tied’i oq .X
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gflitaeXBica ;^ai 6Iol^ftU ( ) t£ieXVl®«<fj38
1179 ^IXXo^’e'io'T ( ) sXcfaotXqxeai .b
revBlv ;X0tXXX3(S ( ) eiroXoo^isB .5
JbeXwoTO ;XIiA “XOtO ( ) TxataofiXftxrr .d
eii/oaent ;rtXa;fiaoiiU ( ) cX^Bcioia .V
CxrtfiaoTb ;einooTavo XX0oXtti<T ( ) 9l<fB^oeIeb .8
ooivTOB to griXaff ( ) oX^aiia .0
^nXorfeo ;^flJUToe«ff ( ) BJtfo^iaoaiq .01
lot i)otfUJOOoa to iTXaXq oXaw toK { ) 0Xtfa*xox«ai .rx
'XcXq® ;taaEr3ai^ ( ) ©XrfatXttoAaX .sx
aoaaoa to ©teat arf^r Eut^xlaXXeCL { ) bofeBj^moo .sx
betrfsXaiat ; 68 XT/ ( ) 9l(feii9t[Bni .bX
tQ^Ql97iibnsT ctB al { )
;i£lx7i8e*tTl ; r^rtiieJ^naW ( )
nriacrofclb of otrAoT^irl .?
\L BlJitalrui .::
lo Ismirtfi ^eq a earori eyarf Ero"^ 'iiia® iroH
oJE> Btta*srtf tBtVw nfttq aolt BlcEinji al ? IsiiTl amoe
Jtairid’ ifo^ ob B^aw ;^ai^w al ? oltfiiiiQafi taon eaa rfaitftf’ 0O\i
qXtjieoai need aaif ;ra/i;t XaainB f»Xiw a aronl STe^'^tX itaq titoy
tgXawi JA i)Xt^ to XoorfhnrtC otfT
,
fXoa'otX’X c’joa.rarfft \jr
•q .5T6X .^oraqcroD ilolTCBbtr^
\
mtamed ? Would you call your pet a domestie animal ?
Do you know how animals first became domesticated ?
For thousainds of years men and the lower animals have
roamed this earth. The earliest men hunted the animals,
killing them with rude weapons, in order to use their
flesh for food, and their skins for clothing.
The animals that we now call domestic were probably at
first wild animals that had been captured while young, and
then were kept for pets. As these pets grew older and
larger, man found that they were useful to him, so he began
to raise them to help him with his work. He killed animals
that refused to be tamed, so that a race of animals was
evolved that we call domestic. At the same time, man was
gradually changing from a hunter to a keeper of flocks
and herds.
Ever since those early days man has been keenly in-
terested in the lower animals, but very few of them have
been domesticated. How many domestic animals can you
name ?
b. How domestic and tamed animals differ
Tameness is something different from domestication.
It means that the animal takes pleasure in man’s company,
and shows him some kind of affection. Domesticated animals
are generally tame because they have been bred for
IT iiOO. clt.
? lamiaa Dt^69cob e foq iiroTj XXao iro'^ tXssn'71 ?
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.eirrod !ina
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ixo^t oao aXamlna oll-eeao-fc .Xd^aol^’eecjoX naed
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\i tcaHlJi cXamlna fcanet fins oltsemof) woH .d
.no]:lacld“Q©£DQij mci^ j^nXritecaoe si seanatoaT
.".inaqaioo s’naai ni aiusaarq Xeains arfJ tarCr snaam tT
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generations, and any that showed resistance were killed
or allowed to escape.
When young animals are tamed, they transfer to human
beings the affection they would naturally give their
mothers.!./ They are more ready to do this when the way is
made easy, and their natural instincts are not greatly
yiolated. Most of them retain a great deal of independence
They like to be left alone sometimes, and are unpleasant if
dragged out when they do not wish society. Can you think
of a domestic animal that still retains this characteris-
tic in large measure ? Tameness is never inherited.
Domestication is different. It requires breeding a
race of animals in captivity for many generations. Some
of these animals are tame in babyhood, but when fullgrown,
give way to the old, wild instincts. These animals are
gradually weeded out. When you consider how domestic
animals have evolved, what characteristics do you expect
will usually be prominent ? What qualities will be lack-
ing ?
c. Taming wild animals
Success ini taming a wild animal will depend largely
on his intelligence and his natural habits or instincts.
In what animal has superior intelligence made taming
relatively easy ? Can you think of an animal that has not
been tamed, due probably to its lack of intelligence ?
\j liOC. cit.
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Instinct is a tendency born in an animal, JL/ so tbat
he performs certain acts without having to learn how. Both
man and the lower animals have instincts, but in the
animals they are more striking, A man has to learn how to
build a house, but birds and wasps build their houses by
instinct# Can you name some other acts that birds and
animals perform by instinct ? What animals and birds have
Instincts that make taming them very difficult or im-
possible ? Are the lions used in stage or circus perfom-
anoes really tame ?
Assignment I-g.—
Readings, questions, and exercises#
Read ”The Gauntlet of Fire”, by C.G.D. Roberts in
Modem Readings
,
Book I, John W# Davis. First read the
story through naturally, then read the questions and
attempt to answer them# If there are any that you cannot
answer, re-read whatever parts of the story are necessary.
If you were living in the woods and suspected that a
large bear was lurking in the neighborhood, what action
would you take ? What signs might lead you to suspect the
presence of the bear ? Bears are fond of what foods ?
What tasks would you find it necessary to perform if you
were a home-steader in the wilderness ? Can you name a
1/ Major R.W.G. Kingston, M.C. Instinct and Intelligence,
me Macmillan Company# K.Y. 19S9, See Ch# I and ZIZ.
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foanoo anx fadf x^o eta etedf TI .norfl xowaas of fqmeffa
• Xt.zeeeoea eta \tofe edf Jo efteq tetefsd^ baet-ot »xew8 nc
B fadf bofooqeua baa aJboor edf al ^alYll oxaw 00^ TI
aolfoa iBrfw .Boodxodrfgleff erit snWxaX sbw laecf bj^,tbX
edf foeqeue of aox beel fdj^ia eosXe XarTT ^ exfa^ aox fiTrow
? cfiooT tx?rfw To baoJ ets ataed f taed edf Jo ooaBSeTqr
0O\c T 2 rrnoTxiiq o^ xtaoBeoea ft bnlJ wnj iXirow edsaf fad^
a etaaa uox toC ? BBeatebllw edf al tebaefs-eaod a etew -
.eoaeyi lllefal baa fcalfe aT ^aoAe^cXF TTT^TJTxo^BiriT
hat^' f .iZ ee?. T^S'ex .Y.^f .\;/tRqmoO xbXXIpiob!! eflf"
iiTunber of trees that you would see In the forests of
Eastern Canada? Which of these would you also find near
home?
Why do you think the hear watched the man so continu-
ously? What was the bear's feeling toward the oxen? What
change in the bear's attitude toward the man followed the
killing of the buck? What animals would you see in the
forests of Eastern Canada? How does a dead-fall accomplish
its purpose? Why did the bear not prey upon the man's do-
mestic animals? What signs preceded the coming of the
forest fire? Pretend that you are a homesteader; describe
your first thoughts and actions at the approach of the
fire#
The refuge of the forest animals was what sort of
place? What animals went to the bogan? What was remark-
able in the animals' behavior toward each other as they
waited in the bogan? What was the one animating motive of
each animal? What feeling predominated? In what ways did
the bear find the bogan unsatisfactory^? Was it lack of
intelligence, cowardice, or some other characteristic, that
kept the bear from following the otter downstream? V/hat
qualities did the fox show during the crisis? What were
the actions of the less intelligent animals?
Can you explain how the presence of the man, usually
an object of fear, could bring to the bear a sense of
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security? How did the hear show Intelligence during his
perilous course down the river? Pretend that you were the
black bear; tell us how much you understood, and what your
feelings were fl) as you watched the homesteader working;
(2) as you saw the man kill the buck; (3) as you waited in
the bogan; f4) as you watched the man put off from the
spit.
Contrast the situation of the bear with that of the
man at the end of their adventure. At the close of the
story, was the bear's attitude toward the man changed or
unchanged? What do you think were the three most import-
ant elements that contributed to the survival of the man
and the bear? Which was contributed in greatest measure
by the man? Which by the bear? Review the main actions
of the bear throughout the story, naming or describing the
instinct, feeling, or thought that impelled each act.
Assignment 1-3.—
Readings, questions, and exercises.
Read Coaly Bay, Outlaw Horse, by Ernest Thompson Seton
in Bison Junior Literature, Book Two. As directed in
Assignment 1-2, first read the story naturally, then read
and consider the questions, re-reading wherever you find
it necessary.
BJtrf Aoae^.tCX^tal woria taBd adt l>iJ& woE
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Why was the name Coaly Bay well suited to the little
oolt ? Arab blood in a horse shows itself through what
Ohara oteristics ? What charac teristios early set Coaly
Bay apart from the other colts ? How did he gain the name
"Quit-the-Bunch" ? What became his one desire ?
At three years of age what were Coaly Bay's pro-
nounced characteristics ? How did Coaly Bay show in-
telligence in resisting his trainer ? Can you suggest
any sort of training that might have been more successful
with Coaly Bay ? What kind of Judgment did his master show
in selling Coaly Bay ? What new tactics did Coaly Bay
try on the ranch owner ? In his nightly forage of the
garden. Coaly Bay showed what new characteristics ? What
was your opinion of the bargain made by the gardener and
the rancher ? How was your opinion of the gardener affect-
ed by the for-sale sign ?
What men were in the band of bear-hunters ? What
reason did the owner give for selling Coaly Bay ? What is
meant by hobbling a horse ? In what ways did Coaly Bay
show his feelings as he went along ? Who was deceived by
Coaly Bay ? In his attempts at escape. Coaly Bay showed
what characteristics ? On the way back, and later in
camp, he gave expression to his feelings in what ways ?
How did the hunters resolve to make Coaly Bay useful ?
How did the wish expressed by the writer show that he was
£5
9xft ot f.'fi&ijjB IXew ^b€L eorfiff erf:J' saw '\rcf\T
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OBTsn orft nJLes ed BIX woH ? orfX acrl fteqa ^afi
? e^XeeB ©no ©id ecwoed’ rf’arfV. ? ”domrf
-otq e'x^ ilaoO ©-lew tarfw e®© ^o aiaef^ ee^nff &A
-ah vrode TCJifi xilfvoO B If. woH ? BOftaXioxoaiarfo Beonnoa
^eejigxre rc^ naC ^ TOiilai^ eld ^aJteleez al ©ofle^XIXoX
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edJ- ©yno^ sXrf at ? la/rwo rtona? ©rtt no
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Xartlf ? e%od'ainf-iaorf ^o Brecf eds at otow aeco teinr
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^Bfi XtJ^oC bib BXaw tartw al ? ©etorf a j^/rirtfrtort d’oeam
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affected at Coaly Bay's departure ? How does your Judgment
compare with the author's in regard to the spirit that
dwelt in Coaly Bay ?
Desorlhe the feelings of the men who drove Coaly Bay
away. How did you feel at this point in the story ? What
was Coaly Bay's reaction to the man's signals ? What did
the hunters consider the most humane way of killing Coaly
Bay ? What was slgnlfloant about the next escape of Coaly
Bay ? Locate on a map the rivers and regions crossed by
Coaly Bay. What signals did Coaly Bay and the wild herd
use in communicating ? What do you think Coaly Bay and
the wild herd had in common ? If Coaly Bay still lives,
what hardships does he face ? What advantages has he for-
saken ? What is the writer's parting wish for him ?
What is your parting wish for him ?
What do you consider were Coaly Bay's most admirable
characteristics ? What did you dislike in Coaly Bay ?
In what ways was he like a human being ? What was Coaly
Bay's idea of happiness ? How does his idea of happiness
differ from yours ? Which of his desires were like yours ?
Why do you think the author wrote the story of Coaly Bay ?
Assignment 1-4.—
Readings, questions, and exercises
Read "Motl GuJ, Mutineer", by Rudyard Kipling, in
Prose and Poetry, Eighth Year
,
Avery, Yan Arsdale, and Wil-
ber.
t£i9asi&rJt ‘ixro’? eeoJb woH ? eTjjchroqdA e'x&S. -^IboO
&Bdt ot biR'^yB’i fli 8 ’TOrf^ifd ©jfiJ' dSht f^raqaoo
? Xe^ ^IflOO fli ^lew^
Xa^ Y-TsoO 8Vo*Ii^ orfw aem ©rft 1:o e;acll6©^ »dt ad^ioaoCI
tjtufff ? exit nl tflloq leal" 0ox woH .'iBwa
JbjtJ& jarfV ? Blaoj^a s'aBtc edf ot ftoii^o/iai e^^sfl yJ«oO bbw
•
1X800 gaillXii lo eaaflu/rf tcoa Bd^ isbJtaaoo ene^nsid sdt
TCXaoO ^0 eqaoea &x9a adt Suoda l-tusot^tn^lB saw tsd^ ? ^afi
•^cf bOBBOno aitoi^^ei haa eiavl^ arf^ qain a ao at^OfyX ^
biad JbXXw ad^^ iaa y.XnoO ftXf» aXangJte tadV .;caS •^XaoO
baa yaS “ylaor T(atdt a^x dadV ^ ^alfeobmicmot rrX ana
.oarIX rXite !ce^ ^leoO 1:1 ** nommoo ai bad bred bitw edi"
-Tr*1 erf aerf ^ad^ T eosJ erf neob aqldabrad tad«
^ old TOl riaXw 7\ni^T8q a’loJXTa ed& at fad^ ? ae'iae
9 rid ro^ debv gnld'Taq rrao'^ eX tarfT^
aXdaiXmfca ^eon b ’•^aC ylaoO a^ew ‘xaMafloo vox ob Xarfrr
? ^aff \XaoO aX ailXeXB aox bJtL ^adV' T eotJ’ebre tearado
yX^oO aaw tadX 9 j<ctXad aaasfd a eittl ari aew eyaw tadw at
eaaaXqqarf lo aebl aid eaoB woH ? BBOffXqqad to oaI>X a'^afi
? ftT0o^ edil ©lew eoiXDe^ eXd to rfoXd^ ? eruox cioit lettXX
^ yaii yXacr to v^cXo o:*t a^c'rw rodtaa edt ilaldt nox ob xd^
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Read the story naturally, then consider the questions#
If you were a coffee-planter in India, which of the
various means of stump-clearing would you choose ? How
does sm elephant get the stumps out of the ground ? In
what ways do natives of India fare "better under the English
than they did under native rule ? What do you think of
the way Deesa treated Moti GuJ ? How did Moti Gu;) treat
Deesa ? What were some of the names Deesa called Moti Guj
What do you think of the character of Deesa ? How well do
you think the planter understood Deesa ?
How much of Deesa’ s explanations and commands do you
believe Moti Guj understood ? Explain why you believe that
Moti Guj really did not keep account of the number of days
his master was gone ? How did Moti GuJ "put his hands in
his pockets" ? What characteristics did Moti Guj show
when he faced the whipping elephants ? When he seized the
brown baby ? In ^at parts of the story does Moti Guj
remind you of a human being ?
Do you think that an animal ever really misses a
human being ? Give instances. What actions of Moti Guj
show that he really missed Deesa ? How do you interpret
the author's statement that Moti Guj wept with joy ?
What events in the story do you believe are either untrue
or exaggerated ? Which descriptions, though not literally
true, express clearly how Moti Guj behaved ?
.aaoiteoiip od>f TaBleaoo aeiit ,'%IIenutAa »rf^ iaafl
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\
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? XOi dtfw tqaw ftoM tBdt tnanatata c'TOdtx;a ©dt
etriSajj lerit f© o*ra avoflad ]jo'*j of> x^ota adt al ataava tftdV
'jXfanotfX ton dgjjodt ,anoftqiTCOR©f» dofdW ? jbatjnassi'.x© *ro




Which of the three stories do you believe to be most
faithful to the facts of nature ? For which animal did
you feel the greatest sympathy ? \¥hioh animal did you most
admire ? Give your reasons. Do you think animals have
personalities like human beings ? Do animals have really
a sense of humor ? How would you rank the three animals
as regards Intelligence ? Which author showed in his
story the widest general knowledge of animal life ? Which
author seemed to love animals best ? Give a reason for your
opinion. Which author used his animal chiefly for the
purpose of making a good story ? Which author do you be-
lieve most enjoyed writing his story ?
In a conflict between man and beast, where does the
advantage nearly always lie ? Why is this so ? What
qualities in an animal do you admire most ? How do these
compare with the qualities that you most admire in human
beings ? Do you believe it is right to trap and exhibit
wild animals ?
Pupils Summary
A wild animal.— A wild animal is naturally very shy
and distrustful of man. This is especially true of the
American black bear, although he is noted for his curiosity
in regard to man when he thinks himself unobserved.
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teoar uo^ i&lfc laati^ ifotrfr ? ^rf^Bqis^a teofasi^ edf lesJ fTO}^
ovad alssmtna ifaldf irox -effOBeei ixro^ erJtO ^ erlmba
avBif slanXiXB oQ ? a^nidcf cusmird ejfti eabftlartoaroq
elamlaa eaidt erft jfnai 00^ 6I0OW woH ^ Jomird lo oartea a
Blrf nX fceworfe torfi'^a a'oMW ? ooae^iXratnJt afiTa^ef as
rfo*dW ? al-lX TstrJaa ^0 a^eCwo/nf Xsnorre^ i’eaJ^iw exit viota
X0o^ lol 0O8seT a aTlO teed eXsicXrca eToX ot Xemeea rodftre
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? eXsKXrxB fiXXw
T£^eflmi08 8XXq0'I
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^tX8oXT0O aXd lol Aeton aX ad dzocdtia .raod TfoaXd rtseXiefliA
.bBv*iBBdoasT l:r3enXxf ejCaidt arf narlW aam o& hias®’! ^X
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The black bear is one of the most intelligent wild animals
of the forest.
In the story, the bear feared the man as a being who
had great and unknown power. Only to escape certain des-
truction would the bear follow the man through the danger-
ous stream. The bear quickly learned the beet manner of
directing his course because he was an intelligent animal.
Thrown upon the log with the man, the bear still felt fear
of him, and he was still possessed by man-fear when he
again followed the man, attempting to gain the spit. There
was no spirit of understanding between the two, though the
man was not unfriendly. Even the man*s laughter was dis-
concerting to the bear.
At the close of the adventure, the bear was the same
timid, wild creature, essentially unchanged by contact
with the man.
A domestic animal.— Domestic animals are usually
marked by patience and obedience. Through generations of
breeding, their original spirit of independence has been
brought under control. This is as true of horses as of
other domestic animals.
Coaly Bay differed from other horses in his superior
intelligence, and his greater strength, speed, and beauty,
but most markedly in his unyielding spirit. To attain his
one desire, freedom, he was willing to forego all comforts
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of food, shelter, and care.
The author does not tell us that Coaly Bay was ever
loved or petted by a human being. Ko man could break Coaly
Bay’s resistance through force, but perhaps if someone had
loved and trained him from babyhood, he could have been
coaxed to yield by that person.
Though Coaly Bay was called an outlaw, we sympathize
with him, and are glad that he became free. We also feel
more sympathy for other domestic animals, who patiently
bear the burden of man's oppression.
A tamed animal.— Among tamed animals, the Indian
elephant^- is ranked as one of the highest in intelligence.
He is sensitive, and usually has great affection for his
caretaker or master. Because of his intelligence, strength,
and docility, he is a valuable worker on plantations in
India
.
In all of the usual good qualities of elephants, Moti
Guj excelled. He was devoted to his mahout in spite of
frequent brutal treatment. Under the care of the low-caste
Deesa, Moti Guj developed certain amusing eccentricities.
Irked by the continued absence of his master, he refused
to work. His great strength and superior intelligence made
his rebellion a sucess.
Most surprisingly, Moti Guj went quietly and obediently
to work when Beesa returned. This makes us realize how
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the great animal loved, and how completely he was controlled
hy one shiftless human.
Kipling's story Impresses ns with the fact that
elephants are extremely sensitive and Intelligent, hut we
will also remember It as an example of the many stories
which are popular today,- those which grossly exaggerate
the thinking power and emotional sensitivity of the lower
animal s.
Optional Activities
1. For a week or longer, spend a few minutes each
day attempting to teach your pet animal some small trick.
Keep a dally record of your procedure and the results.
Prepare to read your record to the class. Book reference,
Ko. (34), at the end of this list may be helpful.
2. Go out Franklin Park and observe the black or
brown bears. Kotloe size, color, skin, or other out-
standing characteristics. What Is their background, and
what food Is given them ? Bring to class a description
of their appearance and activities, based on your ob-
servations. (Take elevated train to Forest Hills. Secure
your parents' permission.)
3. Choose an animal that you would like to know more
about. Consult books on animal life at the library; go to
the Museum of Natural History; go to Franklin Park. Write
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a detailed description of the animal’s appearance, natural
home, and habits. For; further credit, write an imaginary-
biography of the life of the animal. It may be helpful to
read book reference, Fo.fSS), which is an excellent animal
biography.
4. Make a portfolio of drawings of wild or domestic
animals. Accompany each drawing with a brief description
of the animal’s appearance and habits. See book references,
No. (9) and fl7).
5. Make a circus map of the world showing the comers
of the earth from which animals of the circus are gathered.
You can perhaps get an outline map to mark this on. 1/
6. List all of the ways that you can think of in which
men are dependent on animals.
7. Collect from newspapers and magazines true stories
of animals whose behavior has outstandingly shown such ad-
mirable qualities as loyalty, courage, obedience, and
patience. Report to the class.
8. Make a list of jungle stories. Place those that
seem to you to sound true in one group, and those that do
not, in another.
9. Can animals teach man anything ? If so, what ?
Write an opinion to read to the class.
"U Optional Activities No.’s 6, 8, end 11 were found in
^al Life Stories, Book One, by Thlesen and Leonard,
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10. Besides food and clothing, what do animals con-
tribute to our happiness and well being ? After thinking
about this, write a composition or prepare a talk describ-
ing the things you would miss most in a world without the
lower animals.
11* Read all you can find about the behavior of ele-
phants in their native forests. What are some of the points
on which writers disagree ? See if you can write a good
report on one point which you have looked up and are sure
about. Two points often debated are : fl) the quality of
their intelligence, and (2) the use of their trunks in
work and in fighting.
12. Write a paper or prepare a talk defending one of
the following statements :
a. Animals have a sense of humor.
b. Wild animals fear man.
c. The actions of some animals prove that they
reason.
13* Write a paper or prepare a talk attacking one of
the statements in Ro. 12.
14. Prepare to give a short talk to the class on one
topic below :
a* A Coffee Plantation in India
b. The Caste System in India
0 . The Forests of Eastern Canada
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d. Hardships of Pioneer Life
e. Forest Fires
16. Prepare to re-tell to the class one interesting
incident from the hooks and stories listed under Ho. 16.
16. Read one or more of the following hooks or stories*
fl) Wilderness Ways, hy Paul Annlxter.
Stories of many animal s
.
(2) The Book of Animal Life, hy Stowell and Bur-
gess.
Full of general information. Read Ch. VII,
"The Minds of Animals", and Ch. XVII, "The
Lessons of Animals".
I
f3) The Pet Book, hy Anna Botsford Comstock.
pets. Sow to care for them. Good photo-
graphy.
(4) How to See Beasts, hy Eric Fitch Daglish.
Characteristics in which heasts differ from
other animals.
(5) In My Zoo, hy Paul Eipper.
Experi enoes with captive animals hy a man who
I
loves them. Read in Chapter I how Paul I




(6) From Jungle to Zoo
,
hy Lucille Mann. i
Adventures of a naturalist’s wife collecting
|
animals in various countries.
(7) Wild Folk, hy Samuel Scovllle, Jr.
Read Chapter II, "Black Bear".
f8) Wild Animal Pets, hy William and Irene Finley.
Good stories and photographs of many animals.
(9) At the Zoo and at Home, hy James Lindsay
McCreery
Excellent pictures and descriptions for those
who wish to make drawings.
I
M
(10) The Book of PaaotLS Horses, by Caroline Ticknor*
Eighteen stories of horses famed in history.
(11) The Kindred of the Wild, by Charles C. D. Roberts.
More stories of “bears, wild-oats, and deer in
their natural habitat.
(12) Wild Animal Interviews, by William T. Homaday.
Imaginary interviews in which forty animals and
birds give their opinions of human beings. A
book to help you understand the feelings of animalji
(13) The Rew Natural History, Yol. I. G. P. Putnam’s Sons.
Read '^The Story of the Elephant” by J. Arthur
Thomson.
(14) My Life with Animals, by George F. Morse.
Mr. Morse was formerly Director of Boston Zoolog-
ical Park. Some of the stories are about animals
you have seen at Franklin Park.
(16)
Baldy of Rome, by Esther Birdsall Darling.
A dog story.
(16) Country Cousins, by Walter A. Dyer.
Pleasant essays about animals and birds that live
on or near the author's farm.
(17) African Shadows, by IJgo Mochi.
Beautiful silhouettes of 100 African animals in
characteristic pose or action, accompanied by
brief descriptions of appearance and habits.
Useful to those who wish to make drawing portfolio.
(18) Tales from Hature’ s Wonderlands, by William T. Homaday,,
Cliapter X2II tells about the pigmy elephant of
Africa.
(19) Bears, by Rose Fyleman.
Information about all kinds of bears. See Ch. Ill,
especially pages 27-30, about intelligence of
bears.
(20) The Grizzly , by Enos A. Mills.
Experiences with the grizzly in the wilderness.
For comparison of grizzly and black bear, see
p. 2 64-26 6.
(21) Watched by Wild Animals, by Enos A. Mills.
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(22) Jungle Babies, by Mrs. Martin Johnson.
True eicperlenoes with African animals.
Tlmbo”, p. 57-68, is about an elephant.
(23) How Animals Talk, by William J. Long.
See "On Gretxlng Acquainted", p. 176-194.
(24) On the Gorilla Trail, by Mary Hastings Bradley.
Baboons and gorillas
.
(25) Minds and Manners of Wild Animals, by William T. Homa-
day.
More baboons and gorillas.
(26) Animal Personalities, by Samuel Arthur Berieux.
Elephants, p. 222-233.
(27) Paddlewings, the Penguin of Gralapagos, by Wilfred S.
Aronson. Mostly about penguins. Some good charts
and sketches showing evolution of certain forms
of sea life.
(28) In Brightest Africa, by Carl E. Akeley.
Interesting true experiences of a famous naturalis
(29) Beasts and Men, by Carl Hagenbaok.
More Infoimation about elephants.
(30) The Elephant Remembers, by Edison Marshall.
Exciting fiction. Decide whether or not it is
completely true to life.
(31) Kari, the Elephant, by Dheui Gopal Mukerji.
The experiences of the author, a native of India,
with his own pet elephant.
(32) Gay-Beck , by Dhan Gopal Mukerji.
How the same author raised his pet pigeon, sent




by Felix Sal ten.
The life story of a deer.
"They Make ’ Em Behave", in Real Life Stories
,
Book
One, by Thelsen and Leonard. The psychology of
training animals, p. 19-28.
( 34 )
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From the list of words on the left, select those that
most correctly complete the sentences* Before each select-
ed word, place the number of the blank which it is intended
to fill. Example :
( ) bear
(1) otter The (1) was the first animal to
( ) fox
swim down the river.
1 .
All animals are endowed
with (1) for their own pro-
tection. Man, because of his
superior (2) has a great ad-
vantage over the lower animals.
Wild animals usually regard
men with (3)
.
In time of danger, wild
animals are moved by (1), while
man relies chiefly on (2).
Domestic animals are usual
ly (1) and (2). They customar-
ily prefer (3) surroundings.
Domestication overcomes the (4)
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( ) Coaly Bay
( ) Motl Guj
( ) the bear
Indian elephants are valued for
their fl) and (2). An elephant
usually feels (3) for his keeper.
This has much to do with the
keeper’s f4) of his elephant.
Wild animals usually respond to
man only through (1). Domestic
animals respond because of (2).
Tamed animals respond to man because
of (3).
Popular stories about animals
are apt to (1) their thinking powers.
Coaly Bay's actions proved him
to be like most fl) animals.
Of the three animals, we felt
the greatest pity for fl); we were
most amused by f2);
10^ htaZnv eiB Q^ruidqels OB^bcl
tfiBdqBle al. .(3^ baa fl) TiarfS’
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Escape from death was accom-
plished through the combined (1)
of the man and (2) of the bear.
In their response to man's
affection or authority, domestic
animals (1).
Captive elephants are consider-
ed (1) animals.
Mastery Test B
Make a check mark before the word or phrase which best
completes the statement.
Erampl e :
Horses of Arabian blood are generally
( ) a. capricious
( ) b. trustful
(i^ c. beautiful
( ) d. affectionate
1. Coaly Bay was by nature
f ) a. independent
( ) b. ill-tempered
( ) o. sullen
-croooB BAW li&AQl ffloilt eqAoeCI
(X) fienXdKoo eil^ d^roifft BorfeXXq





B'asca o!t aeaoqaeT al
oUeenjob ,t^XTcorf^na rro
.(I) eXacXna
- r")h^C-t'v^» yi^s atnarfqoXd arltjMD








S teeT "1* teaM
taerf rfoldw eeartlq lo blow '>[{^ aio^otf iTiafli Xoerfo a o^CfiM
.SaBaefjBSa s{i& sa^eXqtaoo
: a iqinar.7.
^Xlinoaoa oia fioold ftiibdaiA lo aacioH
anoiofiqao .a ( )
XiAtfiinl .d ( )
Ia1;llna6d .o fvi)
J’aaoli^oattp .b ( )
aiirt’an ^d aaw -ql/^oO . r
tr.aba&qabat .a ( )
boioqoftw*'- CXi .d ( )




E. Indian elephants are usually
f ) a* obstinate
f ) b. Intelligent
( ) c. whimsical
f ) d. affectionate
3. When separated from his keeper, Motl Guj was
f ) a. trustful
( ) b# obedient
f ) 0 . discontented
( ) d, lazy
4. When near men, the American black bear Is naturally
f ) a. fearful
f ) b. watchful
( ) c. suspicious
( ) d. Indifferent
6# Coaly Bay's bad actions were caused by his great desire
for
( ) a. revenge
( ) b* affection
f ) c. cruelty
f ) d, freedom
j^oOTxitnoO .1
Isjie :^aeve'i { )
\;Xl6rjBi; era ei^OBdqele aalbal .S
o&anf& 3(fo ,a ( )
fne^ille&al: .d { )
.n f )
( )
B8W ito’.5 ,'roq;«63f ai’rf cnoT^ fiatsTjBQTBa fieiTf .5
XL*lt8 y^t . ( )
d'naXfiodo .d ' )
Aei^rretiooelfi *0 ( )
'teat .fi ( )
^XXaiirtait al laod VonXd rrar JtTaflL? or^t ,'t«? laen aerfW
Xi/1t‘iaol .a ( )
CxT^.fotaw .d ( )
saoiotqatr^ .o { )
.6 ( )
dcatg aid \d XsaaiTBO aiow aao^^oa Jbad xlaoO .3
TOt
Brieve? .a V )
#
cfoiJ’oelita .d ( )
^.tr<Mno .0 ( )
HoJbeo^^ ,b { )
6. Kipling’s portrayal of the actions of Moti Guj is
probably
( ) a. fairly accurate
( ) b. absolutely untrue
f ) 0 . strongly exaggerated
( ) d. slightly exaggerated
7. In reasoning power a highly intelligent animal
( ) a. is equal to a man
( ) b. is much like a very young child
f ) c. is far below the level of a young child
( ) d. has no ability
8* The tamed animal follows his human master because of
f ) a. affection
( ) b. fear
f ) c* intelligence
( ) d, instinct
9. Intelligence is more noticeable than instinct in
( ) a. wild animals
( ) b# domestic animals
( ) c. tamed animals
( ) d. men
10. A marked characteristic of all wild animals is
f ) a. strength
( ) b. Independence
f ) c. cruelty
( ) d. curiosity
IsjQ i^oLl ^0 aaol&oa £e\csTt’roq .6
^Idodoiq
edamoDB .:'.()
eirt^au '^lect'closda .cf ( )
fiect’aieBsoxe ^Igfioiis .o { )
fceta*ie83oT9 triglie .A { )
XafulriK taGgtXIetiit ‘'Trigiri a t^woq gfftiToaflsi rtl .V
tai B ot iBi/pe b£ .b ( )
fiftrio r^nno^ a e/il ifonm at .d [ )
hZtdo gniTO’C A xo Xevtif ©rid iPoXstf Ta'i at .0 ( )
^ttXtda oa eari ( )
lo aauAOBrf letaBiTi OBimid ntri eirorroT! X.^wtae T.<^ne& .8
rtott ostia .^ ( )
‘XflBl .d ( )
ooao?'tXX©t*i: .0 ( )
tactttarr! .5 ( )
ttl toaltanl narit oXdABcltOii oaoa ei ©oasslXIatitl
srAnitaa fiXtw .a { )
oXAflifiA ottaacTOfi .d { )
aCantfXB .0 ( )
flam .i ( >
aX. araaiifa XXtw XXb lo otta tietos^ario be-hinm A .Of
ritgnaite .-^ ( )
00 'T«R/:ogaf)rft .d ( )
YdXf*ino .0 { )
,
^iaoXiot .X ( )
_6Q_
11 Tameness means that an animal
( ) a. merely tolerates the presence of man
( ) h. associates a person with getting food
( ) c. takes some kind of pleasure in human company
( ) d. will never harm a human being
12* Capacity for being tamed
f ) a. depends entirely on an animal's intelligence
( ) b. is greatest in fully grown animals
( ) c. is greatest in very young animals
f ) d. is the same during the entire period of an
animal's life
13* A chimpanzee on a stage, in evening dress, and smoking
a cigarette
( ) a. is a humorous sight
f ) b. is a demonstration of high animal intelligence
( ) c. is a shameful abuse of man's power over animals
f ) d. enjoys behaving like a man
14. Wild bears in cages beside automobile highways
( ) a. enjoy being sheltered and cared for by men
( ) b. offer motorists an excellent opportunity for
\
the study of wild life
( ) c. are enduring unfair and cruel treatment
( ) d. should be a matter of little concern to us
Mastery Test C
Repeat Vocabulary Pretest, see pages 25, 26, and 27.
T.Btxdiis HB farfif sajsein aBoaemuT .II
OBitf to ftoaesftiq ©i(t Boi’Aierot ^loiow .e ( )
Aool rftj^ itosToqf B eetalooBBr^ .!? ( )
^jfTBqiaoo iiBOUfii at arcu&jidlq to 6a ©croe aeiav .^ { )
aouiJci a nnart lOYea IXlw .f> ( )
laas^t tot ^ioaqaO .SI
©oae^tXIotnl s'Xanlna oe ao ^Xatt^ao sXaoq©.*^ .s ( )
•lactaa /iwot^ ^Iljot al teetaoTj 8l .cf ( )
aTafstfra ^^rujo^ ^tav rrl tae ^oot•^ at .o ( )
an to f>oXiaq ©tXtit© erff ^atrirb '^naa al .X ( )
* a'laMtfie
^atXooB biia .aaath salneva ,e^ a no aos.tpvi ‘ .Cl
e^tata^ii’© a
arrotoBimf a at .© ( )
eo£ia:5i:XXa^.tt Inintaa to flrotta*i;J’Briociat a at .d ( )
al/urtt;:^ toTo towr'^ c’.mri to aeifde ri/teamrfa a et .o ( )
rrafli a aiftf snt*’4>dntf ©"lolne .6 ( )
a^^-wn'attf oltrfoao^xra attaao aasao rft 8t»jad Blt^ .M
aoo ’id tot tatao has bototleife gated ^zoiae .a ( )
tot xttfiL^ttoqqo taerXeoT# aa a^atioton tatto .d ( )
attX Aftw to eri^
^aemtaettf’ lemo f)£ta t^staL' 'gatnubcxe ota .© ( )
esf Oit rrxeoaoo eliTttl to T.aS'tsm a ed alnods .f» ( )
C taoT




UNIT II: THE SPIRIT OP ADYEHTURE
Statement of Unit II
Pirates, the sea, and buried treasure combine to fur-
nish thrills for young persons in search of adventure.
Treasure Island is an excellent example of a story read
purely for pleasure and excitement, although many incidental
learning-products may be acquired.
Delimitation of Unit II
Background.— 1/
The sea has ever been a promising field for adventure.
Its mystery, variety of mood, the lure of unknown ports, and
the secrets of ships powerfully draw the imagination.
Stories of buried treasure are as old as history, and
still excite our interest.
Most stirring to the blood are the tales of pirates who
flourished two and three centuries ago. Among these murder-
ous ruffians grew up a picturesque tradition of speech and
custom, patterned largely on the example of a few bold
Further extension of historical background is provided
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II 1:0 taomfy&n^Z
-'isA 0^ eatdffloo aTimsf^ii” belind Lebb .a^a erf;}’ .aatf’siil
. tff'iirt’creTia 1:o rfciaea aJt acoe^eq lol: alXiirft rfeXn




taocetXoxe ftne aTimaeXq toI" '^Xe^uq
.Sei ixxpoa etf ^aa Bi-^oirAoTq-^ahTiaeX
II 5‘XatJ Jo ftoiteJ’iflrfXeC
\i --.Aoifc'i’prfoafi
. 9*iirt’nevf>B To1 JBXet^ ji£it8XBO*iq a need Teve sari nee erfT
fine .ai’foq nworcCiu/ 1o oial BifJ ,boom 1o bJI
. roX^nnl;&4Mit erf;} ws^fi ^CXXiJTT^77oq eqJtrfa lo B;}’e‘ioo8 odd
f’fTe ,XT‘ 0&Bh* OB fcXo e« ©is eiiraseii’ fieXiPd '^o aelTo^e
.taeie^nX iiro BJtoxo XXits
orfv sedrnfq 1i eeXs^ edt ©ts feooXd odd’ o;} ^tii’r‘xlJ’8 v’^boM
-•reb'iir.’s eaerfi” ^nomA •©Sfi BBl’UJJnoo BOTidt ban ofrt fiedslTJJ^XIr
fin© rfoeoqe Jo noitlfiaid ©x;psn*ixf+olq a qir wenj^ BaiJtJJtn ei/o
fiXod a eXqsivxe ©dJ no rXc^nal fioaie^taq ,co^8XfO
fiofilvoiq ©1 fianorr^doad XaolioteXd 1:o notBiisXxe \r
.©slti-Tl^os Xiwofi^^qo Tefimr loT
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oharaoters* i/ The free life of the pirate attracted many
in an age when free-hooting went lai^ely unpunished* Today,
tales of huooaneers* exploits are enjoyed as an escape from
the monotony of routine existence*
Narrative.
—
Jim Hawkins hy chance gains possession of a map show-
ing the location of buried pirate treasure* Gaining the
interest of a rich squire and a shrewd doctor, he becomes
a member of their party, formed to seek the treasure*
Aboard the schooner, Hispaniola, Jim discovers a plot
among the crew to capture the treasure and kill the leaders.
Jim makes known the plot to his party, who manage to get to
the stockade on Treasure Island with some supplies* A
brush between the parties reduces the numbers on both sides*
Jim escapes from the stockade, cuts loose the Hispaniola,
and manages to beach her with the aid of the enemy, Israel
Hands, whom he finally kills in self-defence*
Returning to the stockade, Jim is captured by the
mutineers, who are in possession* John Silver, the leader
of the mutiny, playing double, defends Jim* The pirates,
dragging Jim along, locate the treasure cache according to
the directions on the map, but find that it has already
been rifled* The enraged pirates turn on Jim and Silver,
1/ See Treasure Island, by Robert Louis Stevenson* Longmans.
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but, by the timely arrival of the doctor and the maroon,
Ben Gunn, Jim is rescued, and Silver is permitted to join
the doctor's party in return for his defense of Jim. The
treasure, which had been previously dug up by Ben Gunn, is
safely placed aboard the Hispaniola.
On the return trip. Silver escapes with a small amount
of the treasure. The other members of the party return to
England with their share of the booty.
Nautical information.— 1/
1. Recognition of types of boats mentioned in Treasure
Island.
2. Common nautical words
Knowledge of character and life.--
1. Acquaintance with a widened circle of assorted char-
acters
2. Realization that extended acquaintance is usually
necessary for just appreciation of character
Vocabulary mastery.— ^
Incidental Learning-products
Increased power of expression through
1. Vocabulary study
2. Oral and written reports
3. Acting a part in a play
1/ See vocabulary pretest, pages 56 and 56.
\l Ibid., pages 57-61.
,<iooia,T< edt 6aa loJoofi erfj Jo Xartrts TcXemtt erit





.ait lo ssaetofi atrf toI
.-rr./io, ai ^naq a
-totoofi arfi
ei ,fl<u»e noB xd qu sab xiaooiretq aestf bad cfoiotw
.eMSfleii
alotaegelH erfj biBOds leoBlq ^X»l‘se
tavoma XXb.® a
-ftiw naqeoee lavXiS aqatot adf aO
ot irt,-ri„ ,#,eo ,rf, io siatfoao qadto aril
.a^imaeu adt Jo
• YJ^OOrf Sift ^0 91i3rf8 Iterft dfiw tOBl^al
^ — »golt3arfolfrl lao i-trw?!




~ trstogicgrfcy Jo 0'Z^^>eIwo^£^
vario iatioana Jo aXotio iaaafiiw a riJt* aotraJi taiifo; .X
sistoa
X^lBOBtT St eoaatfl^Bijpoa Pelixietx© tiyit aol^ssttssr- .3
TstoaTBilo ^0 aotfBtosiqqs tsvl toJ x’^esBeo&a
\ o
» i^T9ta n MTBlxro'ooo?
etoufioifr-^aiinael fstaoiXoal
^PQTrft gploas^qxs to ISWOgr XOBSeTOill
X^BludBooV ,1
,
ctioqf©*r CTstt Jhrw /j.-® XciO #3
T''X'7 s crl tisq a airlto/. .E
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Drawing or construeting models
a« Treasure Island
b. Hispaniola or other sailing craft
c» Characters of the story
Increased literary appreciation.—
!• Stevenson’s ability to arouse the senses through
vivid descriptions of weather, land, and sea.
2. Word portraits and thumb-nail sketches of characters
Historical background.— 1/
1. Knowledge of the lives and exploits of the seven-
teenth and eighteenth century buccaneers
2. History of the development of sailing craft
Nautical information.— ij
1. Detailed knowledge of types of boats and sailing
vessels
2. Nautical terms
3. Sailors* way of life





Place in the parentheses before its correct defini-
tion the number of each word. A correct example is shown
ij Knowledge beyond the requirements of the unit
BleLoar lo .1^
AmIbI ©^usfiaiT .B
J^Ibto sntXiBB Terfd*o to alofnflqRJtH .d
TJT0;f8 edt io QTStOBTBTfO .0
r^Igl-^-Q-^09^’7CrB *:TBT&tJ^X SeOB&TQgl
rfafjOTrf;^ eaexiae odd sfjjjoirB od tddX^da 8 'aoecxevsda .1
.flda f>cra .^rraX .Terfdsow lo efio2dqrXT08©l> biv^T
jaTodoBTado lo eedodeTia X tpn-rfcfujiJd tna adfBTdToq f>ToW .3
^ — « ""ftypT^^dOBd XBOdTOdBdH
-
1X0708 odd lo edioXcfT© Jbns eevbX edt io B^telvoaS .X
aTeeoBoojJd \Tudrieo rfdneeddg do bos ddiropd









otdX do x^w 'aioXlBg .6






-Iftideb dooTToo add oTodod soaoddaoTaq odd nd ooafl
a»oda 8d oXqraexo dooTToo '
.•>tow doas ladaita odd nodd
dlitif odd lo odntoffioTdxTpoT odd bgo^^rT
below.
Example ;
1. hostage ( ) A vast army











{ ) A light ship’s boat for oars or sails
( ) A ship-rigged war vessel
( ) A fore-and-aft rigged vessel, origin-
ally having two masts, but now often
with three or more
f ) A vessel carrying two or three masts
with four-sided sails
f ) A boat used In peddling provisions
and fruit among vessels in port or
off shore
( ) A war vessel of a recognized navy
( ) A email fore-and-aft rigged vessel
with one mast
f ) A email boat made by covering a
wicker frame with hide or cloth
( ) A double banked boat used by ships of
war
( ) A boat of medium size, usually hoisteci




Wia taav A ( ) ega^aod .1
/noafWT 10^ bl9i{ i9CT03ijq A (X)
A HoXtoeS
aXi-aa to btbo toI taotf a'qida &dsfl A ( ) .Terroorfoe
.X
Xeeaev Taw fiessit-qXrfe A ( ) ^®»S^X .2
.faeaev feeggjhr t‘!t-a-Am,-0Tc5 A ( ) 'leftjjo .5
worr ^od ,3&esa owt ^^ 7ad ^XXa
eToc TO aoTrit dJ’lw taorfmxrcf .a
ataam ooTrf;^ to owt X^aaoT A ( ) tsod-^ffot
.d
BX^aa fiafcia-TXfol dtXw
aaoXeXvoTq ^aJ^fbbeq ai Jboaxr ;J*£jod A ( ) SXg
TO iToq ni uXeaaa? s<ioiib tiinl irta Taw-^o-^Iaflr .0
eioda llo aXoBTOo .0
b9s^tT^0O9i \o I»eB9r inv A { )
laeaov be^ti nn-bat:-9Z9J llism A ( )
tBam o/xo dtt^
s sajti^voo 9bBm frn(f riacB A ( )
dtoXo rro e)6tff rftiw 9aar1: leifoXw
po 87tda ^cf fieax; tjaotf Ae^frietf Bldpob A ( )
law
'©•teloxf TtrCai/Qxr ,eaiB errXBoflr :^o tsorf A { )
I
To't iaeif fine
.Xeaaer a ^nefa odt ta
rfiow-Tfoad



















( ) A large spar projecting forward from
the stem of a vessel
( ) One of the ropes regulating the angle
at which a foresail Is set
( ) The ship's kitchen
( ) The lowest framework of a vessel
( ) A spar serving as an extension of
the bowsprit
( ) An artificial basin to receive vesselii
( ) Forward part of a ship
f ) Front part of boat where the cargo Is
stored
( ) A float dragged by a vessel to keep
It from drifting
( ) A passageway under a raised hatch
f ) The forward part of a ship where the
crew lodge
( ) The body or frame of a vessel
( ) A horizontal piece of timber at the
upper end of a mast
( ) Anchor cable of a vessel
( ) The upper edge of a boat's side
( ) A room for officers and passengers
( ) The apparatus for steering a ship
aoit btBfnoi saJJoetoiq , 9,8 68t«X a ( 1
XeesftT a 5-o me^e 9t{&
3Isas 9d& eeqoi •rf^ lo nnO ( )
tse eX Xis86*rol a tiolOtr
aedo&iil a’qirfe srfT ( )
Xacaav a lo iiometOBilt S'eswoX arf? ( )
lo aoXawetxo aa ea snlriaa Taqg A ( }
fiiqfewotf 9d:t
XoeBfiv 9rleo9i ot atead Xalonxtta aA ( )
qXrfe A To fusq fiiaw7o^ ( )
ojiTijo ©xfi- oTA.fpr t3 0d To Tiag ^fnor? ( )
ofe
q997f o& Xoeaov ^ ,r(f Ae^gaiJ^ taoXT A { )
aoiT Ti
rfoJ-arf Aesiai a
-tdfiajj vAWor.aaaBq A ( )
9rf;t ©Torfw qixUe a To cf-taq brawrcY orfT ( )
3?»^oX WBro
I98B9V e To oc38*rT TO ^Bod erfT ( )
9d& dB r9dmX& To eo© 2q XA^ctosiTod A ( )
taaoj A To Bao ToqqL*
Xo88©v A To ?Ii30 toj1oil\ ( )
oAia 2 '^Bod a To
-)^I}9 leqqsr sd'P ( )
eTe‘^rt98eaq Baa aToofTTo toT mooT A ( )
















































( ) Ropes extending from the maintop
to the foot of the foremast
( ) A marsh; fen
f ) A threatening attitude
f ) Act or state of agreeing; compliance
( ) A preliminary survey or examination
( ) Compensation for wrong, loss, or
injury
f ) Waterproofed canvas used in various
ways on boats
( ) An unpleasant or trying situation
( ) Echo; reflection
( ) Form; contour; figure
( ) Dress or equipment
f ) Prayer; entreaty
( ) A high point of land or rook pro-
jecting into the sea
( ) A remote allusion or reference
f ) Obstruction; that which impedes
( ) A prankish adventure
( ) Grood looks; state of being pleasing
to the eye
( ) Act of invoking evil upon anyone
qo-faiQBi exf^ B9qoE { )
tf-emoTcoi arfi- to &oot ^dj- ot
iiet ;tfBijBar A ( )
’^ntaeteonif A ( )
eoctalfqmoo ;;.fr^9©isB to otBta ro &oA ( )
i:oi^j^a±a3X9 xo xevzua Yraalart Ce-xq A ( )
*r^> ,'i3'X lot rroltBaaoqmoO ( )
^xroiTcr fli id80 eavnso AotooTq'r«^flW ( )
B^aotf ao
aotferr&la ^(ialxz& zo &{taaB9lqan oA ( )
aoi^oBne^ ;orf&a ( )
^ iTUOtaOO ItTtQ’^ ( )
fz9aqtstp9 TO rbotC ( )
'i^8a*i3Ti» ;‘Ta'^BT'I ( )
“0?q :{om zo bael to &aloq dsld 1. ( )
aaa
-wft otat "^ai to9l
eoiraiatei to aoiexrrXi? 9fomez ;. ( )
896»qmi rfoi.’fw tarfj :^oltt>inf8dO ( )
oirrtcrevio dsljfoatrq A ( )
sai'iAoXqr sniod To staJe :BiooX fcoof) ( )
9X9 ©/ft Ot













































( ) Failure in duty; a forsaking;
abandonment
( ) Ease and smoothness in speaking
( ) Gallows from which criminals were
hung after execution
( ) A competent judge in art or a matter
of taste
( ) Officer in charge of commercial
concerns of the voyage
( ) One sent out to further certain in-
terests
( ) Periodic sessions of the English
county courts
( ) Skill; cleverness; expertness
f ) An Intricate or complicated eituatloiii
f ) A secret hiding place
{ ) Kind regard; commendation
( ) A scoundrel
f ) A mixture of various things
f ) False accusation; slander
( ) Dislike; strong aversion
( ) Deception; double dealing
( ) Act of moving with artful design;
stratagem
tasfliriofmBQra
;6(fi-"faeqe aJt aaBraifooma J^nc eeaS ( )
eiar.* alantmlio doldw moil afroflar ( )
rtot&voox9 aaorf
a io &ze at ag'ftirt tne^ecfaroo A ( )
o^aaf 1:0
ra ^o•xo!TImoo Io ©starfo aJ^ leolTtl-O ( )
BTy'^^ov lo emecnoc
-rtf- irJ-etiBo redfisT^ oS ;rao i’aoB bciO I )
efeeiBi
dell^aSi arf^ lo onoleBee ol-fcotTSi ( )
e^Tiroo \;^’axJ00
aaaa^iaqire ;a8dinaveIo ;XI1:£8 ( )
:cltr,;rti^e te&Bol£qaoo to o^aoiT^aX nA { )
eoeXqr ^aUbtd &BzoBe A ( )
noitafirxeniBoo .’tnagoT Bai2f ( )
Xsifcflxrooe A ( )
n8 £il-rfj“ 8JJ0I1AV Tto eTirtxXia A ( )
*iaX)naX8 jnoX^aeaooa e»rXa^ ( )
aotezava ;ejlJtIaia { )
SkXXsbA eXtfiro/ ;ao2^qa&o(I ( )
































( ) Wide lower part of a river affected
by tides
( ) Act of impelling forward by applied
force
( ) To call or summon
( ) To give up; surrender; yield
( ) To repeat
( ) To feign ignorance; pretend not to
look
f ) To ruin; destroy
( ) To direct the steering of a vessel
f ) To feign illness in order to avoid
duty
f ) To free from difficulties; disentan-
gle
f ) To propel a boat with an oar used
at the stem
f ) To learn for a certainty; make sure
of
( ) To give untrue information
( ) To steer wild; deviate from course
f ) To secure the good will of people
( ) To draw back; spring back
a tteq novroC ott^ ( )
^eilqqs x<^ hrs^ol s^llleqmi io &ok ( )
OOTO^
fiocoaua :lo TIao oT ( )
fcle^^ ;'ie6i'ioiixm ;qsf evt:g oT ( )
d-aegdT oT ( )
o;^ toa kaet^'iq ; 9onaToit3 i o? ( )
:fcoI
;aiin oT ( )
leesev a ^airteed'e erff fo^iJtb oT ( )
/‘ioTB ot ‘iol)‘io fll ssealll ajilat oT ( )
-artcroalt moi^ aatl- oT ( )
eL^.
fiabx- ifio as. d&lit &BOd a Xaqoaq oT ( )
crists aiff fB
eiiTB 9iafls ;^^’cia^‘i 90 a io^ iTtaal oT ( )
Tto
aoJt&smdlal eintau sTla oT { )
oaiuoo (soil eS-alvab lee;^® oT ( )
ol'toeq ^0 rXiw £oo^ ©ift eiL'0»Q oT ( )

































( ) Capable of being borne; easily
transported
( ) Unerring; capable of making no
mistakes
( ) Coming and going at intervals
( ) Existing or happening at the
same time
( ) Artless; unaffected; undisguis-
ed
I
( ) Hot active, but acted on
( } Stubborn; inflexible; unyield-
ing
f ) Enormous; marvellous; amazing
( ) Insufferable; not to be borne
I
f ) Not capable of being under-
stood
( ) Devilish; fiendish
f ) Detestable; repulsive




( ) Savagely brutal, cruel, or '!
wicked
|j
f ) Watchful on every side; cautious!
( ) Final; most remote
j
f ) Happening before the usual time
( ) Sly; secret; stealthy
Xll-ise :emo<f gaied to ©ItfaiiJBO ( )
fcoiJ^rtoqeiLait
on 3ff2 :f3ii! to aIcfBq«o .•sKiii&aU ( )
ea^stelsu
alBV'io^ai ta 501 o^ f>aa ^flJtnroO ( )
9rf;t ta aalneqqiiri lo jjnWfiiscS / )
afflit etriRQ
’t&lss^etiids :b%&03Jfeaa isaslfiiK ( )
be
00 b9&t>p ^ad ,Brl^oa ^oZ ( )
-bletx^^ ;moddij^G ( )
^nlsemp ; arfoXIaviaai ;e0oiinoa3 { )
©»nod etf ot io0 ; aXdjrroltimnl { )
>ie£>00 aldaqao ^oW { )
loo^B
dBibnen ;drttllv9a ( )
erteXirqov :eldete9fe(l i )
^^Ixreat to elooiblz 5>0l8e©"rqxfl' ( )
to ^loirto ,ratirxd v,Xe^sva8 ( )
XeXoXw
ijjct^ujBS ;ebl8 iitoro no XxrtriotaiT ( )
ptCETOt ^eoffl ;Xa0i'^ ( 1
XauBB edi" otoied ^ntaaqqaH ( )



























{ ) Varied or inflected in tone
f ) Inharmonious; inconsistent; unsuitable
( ) Rolling; moving in waves
f ) Of small importance; trifling
( ) Emitting light without heat
( ) Fierce; savage
( ) Having the manner of a slave
( } Extraordinary in bulk; immense
2. Introductory discussion :
Have you ever had the wish, during the work and play of
an ordinary day, that some adventure might befall you,-
some thing entirely unexpected,- which would bring about a
complete change in your daily life ? How many of you, if
you had your choice, would welcome such adventure ? Why do
most of us welcome adventure ?
What do most of us today have in our daily lives that
satisfy somewhat our desire for adventure ? How does the
radio satisfy the desire ? The theatre ? The movies ? Books 17
Automobiles ? Trains ? Steamboats ?
Bo you think our lives today are less varied and less
exciting than the lives of young people two hundred years
ago, or are they more so ? (rive reasons for your opinion.
Among the diversions which we have already mentioned, which
leirai&aoO .H noi^oeE
eno;f nl Jbetveflnl ro JbelreV ( ) etaflciiMjj .6
elcfs^Jfireiw ;;fii©t8laiiooni ;ejJolnoxcrrBrf£xI { ) d*£re XifOinct . V
eevaw jjaivom ( )
Sffiniit ;eor£AJ-*ioqflni lisas 10 ( )
tirorf^fw ^rf3ir ( )
07ir&smeiq ,G
eiroixrpeetfo .01
ejxBvae :aoToi^ ( ) • i-oeqefw/o^Xo .XX
eraXe a Tounaoi sifjt gni-vaH ( )
oeaenml ;2fXi/tf nl vruaniXToai^H { )
: aolBBxroBifc vso^cifXcitiTl .2
YfiXq fcxxe 3f*xow ©n'i^ ,dE ^rr ed^" f>arf ‘iev© jto^^ ©vaH
“
, ooY IlBJ:9(f &dTtst ©nrfo&vba ©noB fsdf Y^TaiiXbTo fts
B ^XTCtffl gaiTd hXuow doldn
-,-6©^09qxoriU’ Sflirftsinoa
II ,isov lo "flam woH ? 0III xll^b 7uox ni ©sflsdo ©^©Xqmco
Ob 7d^! ? ©ifl^flovbi: rfcxTB cctooXbw fcXirow ,©olodo ixro^ bad vox
? ©'ixr^asvb* ©CTO0X9W eiT lo teom
^arft eerXX ^Xt/ib -ii/o fll ©rad ’\^af)OC^ eir lo faoa ob &Bd7^
9d& aoob woH ? ©‘ixnfflevba 70I ©i teeb iiro ^edHomos
B>:ooe ^ BOXVOM odT 0'i:ffl©dy ©dT ? ©iXaab ed^ otbar
3tsoci!ia©;f8 ? ectls^l ? QoXXdotrrotirP
EB©X boa b©i*:£V aosX ©la 8©nx iro iCn^d^* iro^ oC
©la©^ b07t>jiud 0^ ©Xqooq ^0 8©vfX ©dt oAdl ^flicfJ^ox©
• floiflfqo 7 iso% T 0*^ BfloeaoT avl4> ^ oe oioai ^jod^ ©tb *10 ,03©
doMir .bd^ollnaa ’’ibaoTlj; ©vad ©'.•r dcXdw oflOlSTevib odt anocL*
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were availa'ble to young people two centuries ago? Had
young people of ancient times any forms of diversion not
available to you today? Can you think of any interesting
activities, other than forms of entertainment, that today
you can neither witness nor take part in? If you had been
living two hundred years ago, and were eager for adventure,
toward what would you have turned your thoughts? Can you
think of another activity that has interested man since the
dawn of history, yet still occupies and excites people of
today?
We are going to read Treasure Island for pure en;Joy-
ment of the thrills of an exciting adventure. After read-
ing the story you may be able to decide whether the most
pleasurable part of the adventure for you lay in fl) the
unusual characters and their manner of speech and action;
(2) the surprising plot of the story; or (3) the background
of time and place against which the story is enacted.
Assignment II-2.—
Readings and questions.
Read Part I of Treasure Island entirely through for
enjoyment* Then read the questions and attempt to answer
them. If there are some that you cannot answer, re-read
whatever parts you have forgotten, or consult your dic-
tionary and the notes in the back of your book.
&aE ?oge owt ©X(xoe<j gniro'^ slrffilJtAVfl eisw
ton ncJtoievi^ io Bffno^ 8f>mlt drioioflE alqoeq
^cfjtJe^ied'iit trox iiBO ?){BJbo^ nox ot eldallsra
,^neflaii«3’T©;tfl« Ito ersrrolk riBif^ T©rf^’o .aei^^lTj^toa
fle»cf IJBXf ffo>; tl ?al d’Tnq bxeJ^ xoa 8®©a^lw ^erf^^le/i hbc jjo^
^ATirtaevAe lo't oiew Liis ,o^e «TBe\ to'iAruuI ow& ^alrtl
trox ^^0 feirf^irorict tjjo'^ ABcnaf ©veri r/o^ AIcow ted^ AzswoS
ed& 8val9 asm ABit9i¥:tal eAd tifd^ iBdtoaB daldt
lo ©XqoBq Be&lQX9 baz euJ’qifooo Lllfe .^o;^8X^^ to ffWsB
'fXS\bQ&
9*iirq Tot baslel BisieisBiT Bbbi oi aaXoa bvb oV
-f)fi9:£ TBJttA .BIXKtflBVfcB ^Xfiti’OX© rtB tO sXXl'Srft orft tO ^«OflI
Jeof?! Brit leritoif^ oAXobA o7 eXrift orf tro’^ ^lota erft jal
ftrft (X) nl ^fiX iJO\j lot Bifjfoi'VXB Brit to tisq BXdBiimBoXq
;ooXt9B bat riooeqe to iBoaoin iXorit baz eietoBiBrio leaeuaji
3njJ0iaj?0Bd Bilt (5) 10 ixrote orit to toXq ;«fiieXiqriiJB srit (2)
.i^BtOBBO bX >cio^8 Brit jloXtfw toaXB^^B eoBXq bas BaiXt to
-
- fasaar-tael
•eaol^B iup baz bjbXAbbS
lot rigijoirit ^XeiXtflB baBfoI bihbbbiT to I tis? fiooH
leweoB ot tqffBttB fine oaoXtCBop erit Xbbi ffBxfr .toersT^otaB
,iBW8flJ8 toaruso iro^ turit ©nos eia BiBxft tl •nfBrit
-oii> iiro’^ tli/BCfoo 10 .aBtto^jiot svari aox atiaq levetariw
.j[oori iJ/OT to ^DB(f Brit rtX 09too ©rit liajB v^Brroit
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Whioh of the details in the appearance of the old
seaman strike you as unusual or mysterious ? Ylh&t does
his appearance suggest concerning his past life ? In what
respects were his requirements for a home unusual ? Was
his manner of passing his time remarkable in any respect ?
What were his chief interests in life ? What did his
behavior at the inn indicate of his character ? His stor-
ies told what of his character and past ? What did the
conflict between the captain and Dr* Livesey show of the
character of each ?
What did you like or dislike in the appearance of
Black Dog ? Dr* Livesey' s diagnosis of the captain's ill-
ness ^owed what of his ability ? Why do you think the
treatment he prescribed was wise ?
What seemed to be the captain's greatest fear ? Prom
his wandering speech can you gather any clues as to what
he was thinking about ? What happened at the inn which
made his conduct seem particularly offensive ?
On your first meeting with the blind man, what opinion
did you form of him as you considered his appearance, his
story, and his actions ? Why do you believe hie errand was
of terrific import to the captain ?
After the death of the captain, what were the dangers
of Jim's and his mother's position ? Why did the towns-
people refuse to help Jim and his mother ?
Bfo ef(;t ^0 BQiTBieeqqs et{& al 8l^sd'eJ& oxft rfoMW
b9o£> tadT? ^ BJToIre&exo ro Isjiairajs aa xfox ejtli&a itBsse&a
tedvr al ? 8^2 X tasqf aid snXfrtaoaoo taag^ji/a oofxsTjeoqfqa 8 2ff
sbV ? IsuBaao e^orf e lo^ s^ffraaieTiirpei eld siew 8;^0QCJ89‘5
? ;fo«qaeT qaa al eXtfsrftraoai offrt eld io Tearram a ^d
c2rf fitb ^axfr ? alii al sfeeje&al leWo aid eneir &Bd7
-iota aiTI f iB.*OMiBdo aid lo alaoiijni uni adi ta loirsded
odd* iifi JadW ? i’oaq /jxrs ia;^oeiArfe aid lo i^sdw Jbfot cei
6dt lo woda iraesTiJ .tC bna nlB&qao adi* xi6ew;fad JoiXlaoo
? doaa lo latomado
Ic aocuiTaaqqa edi* fii ediXaiX 10 adiX xro^t XiJb i'.ad^
I
“fli a'niaJtq^o adf lo aicoo;^*!^ B'^aEavlJ .Td ? goO. dos/S
Bdt dnldf trox Qb zdW ? ^iXida aid lo ^“adw Jbawode eeoa
f ©aiw saw iodiioeaiq ed ^caiTT^cdTd’
;iiOT^ ? Teal JfaaiaaTiF. s'aifijfqpe ©rfif ©d Osf ioocds ^adT
fadw of aa aerXo ^na ‘lad^a^ xfo^ rrao do®©:,'i! ^atiaboBW eld
doidw itni adi' ta AeaBqqmd ladV ? lirod. ^nidnirii aaw ad
? evierrello '^XiaXifOi^rraq mee i'osjtuoo aid afcao
ifoifliqo tadv ,'taa fcaiXd ©dS^ dtiw gni^aear ia?!!: itro^ aO
aid ,©oa8*Ts©qqA aid fcaiaXianoo as mid lo imol Aifi
aaw bop^iiB aid araiXad jjo^ ob x^ ^ aaoiioa aid ban .^ota
? nl».^qeo adt oj’ irroqmi oilii^ai lo
arift^cei) axrt aiow ?adw ,aiaiqao edt \o d^aeb adt -ra^lA
-aawo.l 9df bib ? aeltlsoq a’lad^ioin aid />na a ’^il. lo
? *xadv on aid Bros mil qXad eea^ei aXqoaq
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What did the "hlack spot" turn out to be ? What clues
to the mystery of their owner did the contents of the chest
reveal ? Why was Jim’s mother slow in counting out her
dues ? What did the return and departure of the blind man
indicate ? Do you think Jim had any right to take the oil-
skin packet ? What reason did he give for taking it ?
What made escape from the inn possible ?
TThat proved that Jim’s curiosity was stronger than his
fear ? The enemies of the captain seemed to be what sort
of men ? How do you explain the leadership of the blind
man ? What did their search of the inn indicate of their
strength of purpose ? How did the whistle signal affect
the ruffians and Pew ? Was the men’s desertion of Pew
purposeful or accidental ? How did you feel at the death
of Pew ? How do you explain the escape of the men from the
revenue officers ? Why was Jim’s choice of Dr. Livesey as
confidant a wise one ?
What did the squire’s appearance indicate of his char-
acter ? How did Jim's story affect the squire and doctor ?
What did the squire already know of Flint ? What immediate
decision, made by the squire, revealed one of his character-
istics ? The contents of the oil-skin packet revealed what
easily interpreted clues, and what items that were not
understood ? What did the squire plan to do ?
c 9v£o ? ocf 0& J-jjo iny;f "d’oqa ^oeXcf” ©rfcr 5±J& ^’axH?
teerfo axfd* 1:o etaetaoo ari^ £iJb -lemro •xlarfj- lo ©d^“ oi*
lerf tiro anX^oi/oo al woIe ^[©rftoiEf a saw ? laoverr
ana balld ori^ eijjtiBqel) baa trzsi&er ©rfd' XiX tadT^ ? eeuJb
-Ilo odt ©Tta^ ot ^rc© bsd mil 3CiiXdt iro'^ oC ? ©taoiJ&rcX
? 11 SaljCol rof ©7X3 ©d bib aoea©7 tad^ ? ^‘©afoaq tilde
? ©Idiasoq nnt ©dt noTl: ©qaoe© ©laa laxfT
eld aadf legnoile saw ^td'leolTi/o e'lnlTi tadl t&Yoiq fosiT
lT.oa tadw ©d ol J&eaeee rriadqao ©dl lo aelnen© ©dT ^ lael
ftalltf ©dl lo qldaialael ©dl nlaXqr© oX woE ? /i©a Tto
iledl lo ©laotlal aal ©dl lo doiaea Tl©dl bib IbsH^ ? aem
loaltla Xan^i© ©Xlelriir ©dl ^oH • ? ©aotfrxrq dl^neil©
w©X to noil*i©8©b B ’non ©dt ear ? kbx bna enb'^Urrr ©dt
dte©h ©dt tfl root 00^ b ti> woF ? Xatnabtooa 10 la'^oeoq^aq
©dt noTt aom ©dt to oqaoa© ©dt nlaXqx© 0OY 06 woH ^ woE to
ea '^seoTlI .id to eotodo E'oli saw ^tfp? ? sxooltto Bsiaevoi
? ©flo ©alw a tuaJbltftoo
-lado eld tc ©taolbnl ©otiai .©•qqa. a ’
©
tlaps ©dt bib tarO^
? ‘xotoob btifi ©ilirpe ©dt Toetta v^ote e’cil^ bib woH ? Totoa
©talbecinil toxfv ? tnlX*^ to wond ^baoiXa eiltwB ©dt bib tadT?
-letoaiado Bid to ©no bsXaoroi ,©Tl0p8 ©dt -^d ©bata .nolaloob
tirdw bolaovai tedoaq nlds-Xlo ©dt to atnetccoo odT ? eoltel
ton aiew J’adt Siaetl tadr bna .aoaXo betorrcrxetnl TjXlaa©
ob ot nalq e^lape ©dt bib tadT T bootsiebox;
Assignment II-g>—
Readings, exercises, and questions.
Read Part II of Treasure Island in the same manner as
Part I, before considering the questions.
Pretend that you are Jim Hawkins waiting at the Hall
for the trip to begin. Tell us of your feelings, plans,
and preparations. As you read Squire Trelawney's letter,
what opinion did you form of his abilities in the business
of procuring ship and crew? Is the squire shrewd, or ex-
tremely gullible? How good are his reasons for satisfac-
tion with his accomplishments? What individuals, if any,
do you doubt? The Hispaniola, being a schooner, would have
what distinguishing characteristics? Why was Bristol a
well-chosen point of departure for their voyage? Prom your
reading thus far, sum up your impression of the squire.
Pretend that you are Jim Hawkins; describe your trip on
the "mail" from the "Royal George" to Bristol.
Do such inns as "The Spyglass" exist today? If so,
where? Why was Jim sure that Long John Silver was not the
one-legged sailor feared by the captain? How well satis-
fied were you with Silver’s attempt to catch Black Dog?
What convinced Jim of Silver's sincerity? Why did Jim
believe that Silver would be a capital shipmate? At this
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Bdf foa BBW levXXS oifot fadf orvo ciXL aaw teiorlw
I •ntfBB XXew woE ?crlaXqao edi' Aeiaet lofiaa tos^eX-ono
i ?^oC[ doaXE xfoXao of fqtmffa e^ievIlS dftv vox btow ^sit
mil. bib TjifW ?-^Xli0onX8 s’lerXXS to aitt beoaX^noo fadW
I
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?iovXX 2 to coXfAio 10O\ eX fadw ,fntoq
MIn your opinion which of the three oomplaints of
Captain Smollett were justifiable ? Of what value were his
suggestions for mending matters ? What very important
secret information seemed to be known by the entire crew ?
How do you believe they obtained this information ? On
board ship, what man is responsible for the lives of all ?
The conflict between Squire Trelawney end Captain Smollett
left you feeling the more confidence in which man ? The
doctor, intervening between them, showed what qualities ?
What were the new arrangements, and how were they received
by Long John ? Why did Jim side with the squire in his
opinion of the captain ?
Pretending that you are Jim Hawkins, describe all the
activities that you observed or took part in during the
night before the ship's departure. Explain what the crew
did when they begaji to "man the capstan bars". Why did this
remind Jim of the old captain at the Admiral Benbow ?
What, generally speaking, were the three good points
of the voyage ? What was the great mystery relating to Mr.
Arrow, and how did it end ? What were the duties of the
boatswain and the coxswain ? What were the accomplishments
of Barbecue, and how did the crew feel toward him ? What
can you tell of England, the pirate : The parrot. Captain
Flint, had been at what places especially associated with
piracy ? Captain Smollett finally admitted that the squire
5:0 ajJ’rrieXjifEOO 5:o dctriw nciatqo t0o^ al
8lff 9iew 9alev 5:0 ? elcfsmtsyt ^^9*^ ^^ollotsd atBtqaO
J-cAcfioqm^ Y'isv &Hd'S ? eiscf^'aci ^al^baoci Toi snolcfaessua
? W01 O oliJrrs .woo^f erf ot Aemeee ^teioea
ftO ? 0Old‘.‘5nrro5TtX eiti^ beai:&&6o eveilerf 00^ ofi vcE
? Xla 5^0 aevil sdS toI elrfla0oqa©*i af 00® J-Mw .qlriB XT«orf
JteIXofflS fcoa viercwefeiT ©T^0p2 aoowterf XoiX5:noo erfT
©rfT ? nara rfoMir eoaoSi^noo e^om ed^ saXfool 00^ »f 5-eX
? B9i^XXs0p tariw i^owoxfe .rerfj flGdw:f©rf srtlaevtretat ,Totoo*
bovteoei xedT orew Kod bas
,
etnowegnaTia weff od^ ©Tevr ?sxf-
6/rf ftX o‘ii0p8 ed& dftw Bbl6 oil^ btb -^dT ^ mfoX ^00J ^rf
? alr'.fqi'.o ^dt 5o nofaXqo
erf^" XXa arfliaeefc ^1 '. e-ra cro^ tnrfj ^v'ltXne j-QTl
erfiJ' jaliaJb al i^oq ilooi ro bevreeoo it6z J’arfi’ aQllirtfoa.
wero arft ladw flXfllqprS .90L';fTaqeh e 'qXrfa edl e‘ic5:erf
Ind- xd*^' .'"Biad nataqac ©rf;f 0oifi’' o;^ norftv fjiX
? worffwd XaittafcA erft tj .t^e+qao bio 9dl ^0 mit. balae>r
slixtoq boo^ OBidl adt aiew .^nX-rfacqa ^XXaTOfl©^
,
tsrfw
.iM ot saitaXei \fi‘:>J'a^ ^0007* orft 9 r\w JatfT ? erf^’ *0
edl 5o seid'fffi odd* biot ft>dr ? 3ne 615 worf 6i'f*» ,woi0A
ad’aosTrfairqaoooa orf^ ©le^ j-.r-rfTT ? rtXawsxoo erfit 60* rtlaTyntsorf
ted'^- ? tniff iTBwot Xoe5 weio orfl 6i5 Trorf 600 ,o0oerf*xa€ lo
nl '.tqaO .lomaq erf? : etariq edl ,basl^a3 5o XXet 00^^ rcoo
rfliw 6ed“sloo80fl ^XXaiooqee eeoaXq tad/r fa aa&d bad ,dair^
OTtape erfrf cfsdl 5eld‘fr359 \rX/i}nt5- lleXXottr?; alcctqaO ? ^oailq
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had been right on what points ? On what terms were the two
men during the trip ? Why did Jim believe the ship’s crew
to be badly spoiled ? How did Jim happen to get Into the
apple barrel ?
In the conversation overheard by Jim, what four pirate
leaders were mentioned ? Which of these were historical
characters ? What words of Silver's, heard by Jim before,
made him realize at once the deception of Silver ? What did
Silver mean by "gentlemen of fortune" ? What dissatisfac-
tion did Israel Hands express ? Silver’s plan for deferring
the break be'tween the two parties showed what of his clever-
ness ? Did Silver say anything that leads you to feel that
he doubted his own crew ? What remark of Silver’s showed
that he would not stop at murder ? What saved Jim from
discovery ? How did he know that some faithful hands were
still aboard ?
How did Silver explain his knowledge of the island and
its surroundings ? In what respect did Silver show con-
siderable poise ? How did Jim get a chance to speak with
the doctor? How did the captain show tact and quick wit in
effecting the cabin meeting ? What admirable character-
istic of the squire’s was shown by his first words on hear-
ing Jim’s story ? Who immediately outlined a plan of ac-
tion ? What was the plan? On how many men could Jim’s
side place reliance ?
o-w^t artt Atew enrej" aO ? &advr ao trf^JtT need JBarf
77i?*To s’qJ-cfa Qdt QveiZed cilT, bJth aaiTirJ& cieni
ed^ teg ot neqtjsd mtZ 616 woF’’ ^ JiieXloqe ^fled ad ol
" Ieit[i»tf elq'TS
olailq mol tarfw .mlT. xd J!>ieeifTevo nolljjsievaoo odd nl
Xaoliolald e*xe77 ©eecfd lo rfoiifr ? fienollfrom enow eiefieel
,eioled ful^j Tjd lieed .e'TevIlB lo eJbzow iBfO" ' BTelo.neric
616 ? Tsvlia lo ctollqeoei erfd eoao da aslIaeT 'ilrt a^ear
-oal8llB3«16 tedv: ? "eriL'lnol lo neoteldiiea” asea leTllS
iicrlnnelei lol rtelq a’lerlie ? caeiqre aloeF leeiel 616 nol^
-i3veIo Bid Ic tedv Hewoda ael^ieq owd od;f neevs^od rfeeid ©dl
tftdt reel oj" fieri Bbasl r-ftt le^fir. 61(1 ? eson
6ewode s ’lerXlc? lo XijjaeT t irT^ '* weno maro eld 66tcfi/o6 od
fflcTl oir. f'erae ladW ? i96ixmi le qode Ion 6Xnow ed tad!
31 abnad Ixjlrflle^ ecoe wocid od 616 woH ? ^leTooall
f-ieoda Illta
6fra bnalsl edl lo e^6eIwoECd aid nlalqxe ioyIIS 6t6 woB
“ffoo woda levll . 6 16 Icaneei tadw nl ? 85»nl6mro7itr8 fidl
ridlw daeqo oS eonedo a lej; olT, 616 woF ? eeloq eld *186 la
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ABSlgnment II-»4«—
Readings and questions.
Read Part III of Treasure Island.
Why did Jim's heart sink as he gazed upon the island
next morning? Explain how the boat was "warped" around the
comer of the island. What part in this activity was played
by Long John? What seemed to Jim a very bad sign? On what
did the doctor base his low opinion of the island? What
signs of mutiny became more threatening? Why did Silver
have reason to be anxious? How did the captain again show
great capability in planning for action? How did Jim Justi-
fy his desire to go ashore?
As Jim looked about him, what kind of country and life
did he see? By what signs did Jim know that some of his
shipmates were drawing near? What was Silver's explanation
of the scream heard in the distance? What were Jim's feel-
ings as he witnessed the monstrous deed of Silver?
Describe the extraordinary appearance of Ben Gunn.
With what was his mind chiefly occupied? What led Jim to
suspect that he was crazy? Why did Jim suddenly decide
to tell truthfully of his own predicament? What points in
Ben Gunn's rambling story were of importance to Jim? What
did Jim mention as his greatest difficulty, and what sug-
gestion was made by Ben Gunn? What surprised Jim into
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Assignment II"5>—
Headings and questions.
Read Part lY of Treasure Island .
Why did the captain not head the Hispaniola out to
sea, leaving the mutineers stranded? How did the doctor
and Hunter manage to land without Interference? Describe
the situation and plan of the stockade. List separately
Its advantages and disadvantages. Why did the Captain
believe one of the forecastle hands was ready to join his
side? What supplies were loaded aboard the jolly-boat?
How was the surprised coxswain prevented from hindering
them? Would It have been better for the doctor to destroy
the gigs on his second trip? Why did he not do so? Why
did he risk going back for a second boatload? How did the
captain manage to get Abraham Gray back to his side?
What were the two main difficulties of the fifth trip
ashore? How did Squire Trelawney prove his worth? What
caused the first disaster? In what condition were men and
supplies on landing?
What were the circumstances and outcome of the first
brush with the enemy? What unlocked for stores were
turned out of the captain’s pockets? What were his first
two acts within the stockade? Was It good policy to keep
the flag flying above the fort? In what matter did the
,
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mutineers steal a march on the captain? Which members of
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mthe ship's company were accounted for In the captain's
log ?
In what respect was Ben Gunn more penetrating than
Jim ? Why did he refuse to accompany Jim to the stockade ?
After the bombardment ceased, what activities of the pir-
ates did Jim watch from the shore trees ? Why did the white
rook interest Jim ? What was Jim's impression of the in-
side of the stockade ? How did Captain Smollett keep up
the morale of his group ? What supply that the doctor
carried would be a rare treat to Ben Gunn ? The three
chiefs decided upon what course of action ? What two con-
ditions made the outlook unfavorable for the pirates ?
What quality did Silver display in his approach to
the stockade ? How was his approach regarded by the cap-
tain ? Contrast the manner of the two men in their greet-
ing and encounter. What occurrence, unknown to Jim's
party, was revealed by Silver ? What was Silver's demand,
and what terms would he make ? What three points were
stressed by the captain in his refusal ? What character-
istics of Silver's showed above his disappointment and
rage ?
What preparations for immediate fighting were made
within the stockade ? How were the tables suddenly turned
for the worse ? The encounter exacted what price from
each side ?
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Read Part V of Treasure Island.
What series of events and circumstances gradually led
Jim to embark upon his second escapade ? What plan did he
evolve, and what precautions did he take ? Why was It a
foolish plan, under the circumstances ? Why was Jim wise
In heading for the east coast of the Island ? What sight
did he view from the ridge of the spit ? In what situa-
tion did Jim find the boat ? Describe the coracle. What
new notion now took possession of Jim’s mind and how did
he set about carrying It out ?
What difficulties beset Jim In guiding the coracle ?
Why was It dangerous to out the taut hawser, and how was It
accomplished ? What was apparently occurring within the
schooner ? What was occurring on shore ? How did Jim
know when the drunken guards realized their peril ?
When he awakened, what prevented Jim from paddling
ashore ? His attempts at paddling produced what changes
in the coracle's behavior ? Prom his study of the waves
what did Jim discover ? How much propelling did he reason
that he could successfully do ? What encouraged him to
keep trying ? What discomfort began to make itself felt ?
Beyond the Cape of the Woods, what surprising sight filled
Jim with wonder ? How did Jim explain the erratic
—
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movements of the schooner? What new scheme occurred to
Jim? How did Jim set about this plan? What aided him in i
finally achieving success? By what perilous means did Jim
I








at first held Jim back from aiding Hands? The scene within
|
I
the cabin and cellar told what of the pirates’ activity?
|
What characteristics did Jim show as he took command of the il
situation? Jim’s sense of elation at his conquest was
j|
dulled by what one circumstance? i
Why did Jim not immediately beach the Hispaniola? Why
did he believe Hands’ request to be but a pretext? How did
j
Jim prove his suspicions to be well founded? Why did Jim
consider his life safe for a time? In what manner was the
navigation accomplished? Within the anchorage, what sad
sight met Jim’s eyes? How, according to Hands, could the
ship, once beached, be gotten off safely? What caused Jim
to forget to keep watch? What accident at first saved Jim? '
What circumstance prevented Jim from killing his enemy?
Jim’s plan of action changed suddenly through what accident?
Through what means did he escape? What new activity of
Jim’s started Hands in fresh pursuit? How did Hands nearly
take Jim in at last? What accident caused Hands’ death?
'A.
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How did Jim feel after the death of Hands ? What
freed him from the dirk ? What did Jim do to make the
ship safe, and how did he gain the shore ? Indicate on
the map of Treasure Island the entire course which Jim had
covered during his trip.
Why had Jim a right to feel elated ? As Jim approached
the stockade, what circumstances filled him with wonder ?
What reassured him as he drew nearer ? Who gave the alarm
and what was its effect ?
Assignment II~7.—
Readings and questions.
Read Part TI of Treasure Island.
In what unexpected circumstances did Jim now find him-
self ? How did John Silver hehave ? Was Silver honest in
asking Jim to Join them, or did his pleasant manner cover
a threat ? How much did Silver reveal to Jim of what had
actually happened ? Were Jim’s revelations wise, or was
he indiscreet in his outburst ? What strong characteristic
of Jim's showed through his speech ? The men brought up
what ppints against Jim ? What reason did Silver give for
defending Jim ? What was his true reason ? In defending
Jim, Silver took what chance ? While the men were in
council, what new turn of plan did Silver reveal to Jim ?
’Vhat did Jim and Silver really know of the doctor’s reason
for giving up the chart ?
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As Jim peered through the loop-hole, what could he see
of the men in council? How did Silver's quick wit again
save him when they "tipped" him the black spot? Give the
four points stated by George against Silver, and Silver's
!
reply to each accusation. What was Silver's last card, and
what results did it achieve? What did Jim now understand 1
1
to be Silver's game?
,
I
Describe Jim's feelings as he heard the doctor announc-'
ed? Would you, in Dr. Livesey's place, have taken the
trouble to treat the wounded pirates? What dangers threat- '
ened him on those visits? How did the men behave toward
^
him? How was the doctor's request greeted by the men? i
What proposition was made by Silver? Did Silver completely
hoodwink the men, or could they see what his game was? How
did Silver manage to overcome their objections? Silver
made what request of the doctor? What was the doctor's
feeling toward Jim at this time? Jim was able to surprise
the doctor with what Information? Why was the doctor un-
able to make his warning to Silver perfectly plain? Did
you understand the warning?
How did the pirates show their unfitness for a pro-
longed campaign? Silver was able to put the men into good
humor with what news and suggestions? What worries and un-
solved mysteries troubled Jim, as they started on the treas-
ure quest? How were the members of the party equipped ?
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What was the condition of the gigs, and Tjhj were they taken
along ? What was the principal guiding mark by the chart,
and how well were the men in agreement concerning it ?
What marked their procedure for the first half mile ? What
was the advantage of the party formation ? What peculiari-
ties marked their first gruesome discovery ? How were these
Interpreted by Silver ? Talk of Flint had what effect on
the buccaneers ?
Describe the panorama viewed by the party as they
rested* In what state of mind were the pirates ? How were
they affected by the mysterious song ? To the pirates,
what was the significance of "Fetch aft the rum,Darby" ?
What argument of Silver's gave new courage to the terrified
buccaneers ? Ben Gunn seemed to have what standing with
the pirates ? How were the men affected as they neared the
hiding place ? How did Jim interpret Silver's thoughts ?
What scene greeted the men as they came to a halt ?
In what respect did Silver immediately show his super-
iority to the other pirates ? How did Jim regard hie
right-about face ? What is your own opinion of Silver at
this point ? How did the men express their fuiy ? What
would have happened next, had the musket shots not inter-
vened ? What was the doctor's order, as they ran ? How
was the adaptability of Silver again brought out by the
surprising turn of events ? What had Ben Gunn accomplished
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while alone on the island? What had been the doctor's
double motive in giving up the stockade and treasure map ?
Why had the doctor that morning gone to the hiding-place ?
By what act had Ben Gunn shown surprisingly ready wit ?
What was done with the gigs ? In what condition was the
Hispaniola found, and what measures were taken for her
safety ? What was characteristic in the squire's greeting
of Silver ? Describe the scene within Ben Gunn's cave.
In Jim's place, how would you have felt that night at
supper ?
What was remarkable about the collection of money ?
Do you believe that Silver would have been allowed to Join
the doctor's party ? In what respect did the doctor and
Silver disagree in respect to the three surviving mutineers?
What was decided upon as the mutineers' punishment, and
what was done to lighten their suffering ? What penalty
would they pay, if they reached England ? Can you Imagine
and describe the feelings of the buccaneers as they watched
the Hispaniola depart ? For what port did the ship head ?
What does this indicate of the location of Treasure Island?
What happened on board the Hispaniola while the doctor
and the squire were ashore ? Do you believe that Ben Gunn
did well, or did he make a mistake in allowing Silver to
depart ? What became of the various members of the party ?
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What was finally known of Silver ? At the close of this
adventure, what was Jim Hawkins’ strongest feeling ?
Assignment II--8.—
Questions and exercises
1* Review and list briefly the main events of the
story.
2. Tell clearly and briefly why you, in Jim's place,
would have Joined the expedition, or why you would have
declined.
3. List events and circumstances of this story which
would be today unusual or improbable, although tsrpical of
eighteenth century life.
4. Give a talk on Stevenson’s idea of a pirate, based
on descriptions and events in Treasure Island.
5. Give your own conception of a pirate, explaining
any details in which you believe Stevenson erred in his
description.
6. What character of the story have you found both
detestable and admirable ? Explain clearly.
7. If you, like Jim Hawkins, were misled at first in
regard to the worth of any of the characters, explain,
naming the character and the actions which caused your mis-
Judgment
.
8. Which character of the story do you believe you
will always most clearly remember ? Why ?
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9, Explain what has given yon the greatest pleasure
in the story. Consider fl) the action; (2) the pirates and
their peculiar manners and language; (3) the far-off life
of the eighteenth century; (4) sailing the Hispaniola; and
(5) Stevenson's way of telling the story.
10. Have you gained greater pleasure from the read-
ings and discussions about animals, or from the story of
Jim Hawkins' adventures ? If you have found within either
unit, a phase of life or knowledge which you believe would
repay further exploration or study, explain fully.
Pupil's Summary
Jim Hawkins, an English boy of the eighteenth century,
lived in an age when piracy flourished, and the sailing of
ships represented the height of adventure, for in those
days, it was the one means of travel to distant lands, and
was attended by many dangers.
By chance, Jim's father's inn, the Admiral Benbow, was
chosen by the old pirate as a hide-out, where he sought to
elude his former companions who hoped to gain possession of
a map, which was the key to buried treasure stored by the
notorious Captain Flint.
Jim, again by chance, gained possession of the map,
which he confided to the care of Dr. Livesey and Squire
Trelawney. The two latter became leaders in a party formed
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to gamer the treasure, and thus became the target for the
I
buccaneers, who had previous knowledge of the existence of
the map
•
Jim was ever ready for adventure, and he experienced
it in full, for the crew of the Hispaniola turned out to be
a band of pirates. They were murderous ruffians, drunken
and blasphemous, most of them ignorant and stupid, but all
j
of them greedy. I
Their leader, John Silver, on the contrary, was quick-
witted and sociable. His superior intelligence enabled him
to maintain the leadership, but he was treacherous and
duped his followers whenever he saw a chance to further
his own personal ends. He was the most cunning and un-
trustworthy character, but always civil, agreeable, and
composed.
I
Among the other more important characters concerned
in the adventure were: Jim himself, brave and venturesome,
blit often foolhardy; Cap'n Billy Bones, ugly and domineer-
ing; pleasant, shrewd Dr. Livesey; Squire Trelawney, Im-
i
pulslve, generous, and talkative; and Captain Smollett, a
man of few words, but capable and commanding.
The exciting adventures encountered by Jim began when
the pirates attacked his father’s inn. Jim here showed
bravery and great curiosity, which, throughout the series
of adventures seemed always to overcome his caution. He
. .
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showed shrewdness and quick wit when, without awakening
suspicion, he managed to get word to his party of piracy
among the crew. His adventure with Ben Grunn turned out to
he amusing and not dangerous.
Obedience was not Jim’s strongest quality, and this,
combined with his venturesome spirit, led him into an ad-
venture with the coracle. Here he showed great daring,
and brought good fortune to his party, for he was able to
secure control of the Hispaniola and sail it to a secure
anchorage, unknown to the pirates. At this time, he en-
countered and triumphed over Israel Hands, as he was more
nimble than the elderly and wounded pirate.
Jim was in his most dangerous predicament when he
walked, unawares, into the pirates' stronghold. In this
case. Silver's duplicity was Jim's good luck, for Silver's
attempts to keep in with both parties saved Jim's life.
This story is especially interesting because, among
all the older men in the story, no one is more important
than Jim Hawkins, a very young boy. The odd characters
and the far-away time and place add to the strangeness and
the feeling of adventure.
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Optional Activities
1. Construct a model of Treasure Island, using clay or
a salt and flour mixture# Conform to the map and descrip- •
tion in the hook#
2. Make doll figures of the leading characters dressed
in suitable costume#
3# Construct a model of the Hispaniola, conforming as
closely as possible to details given by Stevenson# You may
work alone, or as one of a group#
4# Construct a model of any type of sailing vessel
that interests you# Explain its points to the class# In-
dividual or group work#
5# Explain the following terms to the class, using
blackboard diagram; fl) bowsprit, (2) foremast, (3) main-
mast, (4) gaffs, f5) boom, (6) stays, (7) backstays, (8)
shrouds, and f9) yards# See reference no# (3) below#
6# Draw a diagram of a full-rigged ship, accompanied
by a key showing the name and position of each sail# See
reference no# (3) below#
7# Depict the main action of Treasure Island by means
of a series of cartoons#
0# Make a portfolio of drawings or paintings showing
the chief types of sailboats, both ancient and modern#
See reference no# (1) below#
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9. Make a collection of ship pictures including
present-day and old-time sailing vessels and steamships.
Arrange in groups by type, or in order of date. On this
project you may work by yourself or become a member of a
group
.
10. Learn to tie a few sailors* knots, explaining
the sailor's use of each. For exhibition purposes. Join
a group, each member to demonstrate a different knot.
11. Learn one or more sailor chanteys to sing to the
class. Individual or group work. See reference numbers
(23) and (24) below.
12. Make a dictionary of nautical terms found in
Treasure Island. See reference numbers (3), (4) and (5)
below.
13. Collect stories of the great pirates of history.
Prepare a "Book of Pirates" describing the characters and
activities of famous pirates.
14. Read Christopher Morley' s interpretation of the
"dead man's chest", and his idea as to the location of the
Treasure Island. Explain why you agree or disagree with
Mr. Morley. See reference no. (22) below.
16. Memorize and recite to the class "A Ballad of
John Silver" by John Masefield. See reference no. (25)
below.
16. Compose a ballad of "Treasure Island". Read it to
the class.
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17 » Prepare to read aloud to the class selected
passages from Treasure Island that show how well Stevenson
knew : fl) the countryside; (2) the sea, and (3) the weath-
er, In all of its changing aspects.
18. (rive a brief chalk-talk, explaining to the class
the difference between fore-and-aft and square-rigged
vessels. Uame and describe the chief sailing vessels using
each type of rigging, and those that use both. See refer-
ence numbers f4), f6), and (7) below.
19. (rive a talk on "Some Famous Sailing Ships of the
Past". Illustrations will add to the interest of your
talk. See reference numbers (7) and (8) below.
20. Give a talk on the sailing of boats, explaining
some of the things that can be learned from a book. See
reference numbers (3) and (5) below.
21. Give a talk on sailors' customs and superstitions
See reference no. f4) below. •
22. Give an account of one or more of the most in-
teresting incidents in the history of piracy. See refer-
ence numbers (9) and (10) below.
23. In Treasure Island
,
allusions were made to the
following places: the dry Tortugas, the Spanish Main,
Savannah, Trinidad, "Offe Caraccas"
,
Madagascar, Malabar,
Surinam, Portobello, Groa, and Corso Castle. Locate these
places and explain their significance in the history of
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affi’gfalqxa .a^aod aajXlae arit no <Xat a evlf) .03
o«' .iCoorf /» nOT^ baffiaaX ad «ao tadt e^aldf bA^ lo omoe
.wo lad (3) bao (S) a-iadaxTH aonaia^ai
.eaoi J‘i^‘a‘iaq^‘9 i)na emoteno 'aioflaa no dXa^ a avfO .XS
.woXad {b) .on aoaaiaiat '>a8
-ajt dEOOT add'^o aioc to aao lo dnxfoooa ."w eTfX .38
-To'toT aaa .^oaT^q ^o add nl adaattoai j^nidaoTad
.^oXad (OX) Biw (G) aTadairg aoflo
odd cd aXofli stow anodai/fXa .Brtafsl eixmaaT? clT .*8
.ndft’f d8lCLc<je add .'rs-ndroT ’£tB add raaoaTqf jiad^oXIot
.TadaXa’C , '*?if>ooaTnc .BaXXghrT .darxrraT’aS
aaadd ataooX .aXdeaO ootoO Bfw .aoT ,oXXedodTo8 .sianiTirS
do \7iodBXrf arid nX aoriao IdXnsXa TXedd nXaXqxa Bns eaonXq
piracy
24. Write an original story based on the idea of
burled treasure, and having pirates among the characters.
26. Give a talk about Robert Louis Stevenson.
See reference numbers (26), (27), (28), (29), and (30).
26. Write one or more acts of a play based on
Treasure Island.
27. Prepare to take a part in the play.
28. Read one or more of the stories or historical
accounts among the books listed below :
(1) The Picture Book of Ships, by Giramage and
Craig. Helpful to those who are making
portfolios or paintings. Twenty-four types
of sailboats and sailing ships are pictured,
p. 14-42.
(2) Tramps and Liners, by T.W. Van Metre.
See Section I, "Sailing Vessels"; Chapter VI,
"What Makes Them Go", p. 132-147.
(3) The Ship Book, by Dukelow and Wel?ster.
Easy reading and much Information. For the sails
of a full-rigged ship, vTith diagram and key, see p. 212.
See Chapter XVI for points on sailing a boat, p. 258-262.
See Chapter XVIII for a sailor's dictionary, p. 266-272.
(4) The Book of the Sailing Ship, by Stanley
Rogers. Read Chapter VI for information on
Square-riggers and Pore-and-afters
,
p. 64-75. Ship words
lo 9^61 9dt no beoAd ^‘lod’e e&ltT .1»2
.eistOfiterTo Adt •^aoioA estjs'xlq bna , eixmisei^^ l>9^ird
.iioeiTeve;^!! 8i0oJ i’ledoJT i'aodB rflet s ©riO .33
.(05) ^ns ,(63) ,(82) , (T2) ,^3S) Qt&dtma ooao^toJen o©8
no h©8sd 8 QtC8 ©TOffl *10 ©CIO ©;fXTW .92
. ^gaXBl ©Txfsae^T
. :BZq edt flX ttaq a ada^ o& ereqan^ .?3
Xaoi-toi’BXri TO 8©fTot8 adS ©toc to ©no AaeF .82 •
: woXed bafBtl siood edf liaoma b&iiitooo:<
beta ai^atnatC x<f ,aqidC aCoQg edT (X)
>^nJt:{fto ©18 odw aaodt n& XiAqXeH .uiaTO
8©q^^ Tijo^- .s<t3^^ni8q TO eoXXolitToq
,bsnfrSolq ©T8 eqi’rfe '^atltaa hna afBOdllBB
.3^->X .'
.©T^aW oaV .Bi&abJ lixa eqggT? (2)
.
Te^TAiiC ;”8X©eaeV ^niXi*©^" ,I aoiioeS eaS
.V^X-35X .q ,”oO mexlT oeiCeM ^.‘•rfW”
baa ncIejCxrQ .jioog :iXrf8 ©rf? (5)
aXi^a adt to^ ,jioi:^simo^at dosm baa ^atbbea x^sS
.2X2 . : ©«B ,\BJ[ baa msT^etb dt 2yr ,qMa ba^lJ-IIiA a \o
.3c?.-a3S.^ ,,^80 cf a i^fTiXXea ao ataJtoq » ot XV?: T©;rqarfO ooB
.ST2-ad2 .q , -rianoiXold B'ToXias a IIIVT TttqadC ©eB
-{©XaetS xd .qMB ^^alXXaB adt \o iooe_ ©jCT {b)
ao aot^azrto\ai to^ IV Ts^qarCO fraafl .©tosoH
eC-TOW qXii2 .d^-bd •q , CT©J“Va-6il^-no'? Xiis eT©S8X*“^‘^*^P^
and sea words. Chapter VII, p» 76-84, How things work on
a ship. Chapter VIII, p. 85-96. How a ship sails. Chapter
IZ, p. 97-107. The crew and officers. Chapter Z, p. 108-
116. Sailors' customs and superstitions. Chapter ZIII,
p. 140-150.
(5) Sea Scout Manual , published by Boy Scouts of
America. Information Includes ships, seamanship, rigging,
ground tackle, piloting, navigation, ship routine, signals,
rules of the road, and nautical terms. Many good diagrams.
(6) The Romance of the Ship, by E. Keble Chatterton.
For the final development of the sailing ship, see Chapter
VII.
(7) The Romance of the Merchant Ship, by Ellison Hawks.
Chapter IV tells of some famous sailing ships, p. 64-83.
Chapter V describes types and rigs of sailing ships, p. 84-
106.
(8) Pirate Ships Done in Models, by Peter Adams.
Accounts of famous pirates, their ships, and the ships
which they captured. Directions for making models of ships
in wood or cork, with paper sails.
(9) Barbary Rovers, by John Finnemore.
An account of the Barbary corsairs from 1492 to 1830.
flO) Boy's Book of Pirates, by Henry Gilbert.
History of piracy and pirates from the time of Caesar
to the last well-known pirate, Benito de Soto, in the
3»e fine:^o ilirjTT .YoH , nr ,117 ’iQ^quiV:
,




. ,:: led-qij;'' ,3ieoi:?'io firre wcio eriT .“^Ol-Ve ,xr
,^‘^iy ^etqsrfC .anoi’ti’ta'reqfi^^ /'nc e.-notyiro 'aioIiBl . )JCX
'to etuooS qog 5e/f3iIdrT
, raxrgBM tT^oo; gog (a)
,zizt^v\ ,<r W>'3nBffiBe8 ,8qtrf8 Be/.jr.ront noXtemox^T
. ^oiierrA





.'ro"i^?3-rtdf^ old^' . ' ':<f ..Ttr? lo ooaeao.^ odT {d)








.q , rjxifa :-..:iItBB etiof^a^ oxoe 'to ailed VI ladTSdO
..n'^lffe jirr^llBF: 85* ir t.’
)
tod^TOBefc 7 Tod |ro0
•
•
. HTfifiA Tyde^ ’jd .Bleio ' .i* ogoa aqXrf : ©dar j-^ :d)
BqXifft ©tw liu j , ' T-tda "is^ru .asdisTfq BR'orvi^ r.c RdaucooX
STlrii© aIt?/ o,T Tol- enotfr . f>©Tirdqac *.:*<
-fd doidw
.8l-?^»e T--q.-».T iidirv ,yTO. TO i.OOW fll
• oTH.-TBcn.^ ' Iff of, -rj ^.nevog vTpdTRg (Q)
. '.t^I od 5^6''! dOT^ BiXaBToe 'iiadT^a odd 10 dnxroooa a/
'.^Todrid \7rr!©r qd ,B >?d-^Ti^I lo tCooX ©'yoS 'OI)
TijaeBO ftni' Odd aor'd ^ofcnlq la° '^oaiiq ^0 'jrodstr
odd aX ,odoS ob odJ^.ioF .©d^iiq mrona'-XXovr deaX ©dd od
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early 19 th oentuiy.
(11) Baok to Treasure Island, hy Harold Augustus
Callahan. The author believes that Stevenson intended to
write a sequel to Treasure Island. How does this tale
compare in interest with the work by Stehenson?
(12) Blaokbeard, Buccaneer, by Ralph D. Paine.
A story about Jack Cockrell, a young lad who lived in
Charleston, when Blackbeard cruised the Spanish Main, two
hundred years ago.
(13) Book of Pirates, by Howard Pyle.
Thrilling pirate stories and pictures.
(14) Story of Jack Ballister's Fortunes, by Howard Pyle
A boy, kidnapped and sent to the Virginia Plantations in
1719, falls in with the pirate Blaokbeard.
(15) Stolen Treasure, by Howard Pyle.
With the buccaneers; Tom Chist and the treasure box;
the ghost of Captain Brand.
(16) Pirate, by Sir Walter Scott.
Remarkable incidents which took place in the
wild islands of the Orkneys and Zetland.
(17) Jean Lafitte, Gentleman Smuggler, by M.V. Cham-
ley. Compare this account with the current moving picture,
"The Buccaneer".
(18) Buccaneers and Pirates of Our Coasts, by P. R.
Stockton. Chiefly about the West Indies and the Spanish
Main.
J&Xoi«H -^cf ^JbaalsI eixmaeTT ot iIobS. (II)
od- Jj^Scrstal fcoBaereta tarft esTSIIed ao^ld'XfB 9riT .nExfaXIaO
9 lad’ 8 lift aeol) wcH . BoalBl oS Xeupsa a odX'iw
?no8££e^ot8 \d 3f*row edt d&iw ftmre&at al eTsqnoo
,ectiB^ .d rfqXsfi 7,d ,io9aBoouf{ ,i>ia9tf3foarg (SX)
(ti b^YlI odw htiZ 3x100^ s .XXeTjfooD ^oaL d^^odB ^o&b A
owt ,ixXeU rfaXsaqS ©rid" -beeXino b^/iacfifoBia nexfw .^o^sel^arfO
.os« 8Tae'% J5Q^f>mrxf
.eX^a 3‘iawoH ,c -.^tgaXd ?foo£ (51)
.BanrXoXq baa aatiota edxnXq 3clXXl*rrfT
•X’C'I 6*re*J70® ,fdflxrtioy e’led’aXXXaa dop.l lo riod*! (M)
aX BaoldadaaX'X aX^i^TlV arft ot taae brio .'^orf A
.3iaorWo«rs atatXq arfd rfd^1r ffi aXXal* ,exrX
.oX^a f'lowoF
,
9T Irene1? g9 lad’s (GI)
;jc3cf
'
9dt fcas taldO moT jaiseaaoo^d erft cfXX^
.3/ifnfi nXsAqaO Xeorf^ erfX
.Xtoo8 lotlar tX 3 «9ta«ill (31)
odd at ooBlq ifood’ doXrflf 8d:i» oXonX dlrfaafiaaiaH
.AnnXXeS 3iX8 siftmTiO odd to s^oaXeX 3XXw
-a*r3 ilX .V.'*’ ^d
^lelssfnaS ftflmtXd’riBP ,eXtXxflJ ooe^ (VX)
,-^i0dTXq gflXvoin ^00*1*100 adt dttw faaocoa atdf oieqmoO .^eX
. "ToeaBOoxra erfT”
.F ^d tgtaooO 100 tc baa arBaasoooS (61)
daXflsqS erfd^ lae aeXXal &b 9 W adt foods iX^eXrfO .flod“:{ood'8
.rtXaii
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(19) Red Rover, by J. P. Cooper
Sea adventures at the time of the French and Indian War.
(20) Mainsail Haul, by John Masefield,
Sailors' yams of piracy and other sea stories,
(21) Old Brig’s Cargo, by Henry A, Pulsford.
About a New England boy, treasure hunters, and an old
brig's cargo In the days of sailing vessels, eighty years
ago. Adventure, mystery, and humor,
(22) Hasta La Vista, by Christopher Morley,
Read Chapter II, "Spanish Main", in which Mr, Morley
gives his ideas as to the interpretation of "the dead man’s
chest" and the location of Treasure Island, p,16-25,
(23) Sea Songs and Chanties, collected by W,B, Whall,
Ninety-one songs and ballads with music,
(24) Ballads and Sea Songs of Newfoundland, collected
by Greenleaf and Mansfield, More than two hundred folk-
songs from England, Ireland, and France, handed down by
oral tradition. Many 17th and 18th century ballads with
music,
(25) Hidden Treasures in Literature, Book One, by
Cook, Norvell, and McCall, Read ‘‘"The Ballad of John Silver^
by John Masefield, p,260.
Books about Robert Louis Stevenson :
( 26
)
Life of Robert Louie Stebenson for Boys and Girls,
by J,M. Overton,
te'jooO ^cf ,’.ieycF JbeH ( tl)




r .caK L I . entpJL ( 02 )
.aelicaa asB Tf'r'ao f)nf^ **-o 'sioIxaS
.&io'^artrg[ .A ‘iTaer '^rf a ^LO ( 12 )
hlo as htis ^eaBtami 6ij;g .=j9*ra ,vo(f wbU a aj/o'fA




, C^ItoU ‘loilqGAiJ.^*yri'; tgaer"- aJ aaeaH (22)
!5®IioH .iM doIJw rrl ,”niail rfa^txa' '"
.
TI T3j- i[aiir tae^I
beer A.t" aoljatiiqrsiai ^d& oa ex e- eAd eevJ-^
.^iTeXal ^ijxci
-
tT > ne t 10. ^ eria bna '’aaerfo
.r. b^a^eXfoo ,geaJnitdC' 6;Tr> s:s.^og ae2 ( 52 )
. :
f * AtA/ rXaef bae s:^nos . .lO-*,; jenX'^
f) t :
. e I lo 0 « f TgXIntfo'twe^ 2o B^no' cec: tan > t-MlLfiV ( -t*
^
’
- fXc^ X^'T -^;'’frrf o\rt :ia .'a irTo*; .XXoilterLaX ba"’ ''aoX^ooir'
Xd nwaf» heAnac , Xnp , 5 fi9l9T“ 'toi'!: ajiiog
d-j ' 7; ebi-LLyd v.'iL-£t<«x daex o cr. ffaV£ . •'. oXX J-hxia Xa*ro
,





1 t r X ~:j' gei,-. :'^: >> 7? j^fXrA :X






: ingaeve’’^ . ‘rjoA t*retfc5T axrocTe '^>!r>o8’
,
B f'-: * r rr: Tc'l iiOBi teVoa:’ Tiodo'^ ~-AXX ;d2)
, -yipv*^ .1'.' *^rf
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(27) The Life of Robert Louis Stevenson, by Sir
Graham Balfour#
(28) The Penny Piper of Saranac, by Stephen Chalmers.
(29) A Day with Robert Louis Stevenson, by Maurice
Clare#
(30) An Intimate Portrait of R.L.S., by Lloyd Osborne.
Mastery Test A
Place the number of each character before the quota-
tion which describes or relates to him. A correctly marked
example is shown below.
Exampl e :
1. Captain Flint ( ) "A long, ill-looking, yellow-eyed
2. Dr. Livesey man of fIve-and-thirty"
.









( ) "A grain of derision, a shadow
of treachery in his expression
as he craftily watched".
( ) "An old, gray-haired, mahogany-
faced sailor".
( ) "A pale, tallowy creature,
wanting two fingers of his left
hand".
TJtc .iioanoyetK sis'Oil sHJ aril (VS)
ri/o^.r,o5 fflflrfiiiC
nerf({e:<"_ to iPcy J:'! ; 9/f7 (8S)
V, iTxrw'; ::(S ,rr" j:r »vcto elvc l ;t’iQ<fog ddlw \:. "3 A (§3)
.evTTcdeO etagital oA (0?*,)
A teoT \CTCddefiM
-“iJoirp ori^ eTO^Pd ib&oojsiic effuse "ledmia '^rft
ftexi/jn rj"'* •5*1loo . .r^jf . !• + to sodiivi ' XcJ-dw .To^t
^
; F. ; ' 6Xcr.'T"r'!d
.
”’i ^*0 reeo '^©eorj-.!
tsex ‘n M^ioold erid” sav/ ©E” (I) fiiiirpC
ioliVB :3£if Z&eaAOOL'u
uo ixo 8 trf .li y•:f^::c^ie‘1^ ^0 \»389Tl^
f *^ riAfc .1
9ffolaw vlltlir n ©rf e.-j V omFjr r^iT ei I xrr r*
r-'^p
,
D ‘‘c fi^” ( ^
’iwolfsd ,':.r :q A ' ( ) !??»'- . O
tc -TO-- nil: ow^ ^.nlAnnW neYriA rirfoT
8* Mr. Arrow
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( ) "A tall, strong, heavy, mit-
9. Captain Smollett brown man, his tarry pigtail
10. Ben Grunn falling over the shoulder of
11. Israel Hands his soiled blue ooat".
( ) "With bright, black eyes, and
pleasant manners".
( ) "Gabbling odds and ends of pur-
poseless sea-talk",
f ) "Clothed with tatters of old
ship^s canvas and old sea-cloth?
( ) "He had a bluff, rough and ready
face, all roughened and redden-
ed and lined".
f ) "He was hunched. .. .and wore a
huge old tattered sea-cloak
with a hood".
f ) "He was very tall and strong,
with a face as large as a ham".
( ) "A brown old sailor, with ear-
rings in his ears and a squint?
f ) "A sharp-looking man who seemed
angry with everything on board?
-:fu£r .grroite A** ( ) wo^tA .tM .8
friTZ& sAri ,neiir nwoirf




’’tjBOO eaLd belloB elrf efiHfiB fec’ial ,11
ban ,ee\Q donZd .-^rfeAitf iftA”’"' f )
."a'lemiBm ^njseaelq
-‘Xi/CT 1:0 al>ae taa e-bJ&o gnAIddflO** { )
."ifXat-eee aeereaoq
£Io 1:0 a-ial^a^* rftlw J&eri;toXO" ( )
"Jrf?oXo-B08 Afo ban aairnae a'qirfs
Xaa ff^irot , lirtricf a t&d eK” ( )
-a&bhf^a bca Aacterf^^x/oT Ila .eoai
fcira Ae
j* ©TOW J>n.. . . . . Aarfoiiinf aew eH" { )
•'aoro-aae bfireSSBif bio a^x/rf
."fcood a d^lw
.'aoiJs ban lint ^lav saw eR” ( )
.
’’frarl h aa 8 b oopJ a ri^Aw
-Tae dflr .iriiaa XTo nword A’’ ( )
•:tflii;p3 a Aoa 8*1 aa aAri jj ajjalT
teoioas orfiv asm ^.tWooX-qTtaffa A” ( )
"Xiaod no rfi’Xw -^i^rta
mMastexT- Test B
Place the ntunber of the character before the adjectives
which most outstandingly describe him.
Example :
1. Israel Hands fl) treacherous
( ) wise
( ) hypocritical
1. Bill Bones ( ) humane
2. Squire Trelawney ( ) quarrelsome
3, Dr. Livesey ( ) religious
4. Jim Hawkins ( ) talkative
6. Ben (xunn ( ) commanding
6, John Silver ( ) wise









sert1‘oetJbe er(t eiototf leyOJtrBifo arf5‘ lecfeum »/ft eoaia
.niM ©tfiTOBsb -^XsfrlfciiB^eti/o ;#'80 ffl rfoiifw
: eI(iciBX?I
asforedojse'xt (I) eXfiaH leaiel .1






























Place a check mark before the group of words which
most correctly completes the statement.
Example:
Jim’s father's inn was called the
( )a. Royal George
( )b. Spy-Glass
f/^)o. Admiral Benbow
1# Jim’s many successes were largely due to his
f )a. Courage combined with good luck.
( )b. Training in obedience.
( )c. Remarkably brilliant mind.
( )d. Physical strength and agility.
2. Compared to the rest of the crew John Silver was
( )a. About their equal in intelligence.
( )b. Keener in mind but untrustworthy.
( )c. Par more trustworthy.
( )d. Slow-witted and unskilled.
3. In appearance and manners Silver was
( )a. Like the rest of the crew.
( )b. More uncouth than the other seamen.
o-rt&tblngal. f ) (ft6f.iffoao0)
^nsi^^^cfo ( )
D (f«eT ^rrei’eeM
rfo^tfw sAtow io qfl'o^« or it eiolbo:/ ilr^aa jloorfo b oobII
. J’aarTOitB^B orf^ 8ftiteIq[ffloo ^litoonTOO ^boh
relcpDfl^S




8lrf od ojjfi Blow 80689 00158 8 ’SllL .1
.Xo£ff ftoog ifd’iw fcatildinoo ejairoO .b( )
.ooaotftodo cri ;iiiit£iXa*rT , f( )
.firrlffl itflelXftid ^IdB^TefneH .ot )
.^ifXaa baa d^%aaa&9 fBoXe’^d? ,t{ )
eaw rov£t8 adol odJ” fo itaai arft of ftoirqmoO .5
Taapo ^tedX taorf/. .e( )
Bind air fad balm al loneoX .d( )
.'<dtTOfr^»ind^ OTOCB lay. •<>( )
.f»dIXW0fiir Aaa toffl^-voLB .fi( )
8BW at^itlZ Bieoiiam Aob oortBiao^qa al .5
.>ro*io 6rit ICO tee*! odf o-dtd .b{ )
• aeoLooa teifto on? cuadd dfirooflir e'roM •tfC )
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3. continued*
( )o* Decidedly superior to the crew.
( )d. Equal to Dr. Livesey.
4. The pirate crew in general were
( )a. Thrifty and careful.
( )!). Steady and sober.
( )o. Shrewd and quick-witted,
f )d. Drunken and stupid.





6. The speech and actions of the pirates showed them to be
( )a. Well-trained seamen
( )b. Educated men of adventurous spirit
( )o. Men of fair intelligence and education
( )d. Ignorant ruffians
7. The pirates
( )a. Had a strict code of honor among themselves,
f )b. Were ever ready to double-cross each other for
private gain.
( )c. Were seeking adventure more than riches.
( )d. Sought only their Just portion of the treasure.
.J^ex/rrlc^rtoo .F.
.w6*to erfj 0^ roiieq/re .o( )
• V'Sftvtv .*iG o& Iex/p?r .f)( )
&iew 161 ©ao{^ fli weTO etfr
.Ijrteifio baa .s( )
.‘lerfoe baa .cff )
.c©;^>Jtir-2£oiL»p Ajua Aunirfo .c( )
• btqtr^e fins nciirtnC .h{ )





rfTBfl . 6 { )
9<i gt cieri^ /^ai^crva ©rft lo anoitoc fnu rfoeeqe ©rf .-i
a©rj3©8 bf-n
?
8i^ - r.rsT .ai >
ttttqn groTui’rwvfce to nen )
nol&Boaba baa llaial zie*t ael. .n{ )
artatTzin *^x©iOiT?'J .b( )
©OtB'ilq erf'" .?
• ?'rr£9a&\0iii Torrorf to oboo to^T^a 8 £j»H .•>'
lot rfocn reoTf-'^ rdjTofc oJ ^ibsoi ler© ©loW .rf( )
,atB^ © ‘Bvi-rq
. (TBrft (jTC'iTi ©lottrevbA gni'^oos o*r«' .r. ( )
8* The conflict between Dr# Livesey and Bill Bones re-
vealed
( )a# The doctor’s disposition to take offence
( )b# The doctor as the stronger character
( )c# The doctor’s fear of the captain
( )d. The captain’s hatred of the doctor
9. Terror was felt at the mere mention of the name of
( )a# Captain England
( )b# Bill Bones
f )o# Captain Flint
( )d# Blaokbeard
10# To "man the capstan bars" meant to
( )a# Climb to the crosstrees
( )b# Sound for depth of water
( )c# Turn the steering wheel
( )d# Turn the windlass to bring up the anchor cable





12# "Fetch aft the rum. Darby" was
( )a# The last sentence spoken by the pirate, Flint
( )b# Ben Gunn’s customary greeting
( )o# The refrain of an ancient drinking song
( )d# A common phrase heard from Silver’s parrot
-eT sdffoS LIxE ficta ^oeoriil ,iCl neswcferf ^oll^rroo drf? ,8
betfier
eoffdiio Oo rrol^'iaogflJiA a'lo^oofi er(T .a( )
Te^fcirxaifc aK;^ ec
.tff )
at&tilBG ©if? io tf j©^ 8‘TOtOO^ drf'r .o( )
tco^coJi Blit Iq bt'itBd. B'atBtq^ orfT .b( )
to ©rcati ad^ to aottaBa Btea arit te tiat saw lOTseT .G
bsiB^^aS alAttiaO .b( )
earroe XXifi •d( )
jlai’qaO .©( )
Maod^foaXfi .f'( )
0^ taBBm ’’aiad frB?8?ao ©ift rvstsV oT .OX
Qoei?^9807o adt ct dattO .a( )
T©?^*w to dtcfob Tot AaroS .d( )
Xeedw 3ae*raa?e Bdt arjfi .o( )
tXdao lodoos adt qo ^nlTd oi aeaXAaXvr udt .rnfT *b( )





BBW "^d-iaC ,aun Bdt tls rfo?©^’* .SX
tniXI Bdt )5d aajCoqa ef^aetaot tael ©dT .«( )
3a^?oarf3 ^BffoJ’ejjo a'cuufZ- c©fl .<f( )
snoe taatofiB aa to alartaz ad? .o( )
^o^xiaq t 'tsTlfe 00-rt bnaad aeaJdq aosnnofi 1 .5( )
13* In ancient times, convicted pirates were punished in
England by
( )a. Confinement in dungeons
f )h. Hanging
( )o. Whipping in public
( )d. Torture on the rack
14# Among the minor conflicts in Treasure Island was the
ill feeling which developed between
f )a. Jim Hawkins and Captain Smollett
{ )b. Squire Trelawney and Dr. Livesey
{ )c. Dr. livesey and Captain Smollett
f )d. Captain Smollett and Squire Trelawney
15. Dissatisfaction with arrangements on board the Hispan-
iola was first voiced by
( )a. Dr. Livesey
f )b. Jim Hawkins
( )w. John Silver
( )d. Captain Smollett
16. Unmistakable evidence of mutiny aboard the Hispaniola
was first discovered by
f )a. Tom Redruth
f )b. Jim Hawkins
( )o. Captain Smollett




Tipping Silver the "Black Spot" signified that
( )a. Silver must hand over his share of the treasure
( )!?. Silver must give up the leadership
f )o. Silver would he murdered
( Silver was to he left behind
18. As a guide to the treasure cache, the oil-skin packet
turned out to he
( )a. Perfectly correct
f )h. Absolutely unreliable
( )c. Partly correct
f )d. Useful only to pirates with knowledge of the code
19. At the close of the adventure
( )a. Silver was given a portion of the treasure and
advised to depart
( )h. Silver stole all the treasure and departed
( )c. Silver disappeared with a small part of the
treasure
( )d. Silver reached England, hut was hanged for piracy
20. The survivors of the mutinous crew were finally
( )a. Marooned on Treasure Island
( )h. Transported to England for trial
( )o. Hanged from the yard-arm
( )d. Transported to Trinidad
Mastery Test U
Repeat Vocabulary Pretest which includes nautical words and
types of boats mentioned in Treasure Island. 1/
\J See p. 55-61
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WIT III; A WOMAU’S FAITH AHD DEVOTIOH
Statement of Unit III
A young woman, rudely uprooted from her natural sur-
roundings, her closest ties broken, experiences a life of
hardship, pain, and disappointment, but through patient
endurance, devotion, and faith, at length arrives at spirit-
ual happiness, and achieves a nobility of character not
possible to a life of merely pleasurable experience.
Delimitation of Unit III
Historical background.— ^
1. America in the Middle 18th Century
a. Settled portions
The French had settled near the St. Lawrence
River, in Acadia, later called Hova Scotia, and in Louisiana^
with scattered posts along the Great Lakes, Ohio, and Missis-
sippi Rivers. They were struggling to maintain their
grasp on the continent against the continued inroads of the
English, whose colonies extended southward along the Atlan-
tic, from Hova Scotia through Georgia. The Spaniards
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still dominated in the far west* Stretching from the
Rookies to the Appalachians was a vast wilderness inhabited
by scattered Indian tribes and wandering herds of buffaloes
and other wild animals.
b* Primitive conditions of travel and communication
Travel was still difficult. Except for a few
rough roads maintained between colonies, there were no
highways. Mail deliveries between the scattered settle-
ments, by coach or post-rider, were infrequent and un-
certain. Boats, by river or sea, still served as the chief
means of long-distance travel.
2. The Erenoh peasants in colonial America
The Erenoh peasants in Acadia were a simple, in-
dustrious, and home-loving people, neither desirous of war
nor suspicious of treachery. Although they desired to re-
main loyal to Prance, the French government did little for
them in return, and they became mere pawns in the struggle
between England and Prance.
3. Friction between British and French in Acadia
The French and British settlers in Acadia had never
dwelt harmoniously together. Indian attacks on the British
were incited by the French. In revenge, attacks on French
villages were made by the English. When Acadia became the
British province of Nova Scotia, many French refused to
take the oath of allegiance to Great Britain.
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British authorities finally decided to end friction
by removing the Aoadians from the province, scattering them
throughout the English colonies* The deportation actually
took place in August, 1755*
4. The Acadians in exile
a* A few settled in the various English ports of
landing*
b* A large company formed a new settlement in Lou-
isiana*
o* A number returned to Acadia in 1767.
d* Many spent their lives in searching for lost
families and friends.
Narrative.—
With his beautiful daughter, Evangeline
,
Benedict Belle-
fontaine, an Acadian farmer, dwelt in contentment and pros-
perity near the village of Grand Pre. Evangeline grew up
happily and at length was betrothed to the Acadian youth,
Gabriel La Jeunesse.
Soon after the betrothal the men of Grand Pre were sum-
moned to the village church by the British authorities,
whose ships were lying in the harbor. Thus were the simple
Acadians tricked into imprisonment where resistance was
made impossible*
Within the church, the British commander announced to
the stunned Aoadians that they were prisoners of the English
king, to whom their lands, dwellings, and cattle were now
cox^’oItI hoQ ot bf^btzi^b aoii^iion'^j/s
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At the time of embaroation, through an added cruelty Ij
*1
of chance, many families were separated, friends were
j
forever parted* Some, thus separated, were never again
united; others spent years searching for loved ones* Among
|
these latter were Evangeline and Gabriel*
j
After many years of wandering, Evangeline joined other
I
French exiles to journey down the Mississippi River to
|
Louisiana, where they sought kinsmen and friends* As the
j
I
party rested on the shore of an island, Gabriel passed them,|i
unknowingly and unseen* At Basil's comfortable home,
||
Evangeline grieved to find Gabriel gone, but in patience
j!
!
determined to follow him* i
!
Evangeline traveled through Spanish towns to the l|
Ozarks, often hearing of Gabriel* At a Jesuit mission, she
;
remained a year, awaiting Gabriel's return, then patiently |i
!|
traveled northward to Michigan* There she found Gabriel's
|j
lodge deserted and in ruins* As the years glided on,
j
Evangeline went to distant and widely separated places*
She was seen in missions, camps, on battle-fields, in se-
cluded towns, and in great cities* 1
Evangeline at length returned to the friendly city of
I
ii
the Quakers, there giving her love and devotion to others
|
as a Sister of Mercy* When a pestilence fell on the city,
|
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Evangeline, working among the poor and In the hospitals,
on a Sahbath morning came upon the dying Grabrlel. After a
moment of recognition, and expression of mutual affection,
Gabriel died. In submission, Evangeline bowed to God's
will, and thanked Him for His mercy.
Appreciation of character.—
The course of Evangeline’s life, and its eventually
peaceful conclusion, were largely determined by the traits
of character to which she gave the strongest expression
through action:
1. Evangeline's extreme loyalty and devotion to Gabri-
el caused her to refuse suitable offers of marriage, and to
endure extreme hardship and continued disappointment.
2. Evangeline's undimmed faith impelled her to search
throughout a lifetime.
2. Evangeline's love did not become narrow and em-
bittered, but gradually extended to include all human
sufferers.
4. The merciful acts which Evangeline performed grad-
ually healed her own wounded spirit, and at length created
a character of rare nobility.
Development of understanding and sympathy. »-
1. Much of the suffering in this world is needless
and directly caused by "man's inhumanity to man".
2. Steady faith can carry a person through great dif-
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Vocabulary mastery.—
fSee words listed in vocabulary pretest.)
Incidental Learning-products
!• Increased power of expression through
a* Oral and written interpretations of various
phases of the poem,
b. Attempts to write original poetry in rhythm or
vein of Evangeline
0 # Acting a part in a dramatization
d* Dancing a French folk-dance
e. Singing or playing French folk-songs
f* Reproduction of Indian legends
2, Knowledge of Indian lore
3, Increased enjoyment of poetry
a. Finding that poetry may be used to tell an
interesting story of some length
b. Recognizing beautiful pictures painted by the
poet*
0 * Enjoying sounds and rhythms in words and lines
d. Increased desire to read more poetry
4* Literary appreciation
a* Recognizing and understanding figures of speech
b# Understanding of Biblical allusions
I
{ '^BlurStQOY nt bo^eiil aftriow $<&^)
GfojJlozq^i:lirxj^0j XatfteBJtonI
rtgro^irit Eco.tBQd'iqro To lewo'j fseasen-oal .1
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• ciooq To aos^q
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B al tZBfl B gitfd'OA .0
oCflr.fi-'iiJoT rforrOT'^ a ^^rriOfraG .b
8:aao8-iIoT rfoaoT^ ^nX^aXq to .e
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oTOI ciBtbal To f^^gboIwortX ,2
^Tiooq To tnecT^otffo X'eeaoTonl .5
xiB ll&t oi boatr ed x^Toog fadJ" T^allalf *b
ritguoX esToo To ^zofe ^alSSBieial
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.tooq
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'rx^O'Sq oToc beaz oi oTiaab boaaaio/xl •b
ROltBtOBZqqB
rfoooqa To asTj/^lT ^oXbaa^t’BTeJbccir baa ^aiattr^noBK ,b




Place the number of each word in the parenthesis
before its correct definition.
Example:
1# eerie ( ) An eagle's nest




















f ) Sudden; abrupt
( ) A magic potion giving forgetfulness
of pain or sorrow
( ) A wood nymph
( ) A burning candle
( ) Resonant; sonorous
( ) A member of a very austere religious
order
f ) Father and founder of a family or
tribe
( ) One who practices beggary
( ) A priest of the ancient Celts
f ) Wakeful attention; religious devotioi
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I
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eeol^oe^q orfw oaO ( )
atXeO Tixeioaa ©ift lo JaelTq A ( )
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( ) Particularly delicious or fragrant
( ) Heavenly; divine
( ) Waving or fluttering in the breeze
( ) Forecasting the future
( ) Forgetful; unmindful
( ) Continuous; never ending
( ) Belonging to the first ages
{ ) Hanging loosely
( ) Expressing sadness or melancholy
( ) Burdensome; unwieldy
( ) Srotesque; extravagantly fanciful
( ) Habitually silent
( ) Detestable; hateful
( ) Sorrowful; hopeless
( ) Harsh sounding; full of discords
( ) Unceasing; uninterrupted
f ) Loud or full in sound
( ) Hideous; horrid to look upon
f ) Seething; violently agitated
( ) Shining; bright
( ) Predicting evil
( ) Hot-tempered; easily angered
( ) Of a higher plane or region; heaven-
ly
( ) Changed from fluid to solid state
rto enoiotX^fc ^X'rArtt>id^TaS[ ( )
acfXvlij ;'^Ii!i8Ts©R ( )
•rfrf- nl srrl'ie^tffXl to :^atYB^ ( )
otrirljyl '^nt^QBOdtol ( )
Xi/lXcrifflOif ( )
Snlfiffft tsvea ;affoualia:oO ( )
88^ia tQttJ edit’ o& :^aiijCtoXeQ, ( )
^XdBooX 3flX:g£ieE ( )
xXodoaBleat to aaeatse ^IeB9tq;x:^ ( )
Xblelwtw ;9siOQaelt{JH. { )
Xxjl^iooBl '^X^aB:sev«T[;fxe ; 0iTpeefot^ ( )
^fleXle \;XXB0tXtfaH ( )
Xirtatari ;eXtfa^8A;fa(I ( )
eBeXoqoxf ; ri/lwonoe ( )
8£’iooeXf> Ito IXxrt ;3r[iJ^fU708 rfSTiiE ( )
^e^qiTirra^nlaiT jj^lesaonTJ ( )
baaoB at IJM to ItroX ( )
ttoqj/ iooX o& bitted jaffoeiXF ( )
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1. demoniac ( )
2 , abnegation ( )
3* susnrrus ( )
4. incantation ( )
5. myriad ( )
6* flagon ( )
?• mutation ( )
8. pedagogue ( )







1. refluent ( ) Wild; raving; mad
2. presaged ( ) Unintelligible; not able to speak
3. benignant ( ) Dark or gloomy
4. inclement ( ) Drooping; losing strength
5. credulous ( ) Ebbing; flowing back
6. assiduous ( ) Skillful; clever; apt
7. reverberant ( ) Foretold
8. languishing ( ) Constant in attention
9. tenebrous ( ) Echoing; resounding
10 •inarticulate ( ) Kindly; gracious
( ) Inclined to believe on slight evi-
dence
A teacher of children
A murmuring, buzzing, whistling
sound
Quietness; stillness
Possessed by evil spirits
Behaviour; carriage
A sign; an emblem
A spell or charm, spoken or sung
Self-denial
A great number; innumerable
A particular kind of jug
Change or variation
An authoritative command; decree
ae'T£>XMo A { )
SiTiftBiifw
.^.rtitr.'aninrr A ( )
hrwoe
BaAi.TX.CIjf8 jseoateZifO ( )








wltfme roi ;u^jtB A ( )
;?nire lo a<^:rfoqe ,tare^.c 'lo Xltqs A { )
luiitf'f
-'l.taa ( )





-0 bal^ lalirrlififlqf A ( )
10 ejjiiaifO ( )
©eioefi ;bcisr.iuufi 6v2(^;'t2TOiltJ:/« nA ( )
torreorjoi . "I
Im ;^4a^T*J1 ;fiX2W { )
;-l«eq8 of efcffi ^oa ; oldij. 22 Cotfrlnr ; ;
^ool^ TO HibL ( )
^niroi ;?j i^qooTC ( )




a2 it/ia;t8;ro'' ( )
gniXffBf BoT
; 3a i odor? ( )
eL'oio«T3 ;^X2 :t22 ( )
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( ) Severe; harsh
( ) The pledge of the marriage vow
( ) Wave motion; ripples
( ) A pre-hlstorlo animal
( ) Repentance; sorrow for sin
( ) Conduct; propriety
f ) Struggle; competition
( ) A series of columns at regular
Intervals
{ ) Bearing; appearance; manner
f ) Inside enlargement made by a dormer '
window
( ) Curse ; threat
( ) Puneral song
f ) An alarm bell or signal
£• Introductory discussion 1/
a* Questions
How many of you were ever accidentally separated from
your parents or friends when in a strange place? What
means did you use to find your parents, or how did they











¥ Pupil questions and contributions are encouraged duringis presentation. Maps showing locations of early
settlements are conveniently placed.
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woY o;3«i*xrrac ©rft To B-^belq ^jcCT ( )
«6XqqlT :aoitom bvb^ ( )
.Cs«in.ft A ( )
ale toT woiicB ;©oxiBJcfOit«ff ( ^
'^Mf*lTq[OTq ;.to0fifloO ( )
nol:fit(>qnoo ;€»X53 in:t8 ( )
lAlogoi tfi fncixfloo To eorTsa A ( )
efevTotrii
TOxmAfl ;eocifi^ijeqga ;^fxX7«6G ( )
j»m*£ob B id BJbjim ^como^^nXa© ofciBfll ( )
woJbfl^w
;9BiffO ( )
^aoo Xaioixn^ ( )
Xjao^^iR 10 XXotf BfiAl* rtA ( )
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^ciiivb bevaiffoca© yta ago! J^atflitnoo bxia sfloXi’Vfrap' liqo^ \X
^XiBO To ©aoltaooX ^nX^^orfa aqal« •fro^XHTneamr 4 in?







jonrney, and unluckily became lost, what would you do in
order to find your friends? If, on a trip, your parents
and you accidentally boarded different boats whose destina-
tions were unknown to you, what means of locating and com-
municating with your parents could you use? What means of
finding lost friends and relatives could be used by American
colonists two hundred years ago? What occurrence in colon-
ial times did actually separate members of families from
each other, and friends from friends, so that many of them i|
never found their loved ones again? Why would such an oc-
currence be most unlikely, if not impossible today?
b. Historical background ^
Just a few years before the Pilgrims came to America,
there settled on the picturesque, tide-swept peninsula of
Hova Scotia a band of hardy peasants from the northern part
of France. They called their new home Acadia, after the
Indian word which means Land of Plenty, for the deep forests
of pine and hemlock provided meat and fur in abundance, and
the vast stretches of dikeland meadows yielded rich crops
of flax and hay.
To this same peninsula, early in the eighteenth century
came Scotch settlers from Great Britain. Fearful lest the
French gain too strong a foothold in this Western Paradise,
the English had settled in Halifax directly across the pen-
insula from the French fort at Port Royal. Between these
^
two strongholds lay the little French village of Grand-Pre,
destined to become a historic landmark in the great war
that followed. Its inhabitants were peace-loving, gentle
folk, tending their fields and their flocks while these two
great nations secretly plotted against each other.
During the French and Indian War-so called, you remem-
ber, because the French and Indians fought together against
the English- Acadia became the scene of frequent raids and
massacres. In revenge for the Indian massacres of English
^ 6ook, Uorv^l, and McCall, Hidden Treasures in Literature ,Book Two . Harcourt, Brace and Company. H.Y. 1935. p. 217-218.
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colonists, which the English said had been incited by the
French, Acadia was pillaged in 1696, its dikes were des-
troyed, its houses and bams burned to the ground, and all
the horses and cattle killed# A great many of the inhab-
itants were imprisoned# It was small wonder, then, that
the Acadians learned to hate the British and remained loyal
to the French#
At the end of the French and Indian War, won by the
English, Acadia became a province of Great Britain# Nova
Scotia, it was called henceforth, meaning New Scotland, and
Acadia was erased from the map# The French inhabitants of
the peninsula were forced to swear an oath of allegiance to
England# It was not easy for the Acadians to renounce
their fatherland# Some of them refused and escaped to the
forest where they made friends with the Indians and induced
them to attack English settlements# The English officers
stationed at Halifax grew tired of the continual friction
between the Acadians and the English government, and, fin-
ally branding them as traitors and outlaws, made secret
plans for their exile. Only in this way, argued the offi-
cers, could they •nd their stubborn French loyalty# Only i
by scattering them over the American colonies could their
proud resistance be broken#
Consequently, on August 15, 1755, a small fleet of
ships sailed into the harbor of Grand-Pr^ and dropped an-
chor# It was Just at harvest time; the bams were sweet
with new-mown hay and the orchards were heavy with apples.
No hint of the hostile mission of the ships was let fall
by the British, for fear the outraged Acadians would bum
and destroy their dikes. All the men of the village were
summoned to the Church of St# Charles to hear the King's
orders for their deportation# Their lands and their crops
and their cattle were confiscated by the Crown, and they
were permitted to take with them only their personal be-
longings. The next morning, one thousand Acadian peasant s-
men, women, and chlldren-were hurried into the ships in the
harbor# In the excitement, children were separated from
their parents, and husbands and wives accidentally boarded
different boats, bound for different destinations— Boston,
New York, Connecticut, and South Carolina. Some of the
families thus separated were never again united. Others
spent years searching for their loved ones# Some of the
Acadians escaped into the forests; some were lost at sea,
as they sought to swim ashore# Some died of disease be-
fore they reached port# A few settled down quietly in
the communities into which they were dropped# Some tried
to find their way back to their homeland on foot. A large
body of them made their way to Louisiana, far beyond the
boundaries of English rule, end started a new French
settlement# In 1767, a group of Acadians met in Boston
and Journeyed back to Nova Scotia, where they became English
I
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subjeots in the land of their birth* And in 1921, one
hundred and sixty- six years after the exile of their an-
cestors, a group of American descendants went on a pil-
grimage to Grand Pr^ and made arrangements for the erection
of a memorial hall on the site of the old church, in which,
behind locked doors, their forefathers had listened to the ll
terrible edict of banishment* So ends one of the most
pathetic chapters in American history, a chapter made fam-
ous by Longfellow’s ’’Evangeline”*
c* How Evangeline came to be written ^
One day in the early 1840' s, Nathaniel Hawthorne,
a struggling young author who had not yet written "The
Scarlet Letter”, which was to make him famous, invited a
friend to call with him at the Craigie House, the home of
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, professor of literature at
Harvard* His friend, the rector of St. Matthew’s Protest-
ant Episcopal Church, told them a story he had but recently
|
heard from Nova Scotia about a popular maiden less than
twenty years old who had been separated from her lover on
the morning of the Acadian deportation back in 1755, smd
i
had spent the greater part of her life trying to find him*
When they were both old, she came upon him dying in an
|
alms-house in Philadelphia* It was a true story which had
been handed down from father to son* Longfellow was moved i
by it, and when the Rev. Mr* Horace Connolly said, ”I’ve
been trying to get my friend here to use the plot for a
story", he turned to Hawthorne and said, "If you don’t want
it for a story, I would like to use it for a poem".
Hawthorne agreed to let Longfellow use the idea. Later in
his Journal, Longfellow wrote: i
November 28, 1845: Sot about "Gabriel", my idyll in
hexameters in earnest* I do not mean to let a day go by I
without adding something to it*
December 7* I know not what name to give it— not my
!
new baby, but my new poem* Shall it be Gabrielle, Celes-
i
tine, or Evangeline?
Evangeline it turned out to be, and it was published
October 2, 1847.. ..It has been read and enjoyed by each
generation of school children ever since*
Assignment III-2.—
Readings, questions, and exercises. Ii
1
1
jB»ve you ever stood in a grove of pine trees, listening
1/ Op. oi*fe* ,p.218.
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to the nnirmuring branches in the wind ? Did it seem to
you that these trees might be whispering a story to each
other ? Have you listened to the sounds made by ocean
waves on a rocky shore ? What were your feelings as you
listened to the moaning of the ocean ? If we should visit
(rrand Pre today, what would we see that the Acadian peas-
ants also looked upon, two centuries ago ?
As you listen to the reading of the poem, try to think
of it as being sung to you by the sad voices of the ocean
and the pines.
(prelude is read by teacher or prepared pupils.) 1/
Imagine that we are going to visit Grand Pre. As we
enter the harbor, time turns back two hundred years. Let
us observe keenly, in order not to miss any of the interest-
ing sights and sounds, as we walk about the little village.
Read Section I, Part the First.
As you enter the harbor of Grand Pre, observe the
variety of liie surrounding scene. Descrlhe to the class
what you see, mentioning :
Mount Blomidon IThe Basin of Minas
Gaspereau River Fields and orchards
Dikes Meadow and forest lands
As you approach the village, what do you notice about
"ij Reading of the selection ’’Evangeline” will be done orall;i
in the classroom by the teacher and prepared pupils. This
is a departure from the treatment of the literary selectionii
on which Units I, II, and IV, are based.
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the appearance of the houses? How do they differ from any
you have seen before ? It is sunset as you pass through the
village, street. What are the villagers doing ? Describe
the procession of villagers whom you see returning from the
village church on Sunday. How does Evangeline look as she
walks home from church ? You are invited to spend a day on
the farm of Benedict Bellefontalne. What do you see and do
while there ? As you watch. the village children at play,
what amusements do you notice that are different from yours?
What games do they play that you also enjoy ?
Assignment Ill^g.—
Read Section II, Part the First
Pretend that you are an Acadian boy or girl in the
ancient village of (Irand Pre:
What are you doing about the farm, or in the home, near
the close of a late summer’s day ? What diversions do you
observe the older men enjoying during the summer evenings ?
What more serious matters sometimes claim their attention?
Quote differing opinions of the farmers, as to the importance
of these matters.
Read Section III, Part the First
If you were an Acadian boy or girl, why would you be
fond of Rene LeBlano? What harrowing experiences had he
passed through ? Tell Rene LeBlano ’s story of the pearl
necklace. Explain why you agree or disagree with him in
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regard to the tritunph of justice. What do you think of the
Acadian custom of making legal record of the bride’s dower
at the time of betrothal ? Why did the evening guests de-
part at nine o'clock ?
Assignment III-4.—
Read Section IV, Part the Pirst
Pretend that you are an Acadian youth or maiden and
tell how you spent the morning at the betrothal celebration.
How do you think the women felt as the soldiers marched in
to the church with loud drums, and the doors closed ?
Give your account of what happened in the church, pretend-
ing that you are one of the following characters: (1) The
commander of the King's soldiers, (2) Basil, the blacksmith,
(3) Father Pelician. How do you know that the men were
deeply affected by Father Pelician’ s rebuke ? What do you
believe were the feelings of the Acadians as they sang the
Ave Maria ? (Class may listen to the phonograph record of
the Baoh-Gounod or Schubert "Ave Maria’’.) If you had been
Evangeline, how would you have felt as you waited outside
in the churchyard? Can you imagine how the thoughts and
feelings of the Acadian peasants changed during the course
of that day ? Recall in your own experience a day that
started out with great joy and expectation; then suddenly
ended in unexpected sadness. What did Evangeline think of
that comforted her at this time ?
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Assignment III-6»—
Read Section V, Part the First.
What most Impressed yon as the Acadlans marched forth
from the church? How did Evangeline feel when she saw
Benedict’s changed countenance? What did she do? Can you
explain the change that had taken place In Benedict?
Imagine that you are an Acadian peasant; man, woman, or
child; describe the scene of embaroatlon, telling what
happened to you at the time. If you had been walking along
the shore, or In the village streets, what would you have
seen? As an Acadian settler, describe your feelings as you
gaze upon your burning home and village. What reason have
you to think that Father Fellolan was deeply moved at the
plight of his people? Why did the funeral by the sea seem
a fitting service for Benedict? Why was It unusually sad?
Thus far, what evidences of unusual strength of character
has Evangeline shown?
Assignment III^S.—
Read Sections I and II, Part the Second.
How have the Acadlans fared In the many years since
the burning of Grand Pre? How has Evangeline spent her
time, and In what places? What were the reports of Gabriel?
In what ways would It have been better for Evangeline If
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Why was she cheered by Father Felicianos advice ? In what
ways do yon think that Evangeline has shown courage ?
Imagine that yon are an Acadian floating down the Ohio
and Mississippi. What strange and beautiful scenes,- birds,
animals, and trees,- do you look upon ? Why does the
boatman blow a blast on his bugle in the night ? How do
the Aoadians amuse themselves as they float downstream ?
What do you think Gabriel's thoughts are, as he rows north-
ward on his hunting expedition ? Why does Evangeline have
I
reason to feel especially happy at this time ?
Assignment III-7.—
Read Section III, Part the Second.
Which home do you think more comfortable and beautiful,
the house of Basil in Louisiana, or that of Benedict in
Acadia? How do the Louisiana home surroundings differ from
those of Acadia ? What do you imagine are the feelings of
Basil as he unexpectedly meets so many of his former friends
What do you think the reunited Acadians talk of at the
evening meal ? Judging from Basil's speech, what changes,
if any, have taken place in his character or opinion ? In
what way does the evening party resemble a former celebra-
tion of the Acadians ? What are Evangeline's feelings as
she gazes on the scene ? Explain why she leaves the gather-
ing. As Evangeline once more renews her search, who assists
her, and what have they to guide them ?
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Asslgpinent III-8.—
Read Section 17, Part the Second.
Try to imagine what the southwest was like two centur-
ies ago. Pretend that you are a coureur- de-hoi s , and give
an account of your travels, the country and the life that
you see, as you go from Louisiana to the Ozarks. Why do
you think that Evangeline has reason to feel encouraged ?
Why does she feel great compassion for the Shawnee woman ?
Repeat the tale of Mowis, or of Lilinau. What were
Evangeline’s feelings after hearing these tales ? Imagine
that you are approaching the Jesuit Mission. Describe the
rural chapel, and the service going on. How do you like
the welcome and the fare you are offered ? Why was Evange-
line reasonable in deciding to remain at the mission ?
What were the superstitions of the maidens in regard to
husking the red ears? What other superstitions of the
Acadians do you recall ? How long did Evangeline stay at
the mission ? What must have been some of the dangers and
hardships of Evangeline's journey to the Michigan forests ?
As the years glided on, in what remote places was Evangeline
seen ?
Assignment III-9.—
Read Section 7, Part the Second.
Why did Evangeline finally return to the City of the
Quakers ? As Evangeline's girlish beauty faded, what inner
ML
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beauties of character strengthened ? When Evangeline, at
last grown old, looked back upon her past life, what ap-
pearance did it assume? What now was her one wish and
thought in life? In what ways did she try to do good?
Why were plagues greatly feared in ancient times? Explain
why the people believed that they had been warned by signs.
Why did Evangeline go daily to the alms-house? What pleas-
ant sounds came to the ear of Evangeline before she entered
the sick chamber? As Evangeline gazed upon Gabriel, what
form did his features seem to assume? What scenes re-
turned to the mind of Gabriel? For what did Evangeline
thank God after Gabriel had died? Explain whether you
think that Justice finally triumphed in Evangeline's life.
Could you, in her place, have been truly thankful? In
what situation do the lovers lie burled? Where, and by
whom, is their story still told?
Assignment III-IO.—
How has your enJo3rment of Evangeline differed from
your pleasure in the animal stories and pirate adventure?
Would you have preferred Evangeline's story in prose or did
the poetry add to its pleasing effect? Would you like all
stories to be told in poetry? (Try to Imagine the stories
of Coaly Bay, Moti GuJ
,
or Treasure Island as they would be
if expressed in poetry.)
Of the three units which we have studied, which seemed
to you the most alive and real? Which, the most fanciful
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or dreamlike? Can yon think of any reasons for this effect?
Pupil's Summary
In a little town in Acadia, two centuries ago, lived a
French maiden, Evangeline, beautiful and well loved hy all
the village* Her father was a hard-working farmer* Gabriel,
the son of the village blacksmith, was engaged to Evangeline;
The betrothal of Evangeline and Gabriel was legally
arranged, then celebrated in the village by feasting, sing-
ing, and dancing* On the day of the celebration, British
|
soldiers summoned all the men of Grand Pr^ to the church* ji
There, having no weapons to resist, the farmers were impris-
oned for four days, then were marched to the shore, where
they were put on ships which were to carry them to distant
unknown ports. Their wives and children were also put on
the ships, but many families and friends were separated.
The soldiers burned Grand Pre to the ground, and this
sight so shocked Evangeline's father that he died.
Evangeline was put on a different boat from Gabriel.
For many years she sought him without success. She travel-





to Louisiana, where she found Basil, Gabriel's father, set-
j
tied in a very comfortable home.
I
But Gabriel had gone from there, so Evangeline followed
his trail westward to an Indian mission, then northward to
--
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Michigan* She oonld not find him, hut she often heard of
him. After years of wandering, Evangeline went about doing
good in missions, on battlefields, in small towns, and in
big cities* When she grew old, she became a Sister of
Mercy and went to Philadelphia, where she worked among the
poor*
As she was nursing the sick during a pestilence, she
one day found Gabriel, just as he was about to die. The
lovers knew each other, and as Gabriel died In her arms,
Evangeline thanked God for His mercy.
This story emphasizes the great suffering and anguish
of one person* But we remember as we read it, that hundreds
of innocent and worthy people suffered by the acts of need-
less cruelty and the indifferent attitude of a few men in
authority*
The poem tells a story of unusual loyalty and faith,
and shows a character developing in strength and beauty.
Evangeline gave to her fellow men what had been denied her,
great sympathy, mercy and love*
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1» Construct a small model of an Acadian house,
2. Dress one or more dolls to represent characters in the
poem. (Very effective clothespin dolls have been made.)
3, Prepare an Illustrated map on which you have traced the
wanderings of Evangeline.
4. Illustrate hy drawing, painting, or pictures cut from
magazines, an Evangeline booklet. Under each Illustration
print a suitable quotation.
5. Sing or play to the class, ”The Citizens of Chartres",
"The Chimes of Dunkirk", or any other old French folk-song.
See reference numbers (19) and (20) below,
6, Take part in folk-dancing to an old French folk-song,
7, Memorize ten or more lines to repeat to the class. Tell
the class why you chose them,
8. The poem takes place between 1755 and 1793. List the im-
portant events in United States history occurring within
this period. See referenoe numbers (9) and (10) below.
9. Model in clay, or with salt and flour, a relief map of
the Acadian region.
10, Prepare to read to the class ten or more lines contain-
ing thoughts of special interest or beauty. Explain your
reason for choosing them.
11, Prepare to read aloud ten or more lines which please you
because of their musical sound.
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12. Relate an Indian legend to the class. See reference
numbers (3), f4), (5), and (6) below.
13. Select a suitable subject and write a few lines of
poet^, imitating the rhythm used in Evangeline. (It may
help you to read the explanation of hexameter in The Land
of Evangeline by Jay Earle Thomson. See p. 244-245.)
14. The poem contains a number of Biblical allusions. Ex-









1. Jacob and the angel
2. Hagar and Ishmael
3. Elijah ascending into heaven
4. Moses on Mt. Sinai
5. Jacob’s Ladder
6. Daniel at the feast
7. The prodigal son
8. The first passover
15. Read the descriptions of the leading characters, noting
the most effective words and phrases. Using those that
apply to one character, write a prose description to be read
to the class.
16. Prepare to give a talk, or write a composition, on one
of the following topics :
a. Life €aid Customs of the Early French Settlers in
America. See reference numbers (1) and (8) below.
b. Travel and Transportation in Colonial Times. Ref. (1)
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0 . The Great Tides in the Bay of Fundy. Ref. Ro. (1).
d. The Acadian Dikes. Reference Ro. fl).
17. Prepare a written dramatization of one of the following
incidents:
a. The scene in the church
b. The embarkation
c. Arrival and welcome at Basil's house
d. Evangeline and the Shawnee woman
e. Evangeline in the hospital
18. Act a part in a dramatization
19. Read to the class the entire proclamation of the King
as it was read by Colonel Winslow to the Aoadians in the
church. See reference Ro. fl) below.
20. Read one or more chapters or books listed below :
fl) The Land of Evangeline, by Jay Earle Thomson.
This book contains much helpful material. Among the
subjects discussed are: the tides of the Bay of Pundy, p.53’
60; life among the early Aoadians, p. 72-82; Evangeline's
birthplace, p. 83-91; the deportation of the Aoadians, p.
101-112; the Orders of the King, p. 107; Winslow's diary,
p. 109-110; the Aoadians scattered along American shores,
p. 11 3-120; the story of Evangeline as it was told to
Longfellow, p.134-136; the life of Longfellow, p. 139-144.
f2) Longfellow's Country, by Helen Archibald Clarke.




(3) Wigwam Stories, by M.C. Judd.
(4) Canadian Wonder Tales , by A.E. Logie.
(6)
Myths of the Red Children, by G. L. Wilson.




( 7 ) Home Life In Colonial Days, by Alice Morse Earle.
For travel and transportation see Chapter XIV, p. 325-363.
(8) The French In the Heart of America, by John Finley.
See Chapter IX, p. 174-196, ”In the Trails of the Coureurs
de Bols”.
(9) The Story of Our Nation, by Barker, Webb, and Dodd.
See "How the Colonists Lived In the Worth", p. 103-120;
"Travel", p.128-130; "How the Colonists Lived In the South",
p.121-132.
(10) Our United States, by Woodbum,Moran, and Hill.
Read Chapter VII, "The Struggle for the Continent".
Other poems by Longfellow that tell stories:
(11) Hiawatha
(12) Courtship of Miles Standish
(13) The Bell of Atrl
(14) The Birds of Elllingworth
Narrative poems by other poets :
(15) Sohrab and Rustum, by Matthew Arnold.






(18) The Lady of the Lake, by Walter Scott.
Polk dances :
(19) Polk Dances from Old Home Lands, by Elizabeth
Burchenal. See "Bonjonr, Belle Rosine”, p.22 and "Sur le
Pont d' Avignon", p.20.
(20) The Polk Dance Book, by C. Ward Crampton.
See "The Chimes of Dunkirk", p. 1.
Mastery Test A
Prom the list of words on the left, select those that
correctly complete the sentences. A correctly completed
sentence is shown below.
Example:
The village of Crand Pre lay
in a (1), on the shores of the
Basin of Minas, near the mouth of
the (2) River.
( ) meadow
( 1 ) valley
(2) Gaspereau











Vast (1) stretching east-
ward gave the village its name. By
hard labor, the farmers had built (2)
to shut out the (3). West and south
were fields of (4).
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The houses of the Acadians
|
resembled those built by their an-
j
I
cestors in fl). They were strongly
j






When September came, (1) had !
stored an extra supply of (2);
j
J










At twilight home came the (1); ;
foremost was Evangeline’s f2),
|
proud of her white coat. The flocks^
returned from their favorite pas- 1
ture by the (3). They were follow-
ed by the (4), urging forward the
stragglers. With the rising moon,
,1
!
the wains returned from the f5),
i
laden with (6); on the shoulders i
of the horses were saddles of (7),
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The commander, holding aloft
the royal fl), spoke to the men
from the (E). He said that all
their (3), (4), and (5) were to be
forfeited to the Crown,
Of all the men gathered In














( ) Father Fellclan






f ) Rene LeBlanc
Evangeline, alone at home
during the night, was comforted by
remembering the tale of the (1),
she had heard told by (2).
The Acadian farmers fl) as
they marched from the church.
The Acadlans rowed down the
fl) and fE) Rivers. They were
seeking friends and relatives in
f3), Evangeline traveled with them
under the guidance of f4).
srri'f>Iorf j'refixxerrTjtroo ©ifT
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As they floated down the river
the Acadians saw flocks of fl),
groves of (2), and cypresses with
trailing (3). Among the beautiful
flowers which they saw were (4),
(B)
,




A (1) woman crept into camp
one evening. She told of her fS)
husband, murdered by the (3). She
repeated the tale of (4) and of (5)
filling Evangeline with strange
feelings of terror.
Evangeline, when very old,
looked back uppn her past life with
a feeling of (1). The path she
had traveled appeared (2) in the
distance. The world seemed to be
(3).
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f )misfortune In the poem, the chief em-
( ) devotion











qualities were : fl), (2), and (3).
15 .
( )little Persons accidentally separated
f jsome
( jmuch in this country today would usually









( ) remained the same
The treatment of the Acadlans
by the British, if reenacted today,
would be regarded by civilized
nations as (1 )
.
The world's standards relating
to humane conduct have (1) since
Evangeline's time.
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Indicate the word or phrase which most correctly com-
pletes the statement, hy placing a checkmark within the
parentheses before it# A correctly completed statement
is shown below.
Example :







The chief reason for the deportation of the Acadians
by the Brltlshauthorlties was
( )a. To secure their land for British colonists
f )b. To carry out peace terms made at the close of
the French and Indian 7/ar.
f )c. To end the continued friction between the
Acadians and the English government,
( )d. To secure revenge for an Indian raid incited by
the French against the English colonists,
( )e. Because the English at Halifax were in constant
danger from the French,
a ^8 9T
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[ )d* Sailing vessel
( )e. Foot travel
The Intense religions feeling of the French peasants
was shown by
( )a. Their response to the summons to the church.
( )b. Their conduct during the service in the church.
( )c. Their orderly march from the church.
( )d. Their affection for Father Fell clan.
( )e. The Biblical allusions in the poem.
4
^
7/hen the men entered the church, their families
f )a. Remained in their homes.
( )b. Gathered at Evangeline's home,
f )c. Waited in the church-yard.
( )d. Followed the men into the church.
( )e. Were taken at once to the ships.
5.
When the commander's words ceased, the Aeadians
.2^
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( )a. Fought madly against the soldiers,
f )h. Rushed to the doorway.
( )c. Bowed silently in submission,
f )d. Gathered in groups for consultation.
( )e. Sought the advice of Father Felician.
6 .
Appearing from the ohancel. Father Felician
( )a. Harshly reproved his flock.
( )b. Urged the Acadians against the soldiers.
( )c. Was unable to command the situation.
( )d. Led the Acadians in a prayer of contrition.
( )e. Was struck down by a soldier.
7 .
At the time of embarcation families were separated
( )a. Because of the cruelty of the commander,
f )b. By order of the king.
( )c. Because of haste and confusion,
f )d. In revenge for Indian raids in the past.
( )e. Through the malice of the British soldiers.
8 .
Basil, in Louisiana, appeared to be
f )a. Dissatisfied with the Louisiana government.
( )b. Ill and unhappy,
f )c. Anxious to return to Acadia.
( )d. More tolerant of King George and the English,




The sufferings of the Acadlans were
( )a. In large measure due to the hardships of travel
in the 18th century.
( )b. A Just punishment for their refusal to take the
oath of allegiance to the British crown.
f )o. Unnecessary, and due to indifference on the part
of the British and French governments.
( )d. Necessary to end disputes between the French and
British in Nova Scotia.
( )e. Largely fictitious, but emphasized by the poet
in order to make an impressive story.
12 *
The nobility of Evangeline's character was developed
and strengthened in greatest measure through
( )a. Pleasurable experiences,
f )b. Loyalty to Gabriel.
( )c. The counsel of Father Felician.
( )d. The merciful acts which she continually per-
formed.
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( )a. Reading worth-while books.
( )b. Leading a life of ease and pleasure.
{ )o. Cultivating friendship with people of importance.
( )d. Persistence in trying to overcome difficulties.
( )e. Following the advice of learned people.
Mastery Test C
Repeat Vocabulary Pretest, pages 102-106.
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UNIT lY: THE SPIRIT OP CHRISTMAS
Statement of Unit lY
Christmas is a time for everyone, young, old, rich
or poor, to feel thankful and happy# It is a time to ex-
press happiness by sharing love, friendliness, mirth, and
good oheer with one’s fellows; a time to foster and increasj^
the spirit of good-will which is symbolized by the anni-
versary of the birth of the Christ Child.
Delimitation of the Unit
Narrative.—
On Chrlstttas Eve, the miserly old Scrooge, unloving
and unloved, is visited by the ghost of his dead business
partner who discloses that he is suffering a frightful pun-
ishment for his hard, uncharitable, earthly life. He
warns Scrooge of the coming of three Spirits. These appear
as foretold, and force Scrooge to view himself and hie ac-
tions as they seem to outsiders. Events of his past, his
present, and his future pass before the eyes of Scrooge.
He recoils from this truthful representation of himself,
now for the first time seeing his uncharitable spirit in
its real significance. As he views these scenes of humble
happiness, contrasting scenes of sadness and finally his owA
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nld Lae tloerBld ireiv i ©300TOR oriToi bcu'
,
MoTsTo'i sa
aid ,3"esq ctd Jo eiTOv., o7 m®©e cl eaoif
.s^ooTcS Jo BO'^o ©riX ororeo* « 9Bq aTiJ’tcr^ aM ba: ,:jeeezq
,^ro8Wl<X ao^787a•oeTq^T Io5:rf7irrt 8id7 flio*r^ eXioe©! oH
i
rri tiiiga aXd&t M.prfcnir bM ^xr^oat o<0i 7 7BTi7 odd toI" ^foa
• Idjujfl to BOitaoB '>eed7 tweiv ed a/. -joiteo ttia^ais Ibot cdl





miserable end, Scrooge realizes tbe futility and meanness
of Ms own wretched existence# The last Spirit disappears,
and Scrooge awakens happily on Christmas morning, with
abounding good will toward everyone.
He immediately sets about doing all in his power to
make amends for his uncharitable past, and discovers that
he has at last found wisdom and true satisfaction in life.
Knowledge of London of the last century.— iJ
London, during the middle of the nineteenth century,
was quite unlike a large city of today. Streets were not
well lighted, although gas was beginning to be used for
illumination. At night, link boys ran about proffering
their services as guides. Travel was largely by coach, and
within the city, people hired cabs to take them about, or
went afoot.
Houses and office buildings were not warmed by central
heating units, as is common today, but by coal fires in
stoves and fireplaces. Candles were still a common means
of illumination.
At Christmas time, shops presented a gay and festive
appearance, as they do today, and the same good-natured
crowds jostled through the streets and stores. Many people,
after buying their Christmas dinner, took it in a basket
to the baker's where it was cooked, then carried it home.
The celebration of Christmas included special church
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n.t,'-? I rronxECt^ a XXiXa aol' "? ' .aooaXqdtit 6aA eirroXa
.tfoXJariXtturXXi to
•>v^t5©l Arrii ^<53 a ceiTffsexrq 970^1 .ijiifit '•‘A
o©*i i/tar.-t 003 onraa orf^ rrf« 06 't .^orcaTa^qta
©Iqooq . :©ioX9 fcaa »;xe»-*rXa -dX rf-^xroid:* toXXo'^*, eJbwoTO
tarfaijd £ rtx Xc-^t ,’iOitfxiJfc uacr/el*''dD i -odt lotta
.suori tX rjMiii© fted+
,
*
')(ooo i c'ff Tl i!>Tai'.v h^z^dr^d odd od
noiirilo ii^Xoaija Xo.il aanXettxriX To ro^tszvclt o onT
-*»ld£A Xi^noXXqO Tu f Hir no tX^^ioXcpTP Td/ftrut ‘loT’ Jo fr
. hsiXi
seryloes, carol singing in the streets, and feasting and
Jollity within the homes.
Knowledge relating to Christmas.— 1/
The celebration of Christmas, beginning as a religions
observance among the early Christians, has, down the cen-
turies, and through the many Christian nations of the world
taken on great color and variety. Whatever the mode of ex-
pression, its impelling spirit remains always the same; the
spirit of "Peace on earth, good-will toward men”.
Evaluation of character.—
People clearly show their true character by
(1) The manner in which they meet little every-day
hardships.
(2) Their acceptance of life’s great sorrows and
tragedies.
(3) Appreciation of small blessings.
Discrimination of values.—
fl) Happiness is not dependent on great riches.
(2) Working only for money is futile.
(3) Wisdom and satisfaction arise from fellowship with
people in other walks of life.
Personal wisdom.—
Many of us would be surprised if we could know other
people’s opinion of us.
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list of Incidental Leaming-products
1* Increased power of expression through
a. Oral and written interpretations of the "Spirit of
Christmas"*
h* Acting a part in a dramatization
c. Old English country dancing
(1) Singing or playing the music
(E) Interpreting the dance forms
d* Singing ancient and unfamiliar Christmas Carols
e* Playing unfamiliar old games
E* Knowledge relating to Christmas 1/
a* Origin, history and traditions
h. Customs in England and other lands
c* Old games, dances, and carols
3* Increased literary appreciation
a* The peculiar charm of a Dickens story
b* Dickens' humor




1/Leamlng beyond the requirements of the unit
itniBfij £.3^ neb.coal fo d'BJtJ
dT'30’iii& troicssTqpta lo lewoq i^68^«*rry-T .r
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Place in the parentheses before Its correct def-
inition the number of each word. A correct example is
shown below.
Example:
1. savor (1) Taste and odor; flavor
( ) Intense feeling; ardor
Section A
1. reclamation ( )A strange or unaccountable fact or
event
S. supplication ( )Prooess of rescuing from wildness or
waste













( ) Sub Section to force
( )Behavior; deportment
( )Humble petition; prayer
( ) Tameness; gentleness, mildness
f ) Trace of something lost or gone
( ) Intense feeling; ardor
( )Poe; antagonist
f )Entranoing joy
( iSxoesslve desire of gain
(. )Passage from one state of being to
another
( )An unpleasant or bad situation or
position
dsr
d'oe'iToo e&i ©To^acf 8ee0.'f;J‘n©*iBg erf^ itJt ©oeX^
ai slqmax© ^o^rrioo A .Xiow ffo«e lecfoura orft noiixni
.TToIacf nworfe
: 0 fqffiaxS
lovaH ;iojbo baa ©tea? fX) lovaa .X
lObiB ;snlX5©l: eeaetcrl ( )
10 tofil ©Xtfa^i'rujoooisnjj *ro X( )
taovd
•to eaonfcXlw voil aniwoeoi l:o 88©oot^( )
eitssw
fe^aanatf’nJt BdT eofr©i©^r&XaI( )
£T©d?0
©010^ o;f ac^XoG^tfi/fif )
XaaarXToqsX ;‘iolTarf8e( )
le^Tq ;ffo^XX5'©q eXcfffii/H( '
BConJbXXm ,ee©rt© X(tn©? ;e8dfl«aiBT( '
»ao^ 10 deoX ^aidXe.^oa ©onTf )
lofcie ;aatrn6T &eae&al( )
Xatno^atao ;90^( )
^ot ^jaXcrtsitn2( j
fltas lo ©lieaX evXpBeo^a( )
ot ^atsd ^0 9^ct8 ©flo noil e^aacaXt J
lexJXoaa







































f )Aot of exercising patience; self-.
restraint
( )Disposition to do good; kindness
( )A mineral of impenetrable hardness
( ) State of being disturbed; commotion
( )Desire for what is elevated or spirit-
ual
( )Aot of being formally introduced
( ) State of being nimble; liveliness
( ) Testimonials vouching for a person
( )Respect; reverent feeling
( ) Sociability ; readiness for conversation
( )0pinion contrary to the established
creed
( )Disposition to believe on slight evi-
dence
( )Act of estimating
( )A strange or unaccountable fact or
event
f )0f very bad report; notoriously evil
( )Miraculous beyond natural laws
( )Detestable; bad; wretched
( )Sunk to a low condition; mean;
groveling
f )Trot visible; present without showing
itself
( )Unbelieving; skeptical
. ‘--lleB ;oofl^ld'ae[ gitteloiexo l^o toA( )
J-atercd’sei
eeenlat^ ;J>oos oI> of xioffteoq8j-([( )
osBoi^iari sIcfBi^enBqmi to laTcsxxJtoi A{ )
aoitoinnoo ^aled to )
rto hofavoid 8^ fosifi tot stieoCf )
fp-xr
fiooiJJboti’aJ: Tjriacnot ;anl»cf to toA( )
B8©n±f8TiI ^rrierf to ofp.f^.{ )
tOBtot 8 tot juMoi/ov el£lnofli^:ta©'" ( )
^ntXoet ^netevet ;;roeqaeH( )
aot^88t©vaoo tot 88oiTiJba»t;^tlfldcloo8( )
XerfBircfeteB oaf of Tjtattnoo aotntqO( )
heeio
-ire fii-sliB ao ereiled of aof7teoqa}(H )
eonr-*)
5flltar:it 80 to toA{ )
to top.t oIbPtrti:;oooaxxu to o^oottB A( )
ftiove
rtvo vlero^toton ;i^toqet had ^bt t0( )
ewal letir^pn ^ncr^od sjJoXx/oattMf )
betioienr Uad ;oXtfptge^oG( )
;[taem ;aoif fbaco wol a of 3(0x18 ( )
^fftlBTOt^R


















































( ) Sympathetic; agreeable; naturally
adapted
f ) Sullen; ill-humored
f )Capable of being touched or felt
( )Dillgent in attention
( )Maklng a loud outcry; noisy
f )Belng everywhere at once
( )Large; spacious; roomy
( )Enormous; marvelous; astonishing
( ) Leaning; reclining; lying
f )Dark; not transparent
( )ITatural; not repressed
( ) Fearful of what may happen
( )DeJeoted; depressed; discouraged
( )Full of sorrow; piteous
f )Prominent; conspicuous
( )Absurd; utterly foolish
( )Extensive; including much
( )That cannot be successfully opposed
( ) Sportive; witty; funny
( )To grow hard, stiff, or thick
f )To change in outward shape or form





tl9l TO bedonot s^ierf to eXdaqaOf )
ai :Ta9^iIi(i{ )
X^boa ;'iTo^xfO ftxrol b :gfrX:^isM( )
eorro ta eT0rf7?T^T9ve ^nleSt )
^ooT ;80Oio«q0 ;9gT£>J( )
jfTltfe^ao^aa jsrroXovT^ci ;£iuoanort?[( )
^nf^X ;5intfliXooT )
trroTaq'anaTt &oa ;?rT«(’! )
Jb©eB0Tg©T toa ; )
rraqqarf J'arfw to XxTtTrte?( )
l>agflTlI/0f>8 If) ;X)688©*irx©i) ;i6t09t*Q( )
exjoeJ Iq ;wotto0 to XXq’I( )
aijoxrolqaaoo ;t£tanlD0T5 ( )
rfaiXoot TClTa^^’i/’ ihruadM )
doiim j^ni^ffXonl ;©f’l8n©^3:2( )
f)99oqqo ^XXxitaQeooxra ed toonao d’erfTC )
'^nftqt ;©v|^TOq8( )
jfollU’ 0 0 .ttl^Tr , toarf VOTS oT( )
anot TO ©qjtfffa liav^ao cil ©goisrfo oT{ )



























5* corroborate ( ) To move back or away
( ) To make smaller; reduce
( ) To become quiet
( ) To move Irregularly, especially up
9. elicit and down
10 •apprentice
11 •congeal
( ) To take the whole of; absorb
( ) To confirm; make more certain
( ) To restrain by binding the arms to
the body
( ) To overthrow or defeat
( ) To protest or urge reasons against
something
( ) To draw out; bring to light
£• Introductory discussion;
What are the things that you think of when you :|
see or hear the word "Christmas" ? (As children suggest j
|!
Christmas trees, toys, presents, parties, going to church,
Santa Claus, Christmas Carols, the teacher may list them
on the board.) You have been telling what Christmas means
;
to you today. Do you think that Christmas always held so
many meanings for people? What meaning did the very first
Christmas have? When did it occur? Where do we find the
story of the very first Christmas written down ?
( f'diT/ii'd'tioO) S acJttoBB
TO JfOlid ovonr oT (
eoi;J&€»T ;TaiX««a oiCjbci cT (
^e^irp ©mof>©<f oT (
qv ^Ili^Joeqee .^iTsXo^eTTX oYocf oT {
iswob baa
cfToada ;lo ©Xorlw 03{flt oT (
fltjB^Teo 61010 ©afam ;a!Tt1:rroo oT (
ot BRiB Bdt xd nlsideei oT (
^od eti&
TO woirftievo oT (
tsffXeSB efioBflOT ogii; io deo^oiqt oT {
^a tdteiiroe
drf^iX od gnXid ;txTO wait oT (
.•rroXeeuoatb
) etaiodOTTOo -d











00^ aodw to 7(nMd 00-^ a^aXrit orft oia iadfl
& 9 Bi\^ua aoiAXXrio eA) ? •’eam^'aiirfO’* Mow »dt laerf to eee
.doTurfo 0^ fOoiMaq .ednaeaiq tB^od ,aeoTd SBrntBiirfO
cTOrfd fair Toffofiod srft , 8 loi«0 BaartBXrrfO ,80*10 n^aaS
Baaon easitBtTifO tbiTw s^tXXod nnod bybi^ 0OT (.fi*o<f orfd 00
08 LXorf e^uwXe som^BlixfO darft Xnidt L'otj oC .'^fibod nox ct
Y'^ST odd 6 Xf> ^ioooci taxH? ?oXqooq 10^ bjoIxiaobt ^rtam
odd Aftil' ew Ob oiedYT ?i0ooo di bit florOT Tovad aaEdeiidO
? owofc aoddXiw aairdaXidO dsiX^ ^jiodB
Among the earliest stories written about the first
Christmas, the most famous one is the account written by
St. Luke, who is thought to have been a physician who lived
and traveled in countries near the Eastern Mediterranean
during the first century after Christ was bom. He tells
the story in the second chapter of his book, which is the
third book in the New Testament.
This is Luke's story of the first Christmas: (Teacher
reads aloud Luke 2:1-20.)
Another early writer, St. Matthew, lived in Galilee
near the Eastern Mediterranean and wrote an account at
about the same time. His version of the story is also in
the New Testament, in the second chapter of his book, and
tells us another interesting event in connection with the
first Christmas. (Teacher reads aloud Matthew 2:1-12.)
After listening to Luke's and Matthew's accounts, what
kind of celebrations do you think the earliest Christmases
were ?
Through its celebration by Christian peoples for
nearly two thousand years, Christmas has added many and
varied meanings to the early religious observances of the
first Christians. People in various countries have develop
ed their own peculiar manner of celebration. Some of these
customs remain peculiar to Individual nations; others have
been carried throughout the world. Perhaps later, some
Liil
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of you will enjoy explaining to the class just when and
where the ideas originated which we always associate with
our own Christmas.
Many stories have been written about Christmas. One
of the most famous ones was written by an English writer,
Charles Dickens, nearly one hundred years ago. People all




Read Stave One of the Christmas Carol, then consider
the questions.
At what point are you first able to discover the real
purpose of this story ? Mention the great contrasts which
you note in the appearance, condition, and actions of the
characters as they appear. Describe scenes which impress
you because they are pictured in sharp contrast. What
facts are you able to discover about Scrooge’s clerk ?
What characteristics of Scrooge’s do you like or
admire ? Which of his qualities do you dislike ? What do
you think of his purpose in life ? Do you consider that
his character is weak or is it strong ? What outstanding
qualities does Scrooge show in (1) his treatment of the
clerk; f2) the conversation with his nephew; (3) the in-
cident of the carol singer; and (4) his treatment of the
ncariw tsfit sejsXo erfd- ot •^o(,n3 Iffw no\ y.o
rfvlw o^fii-oonsfi 8^4JwCb ow rfoxrf^ BotaaiglTO 8«o/)r Qdt ^-reifw
.BenitsirrriO riwo iiro
onO .aam^plicfO tirodxi £ioe<f ovM a«^^:o^R ^bM
.lotliw xfeiXjjjiS afi bb''^ boho airooLs^ ^teofli srft lo
Cla ©rqfoe'" .ogB ieixaoif orto zl^serr .aaajfoXCI aeliHifO





':(yiBO ESitrtei-nrfC odf lo aaO avBfS fBe/T
. ’ao.'- J‘r.-.»irp erlJ
Iriaz e[[& zerooetb of aide fezt^ troz 9ib fntoq fadv; fl
doldw BftiJiZfnoo i-BOis adf ctoifrol^ ^ aJtnf to ©oocri:ni
odf to Bficltojj f^iijs ftia tf tbi
,
8o;:fl7,>9c*qjts »df rtf' efoa sfoz
eaazqmt dotdw aonsoe »^<^r'iee©U .Toeqf^p as frafenzBdo
fnd •fSt’Zfaoc erz^ds nt bazirfr/lq eis ©f irao^d 00^
? 7(10 Co e’ej'.oo'io? ;t0od;B *i3Voc-ill> of aide tjoz 8*^* s^oot
10 o:ril 00^ '-^r^oo'i o', '’^o soX::*'0fie*.^oeiedo tarf’!7
Ob ffidT ? ejiiXeifc 0oy ofc af^lflL^tsp atd.lo doliTH * ezlicf^o
fzdf 10628000 0OX oO ? otiX nX eaoqi^q alrf to TfniifX uoz
? jjXioiJe ft at 10 Xaew ai loJoaiado aid
odf to tnocitso'rt elrf (I) sil node 0^00102 aooB aoiXICo/jp
-;rl odi (€' ;w0dqea eltf dtiir aoil sfbievffoo odt (3) i^zoio








gentlemen seeking money for the poor ? Describe Scrooge*
s
living quarters and furnishings ? What do you consider
the most Interesting object In his room ?
What events occur In this stave which you cannot ex-
plain ? What struck you as most peculiar In the appearance
of Marley*s ghost ? Why did Scrooge try to crack jokes
with the ghost ? Why did the ghost continually lament ?
Why was the spirit condemned to wander through the world
after death ? The ghost said that Marley’s real business
on earth was what ? What reason did he give for the com-
ing visit of the three spirits ? After reading this Stave
can you tell what conception of Christmas was held by (1)




Read Stave Two, and then consider the questions*
Why was Scrooge perplexed when he awoke ? If you were
to create a Ghost of Christmas Past, In what details would
you make your Spirit like or unlike the one created by
Dickens? What was the significance of each part of the
Spirit's dress and appearance? Can you think of a reason
why the figure of the ghost should keep changing In dis-
tinctness ?
At what point did Scrooge first show unmistakable
-- . . . - -
^’'^T'OO'roS .*'di”iC86C ^ *rooq ori)- to'^ tj^cioct : ar'I'sQe
'T«^iaiTOo ;;c\; oL aiet^jBUp
? moo'r 8 trf ffi’ ^'oef.cfo ^Boa edi
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evidences of genuine feeling? In what ways did the scenes
of Scrooge's boyhood differ from those in which you are
growing up? Compare our school in as many details as
possible with the one which the boy Scrooge attended*
|
How do you think Pezzi^ig's treatment of his appren- |
tices compared with Scrooge's treatment of his olerk on
Christmas Eve? Which do you consider more interesting, a
j
modem party, or the kind given by the Pezziwigs, as you
consider the (1) surroundings, (2) people invited, (3)
music, (4) dances, and (5) refreshments?
What caused Scrooge to wish he could speak again with
the boy carol singer? At what point did he wish he could
have a few words with his clerk? Did you ever wish for a
second chance at talking to a person, so that you might
j
i
seem a little kinder or more courteous? Tell the class 1
i!
about it. What incident caused Scrooge to beg the Spirit
to cease torturing him, and to conduct him home?
Which scenes in this Stave did you enjoy the most?




Can you explain the significance of the decorations
and throne in Scrooge's transformed room? By his appear-
sorreoe grit nl e/iionoj^ ^o a©t>-r?*.5i:v&
o-ifl tsox rioMti Hi eaodi' ao^rt boodxod a’esooioo lo
BB \[W!^ eft ill: loorfcse Trro eiaq/uoC ?qif grciwcny
o:^oo^o:' \od erft rif^lxfw ono ©rft BldiaBO^
-iTftTqqfi Bid Jo ^nemtaeiJ- iroz ob woH
no jfToIo aid ^o tnerine-rt ©’©“s^orroB rftiw 5»Tflqmoo aaoJfS-
a ©ion i^fti^arroo xrox ob dolrir ^©tJ esmtslidO
LTOX Gfl .«s^wt5se’5 ©rfJ xd navi^ ©dt io ai©i>oci
(C) .fcoc^tral ©Iqoeq , s^nlJbaifoiina (S) mff 'xabienoo
^atflooirfaei!t©i (3) bftf\ ,B©onrfi (i*) ,ol8ina
il^’J:w aiaga 7l«©qe f»Xxfoo orf cfeiw o& ©^0010 ^ fisexxflo
5Iiroo ©d rfattr od hiX> ^oXcq -affw j-A '^legala Xoiao ’(jorf orf^
a 10I cfalw i 0ve irox tid ^^leXo aid dfin ei'iow a avarf
tri'^itn no^ oe .rroaieq a oJ ;^XXXa;f ta ©ofiado Xnooou
aealo ©d^ XX©? ^ntioodHroo ©loci 10 iof>xilTf ©rcf^-XX a noee
fi7ti{ci 9fi& ‘^od oJ ^goo1r«^ /joaxiao tir-jfiJ'oni dacT' .*ffode
?©fCorf mid i’vnhnoo o& biia ,'*:tn ^iil7 /jf7 o& ©aaeo ot
Titsoin ©di ^ota© uox bib trad^ ©idt rti corrac-. doirfT




• oordT ©vp.j-2 Aa©E
anoitsiooafc ©rii xc ©f)i.'joi^l;;3 iB ©di fT^<^Xq.'’r xjr-'yj na''
-isdqqa aid x^ ?oiooi Jiemoiatteii ©’agooicB tii ©noidt Ana
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anoe the Ghost of Christmas Present suggested what char-
acteristiOB? What change do you discern in Scrooge through
his manner of speaking to the ghost ?
Compare the appearance of the London shops with those
you now see at Christmas time. What custom, not practiced
by us, seems to be usual among these people? What effect
had the spirit on those whom he met?
What pleasant things do you notice about the C ratchit
family? Do they show any characteristics which you dis-
like? Are there any conditions in the family which you
wish were changed? Which of their actions do you admire
most? Does anything suggest that Tiny Tim was a thought-
ful child? What did you 'think of the Christmas dinner ?
^^hat is your opinion of the way the family spent the time
after dinner? What brought a dark shadow over the party?
How did the Cratchlts show charity in this connection?
What do you think was the true secret of this family's
pleasing quality?
What other sights were viewed by Scrooge and the Spirit
on the streets, and in distant places? What quality of
Scrooge's nephew did you find most attractive? In what
ways did the nephew's conversation about Scrooge Indicate
the nephew's own character? What effect had the after-
dinner party on Scrooge? How many of the games are played
nowadays? Can you find out how the others were played ?
—tijrfo i’/jrfw t/toeeif QncstBtidl to taorfi) ^r^c^ ecrta
rfaxjorrri? agooToS nt inooBti jjoy o/) o^nBiio ^eol^J’eiio^’oa
? cfeorfs 9rit 0^^ srtiijCaeqa ^o lenasip e2if
98orft eqoiJe nobnol odt to eoixaT8«qqB erft ‘itaqaoO
fiaoltOBTq ton .motaj/o tart?? .&alt esm&B tzdO ta 0 9e won jjotj
1 06^1:9 taxr' ?6Xqoaq eaarft ^gnoms iBtmtr scf ot sueoa ,exr ^ccf
'^tem art corfv oaortt no tlT^qa srtt ^arf
tlrfotaiO oilt txrorts eoiton x;o^ ob a^itrtt tnaeaolq tartTT
-slfj uoTj cCoirfv: solta Inetoanp^rte /.rta worfa o(f
no’c rfoMw ortt nt aaot^Jtbnoo aiarft 6*r/ "art’ll
oitmi)!. II ojL anoltoa lion't to ifoiifT? •^bagnarfo aiow rf^iw
-trfr^irortt fl B^w C.M "jrctT tarft .teBS^ue :^r£bdJz^‘ aeod ?teoc
^ Tacitfi-b oamtetTrtO ertt to Aiiift* 00^ f>ll> tart^- lift
eartt ortt taeqa adt ^aw ortt to nota^qo inoTt 8-^ tsrt^
'^tieq edt toto woftarfa X‘sa6 a trt^aoirt tacH^ ?*i9nflfJ& letta
•^aoitooiinoo eifli rit Tjtf-rarto woda ottrfotaiO erft bib ttoH
Btnt to teiooB otnt ortt b«w dntrit ob ietC^
^XiiZiiup >jni«aaXq
M'l^q ' ortt Jboa esooloo ^rt Xowof-T aisw atd^ils lortto tivrtT
to ^tlXarp tartT ?890flXq ta^&eib ni -voe .ateoite ortt no
tartw nl '’07itc>«“rtta taoar bait hots 6Xf> wortfrorr a '0^00^08
otaolfinX 0^00708 tnoda nc .‘taaievnoo a'wortqoa ortt bit e^caw
-retta ortt bad tootto fr.d^ '^loto/narfo tiwo a’worfqen artt
boqaXq 9T3 8eins;g ortt to '^oartr woH ?030o*ro8 no ^toaq ranrrib
* f'O'^elq ^low oiarito ortt wort tno Jbnit uoy xxbO ^e^abawofr
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How did Scrooge show his great interest? Which of the in-
cidents seemed very funny ?
What other scenes were visited that night? Can you





What strong reasons would Scrooge have for fearing the
third phantom? In what ways were the dress, manner, and
actions of this figure appropriate?
Why was the careless attitude of the group of business
men surprising to Scrooge? What were Scrooge's thoughts,
on hearing the two business men speak? How did Scrooge
hope to get a clue to the conversation? '/That clue was given
Scrooge, which he did not comprehend?
Describe the wretched part of the town and the den in
which Scrooge now found himself. Can you account for the
boldness with which the three villainous characters ac-
knowledged and displayed their plunder? How was Scrooge
affected as he viewwd this scene? Do you think Scrooge
thoroughly realized the import of this incident?
Why did Scrooge find the figure on the bed so fearful
and distressing? What sort of satisfaction was allowed
Scrooge in his search for someone who felt emotion at this
death?
-nt orfd- lo dotdV ?^e^*i9 c}“ni aid woiffi »aooioS bib voE
? ^aassl ’^rrev fjernoee ei'fldilo
iibO tarf^” f^dtlelv eiow eo-ieoe iQdi'o tarff?






arit aai-iBei lol evert ©sooioc bStrow anoeeer tsxf^
fifCB .lorinBci ,88©Tj5 ert^ OTer; BTfafr rtartw al ^arotnartq 6Tlrf,i^
^©^BligoTqqB ertn^bJ sMt lo eirclto^
aaenlexftf to qroi^ erf^* to t^bsrilbSB caalsino erft bbit xrtF
,a^rfgi/ortt s *0^007 08 8"tdw tartT ‘o^j^ooroS o? gctias^iq^tr# rton
e^oc'socj bib woH ?3f/?8qe aeai eaeniaatf owt erft sai^taed no
aovig saw ealo ladXl ?aot}eB'ia^aao edt of eulo a J^es of eqort
?J5fl©rt8*iqmoo ton Jbjtt art rtolrtw .nscoioS
ai aoi) arit Ij.tb awo? ocif to taaq badofanw edf adlrcseCl
iiiif aot tauoooa nox rtaO .tlecJilrt J^aaot won e^oono!^ rtoirtw
-os ano^ofliflrto anoafaXIir ©etrt^ ©rt^ rtoiriw rtt^w aserdBIod
9*800108 3 j8W woE ’lebxDJlq iJ:«rtt Ke^alqB^B /^na bo^tslwoixd
b'^oo^ioE daldf xroTj oCl ^©noo© aldf JbwTVdiv art eo ^aJoetta
ftneiioai* elrtt to ^loqmi ©rt^J* foall-jei '^Ix^gjxoiort^
la'Maet oe bod ed? ao ©iiyjjit eil^’ Jbait ©^ooio3 fill:
BawoXXa saw cioX:f 0B'* 8 ltB8 to tioe ^fsrtW ?8iiX88eit6X5 bus
bldf fs aotfomo tXet odw oaoomoe lot rtoiaea aM iiX ©300108
^dfBob
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Why did the Ghost lead Scrooge back to the Gratohits*
house? How was the character of this family again reflect-
ed in their actions?
In what ways were the surroundings of Scrooge's grave
appropriate? What thoughts do you believe must have come
to Scrooge as he gazed on his own grave-stone? What action





What did Scrooge mean by saying, "I will live in the
Past, the Present, and the Future"? What assurance had
Scrooge that he might dispel some of the shadows of the
future? Contrast the manner, speech, and actions of the
Scrooge of Christmas Eve with the Scrooge of Christmas
morning. Do you think Scrooge was acting a part on Christ-
mas morning, or was he sincere? How many things did
Scrooge find to praise?
What proved that the change in Scrooge was apparent to
everyone? What do you think that Scrooge whispered to the
portly gentleman? Why did Scrooge pass his nephew's door
a dozen times before knocking? If you had been Scrooge's
nephew, what sort of greeting would you have given to
Scrooge? Was Scrooge's enjoyment of the party
1 ,
1 <<1^
'aitdo^snO edt f)& dosd 0300108 fjBoI tBOdx) edit bib
-itoQl^toi ccls^JB eXdd’ lo le^oenedo edt bbw woH ^eciforf
^aaol-oa iledl at he
0VBIS 8 'osooio€ lo asfl^baifciiirc orft eiow e^aw t&dw al
emoc ovAd itaim ovel [ed trox oh a&d^^t/odt tarfT:
£IO^;^oa tflrfW ?©ao:J'a-OTai3 awo aXri ao 60803 ed co 05,00108 03*





• evM OTstS 68oF
erf^ at ovlX IXXw I" ^<3 naec! 830C10E fcXb taifV?
ftsrf eonoixisaa 3^ 8ifr T^ourtn^ edt bae .t’aeser^ edt ,feBj
odt to awohsde edt to onoa lecfatb td^tm ed itedt 0300108
exit lo eaottos baa .rfoeoqa ,Toaii8iH edS teantaoO ^erjj&x/l
aeatQladO 0300108 edt dttw ovS aaartaXirfO io 0300108
-^•iTriO ao fieq 9 T^attoa saw 0300108 oo*i oC .^attsaom
htb e^atdit ^bcd woB Tsiooaia erf a aw 10 ,31X010111 taai
Toaieiq ot 6aJtt 030010B
I
;
oX XnoiBqqa aaw 0300102 at 03aerfo orfX t&dt 6evoiq tadff
1
erft 0^ boaeqetdw 03OOIOO fsdt :iintdit ao\ 06 ^ArfF Toao’cioio
I
1006 e ’worfqan olrf eaaq 0300108 6i6 ^rfW ?a#in0XXa03 i^Xtioq
3*0300108 n00cf bad aox 'll ?3iri>CooxtJf oiolorf aoffXt ff0so6 e
oX A0VX3 ovArf sfox blaow 31:2x0013 Xioe Xarfw ^worfqoa
^tXiaq edit lo Xfioaniotao 8*0300108 aaW ?03ooio8





How did Scrooge's treatment of the Cratchits reveal
a transformed nature? Amid all the happiness thereafter




What things in life do you think Dickens valued most
highly? On what did he set the least value? Why do you
think he wrote this story? In what ways do you consider
the title appropriate? What new ideas has this story given
you? Which of your old ideas and beliefs were impressed
more strongly upon you as you read?
Which scene in the story did you think the most charm-
ing? Among the many characters, which are outstanding in
your mind? For what characteristics do you remember each
of these? What evidence have you that Dickens was fond
of making Jokes?
Trace the gradual change in Scrooge from the beginning
of Stave One to the end of the story. Recount briefly
Scrooge's reaction to each event that produced a change in
him. In how many places are you able to find Scrooge's
own words, quoted by the spirit, in reply to a question?
How does your opinion of Scrooge at the beginning of the
story compare with Scrooge's opinion of himself? What is
T>I
?9r9oa^8 TO beix^Jte^
[bo^9T e&ldo&siTO odt &a&a&BOTt s’e^ooioa lib woH
letT-aaTdift atJieni-trqBrf arfd* fis bjtmA bonno^teciST^i b
-BveidoB Jbei’aTdsI^o teoai elrt aevr ^sdw ,9^ooto8 \5rf feotaaio
— tnamaatsBA
aoiaaxfoeiA 70^ sfroi^aeup
^’so.Ti ftax/TAv aneafol-cr dald^ nov ob e^ril r.i B^nixfd' tarfr
x/OY ob \;dW '^bstXbt ^toBOl ©rft lea erf bib larfw nO ^^Xrfslrf
Tefilanoc uo'^ ob Q\am larfw ffl a Ml aloiw erf rfnlrfl
^evJ^ XToiH aMl aarf aaofif ir^ti larfW ^©taMqoT<jqfl ©IlM erfi
reaaeiqmi e*iew aleiXerf Z>aa s^afci. hXo iifo'/ to rfotrf'
jiov: fia uox noqn x~’:j>ooTfft ©Toni
-nnarfo la on orfl rfnlnl xro^ bib y^oI# arfl ectsoB rfol IF
ni -^albnnta^ao eta rioM^ .attoloararfo '^rcsm orfl 5 /Tom/.
rfoae ledneoiei rroTj oh eoXteMoloa^arfo Ifrfw lo*? ?brric ijjo^
hcrot 8£W eaorfoM larfl ro^ erarf eoffehtve larfT ^eeorfl to
Taarfou ^nfrfaai to
^nlarti^orf ©rfl cio^t e^ooioB nJ e^^n-arfo fajoharr^ srft ?oa‘xT
^ItelTrf tnjJOoo5r .^rrola erfl to baa erfl ol eaO ovaiS to
al o^narfo a heoirhoiq IMl Ineve rfoao ol iSOl&oooT a'e^ooToS
a'cSOOTo? huit ol eXrfo iro'x eta aeoaXq ^naff worf xil .nlrf
?aollaoL'p a ol Tj;Xqo*i fiX .XJTXqa erfl beiotrp ,ebTOw ano
erfl to ^rfXfifiXsdrf ©xfl IB 0300108 to rtoXniqo txtoii aeoJb won
at fati'^ ?tXecfnM to Totrtiqo 8^300108 rfllw eieqoroo ^cle
yonr opinion of Scrooge at the end? Do you think that
Scrooge changed his own opinion of himself?
TThat does this story teach about the nature of hard-
hearted people? Which is easier, to see other people’s
faults, or our own? Is it probable or improbable that
your friends have a different opinion of you than you
yourself have? Can you think of any ways to help each of
us to see our own faults?
How did Dickens, through the experiences of Scrooge,
show us that he understood human nature?
Do you think that the Christmas spirit is appropriate
at other seasons of the year? Have you ever known anyone
who seemed to carry this spirit throughout the year?
Explain clearly your own idea of the Spirit of Christmas.
Assignment IY-8.—
Of the four literature units which we have studied,
the action of which two occurred at about the same time?
Should you say that these two selections were alike, or
strongly unlike in spirit ? Would any of the characters
from one sftlection be congenial with characters from the
other? Do you think that the author's purpose had much
to do with this? What were the differing purposes of the
authors of these two adventure tales? How well did each
author succeed in doing what he set out to do?
Do animals deserve more or less of our sympathy than
fa£{J- ijfniifJ iTO'z oC ^ba9 adJ- tfi 0300^03 io rrolrtiqo ixfo^
^0 rtoJtalqo mro eid Be?iccarfo ajjOOToS
-oisil io oiu’i'sxr arfi’ i-uode rfose^” y;T0d’8 aMi" aeoB
a'olqoeq *I©ric^o 000 o? ,i0 i:«j89 el rfoirfW ?#Iqoeq ^e&iJied
feds eldedoijtnl 10 elrfecfoiq St al ?awo ‘ixro to .stlxTsl
;to^ aarf^ uox ^0 noinJtqo ?iieT©i^jt6 c evjBri ebcielzl: tuo^
^0 rica® qled oS e^Bw to dctd-f noyr aeC Tererf ^XoeT//o)t
?8trj/at awo TXfo eee oS au
.oaooTOS ^0 BeofloXiaqxe eff^“ rf^iroTiI^ .oaojfoXG fcUb woF
?'iTjjtafl nanu/ri JbootBTeficrr erf ;farft as; worfa
ea«XTqoTqqB ai t^Tiqa aeaSattdD edS Stuff ^atdS rrc^ od
enoYrra awortd Tera ao^ ereE ^ree\ 9dS to adoeeoe ledSo Se
'T«.eY arft J‘rori;^'OTrfS’ JtrXqE eXritf’ \:tt 3 o oS -aaiooe orfvr
.eam^fllTrfC' to StrtqB edt to eebt rtwo juo^: rriuXqr.'I
—
• ScsomiTsteoA
,£)OtbnSa oTod eir rfoXrfw attni: ©TU^BTatiX Tirol erft tf)
'’oats eaxaa orf* Srrode Sb bemoooo ow.t rfoXrfw lo aotSoe eds
TO ,03{XXb eipw effoXtoef*8 owS oeods sedS ^ee uox bljjodS
sToSoBiedo adS to ^fie blsjoW ’ IXTlqa at oTft Ian ^I^aoaSe
odS moTl BTetOfcTarfo dSlv letae^aoo od aotSooISa eao aroTl
rforn Ajarf asoqrxxq e 'Torf^ jsa erfd* tarf^" ^irf^ nox oC ?T0rfto
erft lo eoBOqTuq 'i^at’i’^tt tb odS eT9W ‘Brfi? ^Blrfi’ rf»^'Xw ob oS
dOBQ btb Ilovf woH TseXs^f sTXXc^aeTXa owS esods to eaodSaa
'oJb oS Suo See od Sedw galol) at booocue aodSa^
aedS xdSaqaxe mo lo aeeX to otoc ©vreaofe aXafnloa oii
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human beings? Explain.
!7hich of the four units contained, portraits or sketches
I
of unusually fine characters ? Explain fully.
Which selections pictured, people whose lives were
finally controlled, by strength or wisdom which they develop-
ed within themselves? In which selections were the char-
acters largely controlled by chance and outward happenings?
_
Which do you consider the truer representation of life:
fl) a story showing a life controlled by outward events and
circumstances, or (2) the story of a life developed and
|
controlled by Inward thoughts and beliefs? Do both elements
play an important part in life, or should one be more em-
phasized than the other? Which way of depicting life makes
I
the more amusing or exciting story? Which type of story
gave you the greater satisfaction?
Pupil* B Summary
Some people are wretched and unhappy without even sus-
I
I
pecting it. This was the case with old Scrooge, who was
j
selfish and hard, when everyone was celebrating Christmas
j
with kindness and charity. |i
I;
Scrooge is visited by ghosts who conduct him about.
;!
i
A spirit shows him first the kind of boy and young man he
!
once was. A second spirit lets him see the happiness and
I'
sadness of people whom he now lives smong. The third lets
|
him see how little people will care when he dies.
|
. . ?e3niO(f a^dod
!
8erfot93f6 10 ei'iflitioq boaie,&aoo o?iai/ iJ/oY 9ff:t rfoiiH?
;
.^rrxft ateXqx3 ? aie;f OBiJ8ffo onl^ ^Xlsjjsxfojjr Jo
019W eevlX oaoifw sXqoeq fidirrt’oXq eaoX^ooXoe rfoirfV^
-goX9V0f» xbA^ rfoXifw arcftelw io dvJ’anei^s ^cf XBXXoitrcco ^^XlanX^
-i/^rfo ecft 0T9W eixcl^oeX^a dotd'f! rtl ^cevXaeasrl;^ nXrftiw ft©
?sgalixeqq££l ftiaT^tx/o ftna ooiBcfo ftoXXoid'aoo ^Xe^iaX eieJoa
lellX ^0 rroXt a-^fTrteeiqei lan^ ©rfd" leftlenoo x/o'\t oft xfoirfr
ftaa etneva ftiawixio ‘;icf fteCIoi^aoo ©^iX a ^nifrorf© a (X)
ftfia fteqoXevoft »Jl£ a Jo ^loXe odJ (3> io ^edonaJ^BniuoiXo
Bi^neTtoX© rf^’od oG ?e^oiX«tf ftna a^xfsxroii^ ftirwnX T(d fteXXoi^*ioo
~nft eioa ed eao ftXirorfa io ,»tXX iii ;tiaq ae ^jaXq
ao3f£Br eTiX gnidoftqoft l‘o Yaw dotdy^ ^rodfo edJ nadf bos tasdq





-Birc itov© ^i/orfd^Xw ^qqatfftD’ ftcw bodoJenw eia ©Xqoeq emo8
0fiw odw ,9300103 ftio dflw ea«D cew alrfT -Jl ^nidosq
BsartBiirfO 3nftt«id©r©o eait ©hoyi^i© aedw ,ftiAd ftna rfailrXea
\
.Y^tiario ftfos asoflftnXd rf:^iw
1
j
.d’jToda raW ^towftffoo orfw ataod^ Yd fto^XeXi et 930010S
j
ed rrefli ^iUioY ft*Ta xod Jo ftiXd ©di^ taiftl arid awod© tXitqB A
I
ftfxo sedfrXqqisd ©d^' aoe nXd aJeX iftilqB Anooao A .aaw ©ono
I
ad"©! ftiftdd’ ©dT .^aom acrtX won ed modw ©Xqoaq aeanft/je
;| .eeift ©ri ixedw 91AO XIXw oXqo»q ©XdtiX wod ©ae aiXd
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After these experiences, Scrooge becomes a good friend
to everyone, and although some people laugh at the change
j
in him, he does not mind one bit#
In this story, Scrooge sees his entire life. He is
stirred by the scenes of his youth from which he has grown
away, and by the world of happiness and suffering which
lies outside of his shell-encrusted present existence. But
it is when he sees his own miserable and unwept ending that
Scrooge awakens to his extreme danger. From indifference,
Scrooge passes to pity and concern, then to fear and humil- I
ity.
|j
The wretchedness of Scrooge at the beginning of the
|
story is apparent to everyone but himself. At the end, he
|
I
has gained the friendship and esteem of others. Moreover,
|
he has become truly wise, for he realizes why he has become





1. Observe the activities of people in and out of
||
,1
school, noting any which you believe exemplify the spirit i,
I
of Christmas. Report to the class.
j
I
S. Perform at least one act in honor of the spirit
|
i
of Christmas. Report privately to the teacher. ll
jl
3. Suggest a class project or activity to be performed
j
in honor of the spirit of Christmas.
boo^ & eomococf o^ooioE .BQoaeiz^tpce ^eerfd*
I
t^gnetfo eixv tii rfgjjal e^I^oeq enioe n’ajjorf^I^ l)ii« .srcovffjve o^”
• tJ-d eno tain tors: aeoJi ed ^xtd nt
: ; i.
el ®fi .a^tiX »r[I&a& atri eeee agooioS alrft nl
j
flwoia a.cri ed dotdit aroi^ rfd’xio^ eld ^o aaneoe edd xd bemb&e
daidw Jiiia eaecriqqa/f Jo bIrow odd fciifl
.docio;J'B.txe taoseiq Xaitainoirr-IXarfB airf lo ©l>Xe^uo 8©.tX
dacit :gnlbcfc tqawnxr Jicra eXda'r'?9i'^ nwc Ql:rf aa&e erf nerfw el dt
,
ooaei^dJJtJbni hfuerdxa aid 0^ ane^tawa ©300*108
-Xinmn jbfra lae^ rrorfr .n-iL'aftoc baa ’^dlq od aeeeaq e^ooTO?.
• Xdl
odd lo grrJt/Txrl^erf erf^ da pjiooioS ceecrAerio-^eiw ori?
,bae odd dk •ICeearkii .tjr<j ©iio'^ievo od daoiaqqa aX ^ode
,a©voo*ioii£ .eiPrfXo io ceetao /)na qirfaArreXi^t erf^ Jieiita^ earf
emooed aarf erf eosiiaoi erf roJ .eaiw ^Xiii^ einoeed ead od
.flatn '^qqarf ^XirtJ a
aeXtfXvldoA XaacXtqO
!to dao bne at olqooq T’O seX^kXvldoa end ov^eedO .1
XXiXqa odd ^^J^Xqinexe evoXXed noTi rfoXilVr ^atdoa . Xoorfce
.eeaXo erfd od XioqeH .eacXsXirfO Jo
dl^lqe -idd Jo aoacd al don otto doeol da anoJie^ *S
.aodoaod odd od ^ledarlaq X'loqeH •eeisdelidO Jo
iefjnolieq erf od no dooloaq bbbIo b tae^gi/o *5
I
.aacTXsXirfO Jo dltlqa odd Jo lonorf ffX
»' ».
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4# Dress doll-figures in suitable costumes to represent
the chief characters in the "Christmas Carol",
5* Present the main action of the story through a
series of cartoons#
6. Prepare an illustrated book of characters and
scenes from the "Christmas Carol" or one other listed read- i
ing. Appropriate quotations should accompany the illustra-
tions.
7. Explain to the class how a few of the games men-
tioned in the "Christmas Carol" or other listed readings





8. Join a small group and prepare to perform before
|
the class one or more of the old English country dances.
If necessary, consult with teacher about directions and
practice. See reference numbers (29) and (30) below.
9. Prepare to sing to the class a Christmas carol not
usually sung in school. Individual or group work. See
reference lIo.(28) below.
10. Select one foreign nation and prepare an interest-
ing account of its manner of Christmas celebration. Decem-
ber back numbers of the Junior Red Cross Magazine are
helpful. Also see reference numbers (20)
-(25) below.
11. Prepare a talk, or write a paper explaining how,
when, and where, each part of our modern Christmas celebra-
tion came into being. See reference numbers (20)-(S5)below.
I
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12* Prepare a talk or write a paper describing an
English Christmas of ancient times. See reference No. fl7).
13. Give a talk on London as it was in Dickens' time.
See reference numbers (31) -(34).
14. Write a modern Christmas Carol of your own. Pre-
I
pare to read it to the class.
j
15. Write a dramatization of one scene from the
Christmas Carol.
16. Join a group to read the various written drama-
tizations, select the best scenes, and combine them in
proper order to form a play.
j
17. Join a group to select a cast for the play. Try
out and choose actors for parts.
18. Act a part in the dramatization.
19. Look up the life of Charles Dickens. Tell the
class a few of the interesting events of Dickens' boyhood
and later life. Explain what his chief interests were.
I
I
See reference numbers (34)-(39).
|
20. Read any story or novel by Dickens.
21. Relate to the class any interesting story, in-
cident, or bit of Christmas lore from one of the readings
listed below.
i
22. Read one or more of the following books, essays,
j
1
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fl) The Cricket on the Hearth, by Charles Dickens
Another famous Christmas story by the author of "The
Christmas Carol".
f2) "Christmas Eve at Mr. Wardle's", from The Pickwick
Papers
,
by Charles Dickens. Chapter XX7III.
(3) Holly Tree and Other Christmas Stories, by Charles
Dickens.
(4) Prom the Sketch Book , by Washington Irving, read
"Christmas", "The Stage Coach", "Christmas Eve", "Christ-
mas Day", and "The Christmas Dinner". These sketches may
also be found in a volume called Christmas at Bracebrldge
Hall.
( 5 ) Christmas: A Book of Stories Old and Hew, by
Alice Dalgliesh. A variety of good Christmas stories by
noted authors.
f6) Christmas in Legend and Story, by E.S. Smith and
A.I.Hazeltlne. Poems, legends, stories of the Christ
child or of the true Christmas spirit.
(7) Christmas in Storyland
,
by Maud Van Buren and
Katharine I. Bemis. Hew stories by modem authors.
(8) Christ legends, by Selma Lagerlof.
Eleven stories translated from the Swedish.
(9) Christmas nightingale, by Eric P. Kelly.
Three lovely Christmas stories, with setting in Poland.
(10) The First Christmas Tree, by Henry Van Dyke.
. irre^foia.
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A story of St* Boniface and the introdnction of Christian-
ity into Germany*
fll) Story of the Other Wise Man, by Henry Van Dyke*
A fourth wise man found his King in deeds of lovingkind-
ness*
(12) Book of Christmas Stories for Children, by
Maude 0. Walters* Thirty-six old and new stories*
(13) Bird’s Christmas Carol, by Kate Douglas Wiggin.
How Carol Bird made a merry Christmas for the Ruggleses.
(14) In the Endless Sands, by E. Scott and K. Scott.
A boys fascinating adventure, lost in the Sahara.
(15) Tono Antonio , by Ruth Sawyer.
The story of a Spanish boy.
(16) Ben Hur, by Lew Wallace.
Read Book One for a vivid description of the first Christ-
mas*
(17) Master Skylark, by John Bennett*
Read Chapter 28, which gives a description of Christmas in
the court of Queen Elizabeth.
(18) little Women, by Louisa May Aloott*
Read Chapter 2, ”A Merry Christmas", for one way of show-
ing the Christmas spirit*
(19) On the Inexhaustibility of the Subject of Christ-
mas, by Leigh Hunt. A jolly appreciation of Christmas by
a man who knew Dickens*
MJU
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(20) Weloome Christmas, by Eleanor Graham.
Traditions, stories, carols, games, and riddles.
Emphasis on the old English traditions.
(21) Children's Book of Christmas, by J.C. Dier.
Carols, poems, and descriptions of Christmas cns-
td)ms in many lands.
(22) Christmas, by Robert Haven Schauffler.
Varied selections grouped under: Origin;
Celebration; Significance and Spirit; Stories; Old Carols
,
and Exercises.
(23) Yule Tide in Many Lands, by M.P.Pringle and C.A.
Urann. Tells of Christmas in ancient times, and of Christ-
mas customs in England, Germany, Scandinavia, Russia, Prance
Italy, and America.
(24) Christmas Holiday Book, by Alice Dagllsh and
Ernest Rhys. Poems, stories, legends, carols, folk tales,
and games.
(25) Christmas Candles, by Elsie Hobart Carter.
Plays depicting Christmas in various times and countries.
(26) Carols Old and Carols Hew, collected by Charles
L. Hutchins. A large and varied collection.
(27) Christmas Carols, by Lucy E. Broadwood.
An attractive book containing the words and music of twenty-
eight old English carols.
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(28) Christmas Carols from Many Countries, "by Coleman
and Jorgensen. Over eighty folk-carols of various coun-
tries ranging in origin from the twelfth to the nineteenth
centuries. Some are in the original foreign languages.
(29) The Countiy Dance Book, by Cecil J. Sharp.
This hhok, published in parts, contains figures and steps
of many old English Country Dances.
"Pop Coes the Weasel", Part One
,
p. 53-64.
"Jenny Pluck Pears", Part Two, p.49.








"Cathering Peascods", Part Two
,
p.62.
"Up Tails All", Part Three, p. 52-53.
"The Health; or the Merry Wassail", Part Four
,
p.66.
"Rose is White and Rose is Red", Part Sir, p.52.
(30) Country Dance Tunes, by Cecil J. Sharp.
This work contains the music for the dances listed above.
It is divided into sets.
"Pop Coes the Weasel", Set One, p.lO.
"Jenny Pluck Pears", Set Three, p.l.
"Putney Perry", Set Three
, p. 2.




"Up Tails All", Set Five, p.3.
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"The Health or the Merry Wassail", Set Six
,
p*16
"Rose is White and Rose is Red", Set Ten, p.l.
The four hooks listed helow tell of London in the
time of Dickens*
(31) Days of Diokens, by A.L* Hayward.
(32) The London of Diokens, by Walter Dexter.
(33) The London of Charles Diokens, by E. B. Chancel-
lor.
(34) The Real Dlokens-Land, by H.S.Ward and C.W.B.
Ward. This book also gives interesting facts about
Dickens’ life.
Interesting books that tell about Dickens' life:
(35) The Life of Charles Diokens, Vol. I, by John
Poster.
(36) Diokens’ Own Story, by Sir W.R. Ricoll.
(37) The Childhood and Youth of Diokens, by Robert
Langton.
(38) A Child’s Journey with Diokens, by Kate Douglas
Wiggin.
(39) Story-Lives of Master Writers, by Charles
Harlow Raymond. See "Charles Dickens", p. 151-171.
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Place the tiumher of the character before the quota-
tion which refers to the character*
Example;
1. Topper ( )"An old gentleman in a Welsh wig”.
(11 ’’Could growl away in the bass like
a good one”*
1* The boy Scrooge (
2* Scrooge’s nephew (
3* Mrs* Cratohit
4* Ghost of Christ- f
mas Yet to Come f
6* Old Joe (




9* Old Fezziwig f
10. Marley's Ghost





)'’A jolly giant, glorious to see”*
)’'A lonely boy* ** .reading near a
feeble fire".
)’’0ne vast substantial smile”.
)”His face was ruddy and handsome”.
)"A live an imal * * . * that growled and
grunted* *. .and lived in London"*
)”In a twice turned gown, but brave
in ribbons”.
) "Shrouded in a deep black garment”.
) "A gray haired rascal nearly seventy
years of age”.
)"As happy as an angel, as merry as a
school boy".
)’'Had a plaintive little voice".
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15. Bob Cratohit (
16. The Ghost of (
Christmas Past









)”Aii old gentleman In a Welsh wig”.
)”In his pigtail, usual walstooat,
tights and boots”.
) "Always a delicate creature. .. .but
she had a large heart”.
)”A squeezing, wrenching, grasping...
old sinner".
) "Getting the comers of his mon-
strous shirt collar Into his mouth?
)"Hls threadbare clothes darned up
and brushed”.
)"Wlth a dimpled, surprlsed-looklng,
capital face".
)"A poor apprentice at a milliner’s”.
)"From the crown of his head there
sprang a bright clear Jet of light".
)"He hoped the people saw him In
church"
.
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Place a check mark before the word or phrase which
most correctly completes the sentence.
Example:
On the street Scrooge heard the business men talking
about
a. f ) Business affairs
b. f ) A Christmas party
o.fK) Someone’s death
d.f ) Helping the poor
1. Scrooge was greatly afraid of
a. f ) Marley’s ghost
b. f ) The Chost of Christmas Past
c. f ) The Grhost of Christmas Present
d. f ) The Chost of the Future
2. The ghost said that Marley’s real business on earth had
been
a. f ) Trading and accounting
b. f ) Faith, hope, and charity
c. f ) Mankind, charity, and mercy
d. f ) Workhouses and prisons
xfolrfw eeJBTrfq to ftiow oxfj’ OTo^otf sTtbis jfoexTo a ooaI5
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,
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3. The first spirit came to
a,( ) Revive Scrooge’s memories of his youth
h.( ) Warn Scrooge that time flies
o.f ) Show Scrooge the foolishness of youth
d* ( ) Help Scrooge once more to enjoy himself
4. The second spirit
a.f ) Showed Scrooge the way to help the poor
h.( ) Showed Scrooge his unhappy ending
c. ( ) Represented the happiness and jollity of the
Christmas celebration
d. f ) Pointed out the happiness of the wealthy at
Christmas
5. The third spirit
a. f )Promised to alter the d*uture if Scrooge would
reform
b. f ) Showed Scrooge how agreeable his future might
be
c. f ) Spoke reassuringly to Scrooge
d. f ) Made real the future unhappiness of Scrooge
6. Scrooge promised the (Jhost of the Future that he would
a. f ) Raise Bob Cratchit's salary
b. f ) Try to keep Christmas all the year
o.f ) Treat his nephew more kindly
d.f ) Become a friend to the poor
ot ©ffico tlTciqa edT .S
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7# Scrooge’s nephew
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a. f ) Was charitable and forbearing with Scrooge
b. f ) Hoped Scrooge would leave him all of his money
o*( ) Aimed to keep Bob Cratohit from receiving
Scrooge’s money
d* f ) Wished his Uncle Scrooge to adopt Tiny Tim
8* The Cratohit family
a. f ) Were careless and disorderly without realizing
it
b. f ) Attempted to conceal their poverty by appearing
gay
o.f ) Were cheerfully making the best of their small
lot
d.f ) Were unhappy beneath their gay surface
9. The appearance of the two frightful children Indicated
that
a. f ) The poor and unfortunate always beg on the
streets at Christmas time
b. f ) Poverty and want should be covered up at
Christmas time
o.f ) Thinking about the poor and unfortunate will
spoil any Christmas cftlebration
d.f ) Some thought for the poor and unfortunate is a
part of the Christmas spirit
10. At the beginning of the story Scrooge
a.f ) Covered his kind heart with a gruff manner
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b. f ) Believed Christmas to he only a nuisance to a
man of business
c. f ) Showed his good-will and unselfishness in every
act and speech
d. f ) Was truly happy attending strictly to his own
business
11. At the end of the story, Scrooge
a. f ) Covered his kind heart with a gruff manner
b. ( ) Believed Christmas to be only a nuisance to a
man of business
o.( ) Showed his good-will and unselfishness in every
act and speech
d.f ) Was truly happy attending strictly to his own
business
12. Dickens' idea of the Christmas spirit was that
a. f ) Everyone should remember his past and think of
his future on Christmas Day
b. f ) Every family should have a feast on Christmas
Day
c. f ) Christmas should be spent having a jolly time
with one's relatives
d. f ) Love and good fellowship should be shared with
everyone at Christmas time
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14. Trying to help those who are more unfortunate than
we are, is
a. f ) Correct behavior
b. f ) Wasted time
c.f ) Useful eiq)erience
d.( ) True charity
15. This story teaches that people who really try to help
others are most of all helping
a. f ) Charity
b. f ) Themselves
c. f ) Religion
d. f ) To set good examples
Mastery Test C
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Tests of Optional Readings
0
Although most optional activities stand as their own
tests and evidence, it is obvious that there is need for
some type of check on optional reading done by individual
pupils. Where a large amount of reading is being done,
simple objective teste geem to offer a more satisfactory
measure of Individual accomplishment than book-reviews,
which may not be entirely the pupil’s work, and require a
great amount of time for reading. A few tests have been
included below to show an effective form of simple exam-
ination. As the purpose of these tests is not diagnostic,
but to secure a wide sampling of individual elements in
a short amount of time, the true-false form has been used.
Reading Test I: Gay-Neck, by Dhan Gopal Mukerji
Read each statement carefully. If the statement is
true, encircle the letter T before it. If false, encircle
the letter P. Example:
T 0 The father pigeon struck the egg a blow with
his beak when it was time for the baby pigeon
to emerge,
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The Himalayan eagle htiilds his nest "beyond the
sweep of the wind.
An abominable odor of drying bones and flesh came
from the eagles' nest.
The father and mother eagle teach the young ones
!
to fly.
The Lama said that he had healed (Jay-lJeck of fear.
By putting his ear to the ground, Ghond could
tell when the bisons were coming.
An elephant breaks down trees by walking backward
against them.
The author and his friend slept overnight on a
bed of leaves in the jungle.
The swift flies at a rate of fifty miles an hour.
At night the owls preyed upon the smaller birds.
Peacocks pay no attention to tigers.




In India, if you sell a carrier pigeon and it
flies back to you, you must retum it to its new
owner.
I
The pigeons disliked buttered seeds.
|
The male pigeons fought for leadership of the
!
flock.
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16. T P Jahore was referred to as the Black Diamond.
17. T F Jahore gave his life in aiding Say-Deck to es-
cape from an eagle.
18. T F A buzzard got his talons around Say-Deck, but
Say-Deck escaped.
19. T F Say-Deck became very bold after his experience
with the buzzard.
50. T F Radja was a famous guide and hunter.
51. T F Say-Deck went to the war zone under the care of
his owner.
SS. T F Say-Deck would not fly when he returned from
the war to India.
53. T F Say-Deck’s master went to the jungle with Shond
to kill a dangerous buffalo.
54. T F Shond managed to lassoo a dangerous buffalo in
the jungle.
55. T F The author believes that fear produces an odor
which provokes wild animals to attack.
Heading Test II: "The Elephant Remembers", by Edison
Marshall
Read each statement carefully. If the statement is
true, encircle the letter T before it. If false, encircle
the letter F. Example:
@ F A Burman is intensely superstitious.
T (J) Langur Dass tried to drive Muztagh into the
hunters’ trap.
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Muztagh was iDom in the Jungle in Burma.
During his first hour of life, Muztagh heard the
far-off call of wild elephants.
Little Ifuztagh weighed one hundred pounds at
birth.
The Dwasala is the best variety of elephant,
symmetrical, trustworthy, and fearless.
The coat of the baby elephant is usually pinkish
white.
Malay and Siamese princes pay fabulous prices
for albino elephants.
The name Muztagh means "White Cloud".
The baby Muztagh was often taken with his mother
on elephant drives into the Jungle.
Langur Dass was a low-caste hillman in Dugan^s
employ.
Muztagh' s mother slept regularly eight hours
each night.
Langur Dass understood the ways of the forest
people more than the other hillmen.
Most of the hunters felt great respect for
Langur Dass.
Langur Dass was always eager to Join the elephant
drives.
An old legend among elephant catchers states that














T F Most of the captive elephants were discontented
or unhappy in their bonds.
T F Langur Dass was the only hiiinan being that Muztagh
loved.
T F The mahouts and hunters said that Muztagh was
a bom rogue.
T F Muztagh snapped his horsehair ropes when he
heard the wild elephants trumpeting in the night.
T F When Muztagh was ten years old, he no longer
needed the protection of the herd.
T F Muztagh feared the strange jungle smells and
sounds.
T F The hunters’ first plan was to attempt to drive
Muztagh into a keddah.
T F Khusru was killed when he attempted to hobble
Muztagh.






T F An alligator tried to bite off Muztagh’ s foot.
T F A rogue bull succeeded in driving Muztagh from
his mud bath near the Manipur River.
T F A great bull seldom keeps the leadership of the
herd more than ten years.
T F The bulls made a hollow ring around Muztagh
and the old bull leader.
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T F The keddah was a strong stockade.
T F Old Langiir Dass was named for a chieftain.
T F Ahmad Din ptirsued Langur Dass with drawn knife.
T F Muztagh succeeded in saving the herd from the
hunters.
T F Muztagh went docilely into the enclosure when he
saw Langur Dass.
Reading Test III: Back to Treasure Island, by
Harold Augustin Calahan.
Read each statement carefully. If the statement is
true, encircle the letter T before it. If false, encircle
the letter F. Example:
@ F Dr. Livesey amputated Silver's leg. .






F Jim's entire share of the treasure was buried
in the hillside near the inn.
F Jim surprised Black Dog talking with Diana at
the inn.
F Jim borrowed from the Squire a small brass cannon
which he mounted on the roof of the inn.
F In preparation for the pijpates' attack, Diana
placed two pokers in the kitchen fire.
F When Jim fired the borrowed cannon, the pirates
retreated.
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The pirates left the inn before Jim heard the
sound of approaching horses.
Ben Gunn arrived at the inn with men and horses
from the Squire’s stable.
The collapse of the South Sea Company destroyed
the fortunes of the doctor and the Squire.
Diana begged to be allowed to go to Treasure
Island as ship's cook.
Through Blandly, the old Hispaniola was fitted
out for the trip.
The Doctor requested Jim to stow away enough
water for both outward and return trips.
Seven large hogsheads figure importantly in the
adventure
.
The Squire did not tell Jim where the treasure
chart was hidden.
The captain ordered the men to arm themselves
with muskets before going ashore.
Jim saw Silver pop up through the opened hatch
in the main hold.
Jim was commanded by Silver to fire the cannon
on the deck.
The pirates ran the Jolly Roger up the mainmast.
The three marooned pirates of the previous
voyage were found alive on Treasure Island.
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T F The marooned pirates believed the oave to be
accursed.
T F To aid himself in getting ashore, Jim out the
ship^s cable at flood tide.
T F The pirates believed they had been pursuing a
headless man.
T F Jim's party played a game of cross-tag with the
pirates.
T F Blandly was treated with unusual courtesy by all
of the pirates.
T F Jim boarded the stranded Hispaniola, but was not
able to find the treasure chart.
T F Jim, waving his kerchief as a flag of truce,
walked boldly toward the armed pirates.
T
.
F The pirates strung Jim up by his thumbs.
T F Jim was saved from the pirates by the arrival of
Ben Gunn.
T F The pirates searched unsuccessfully for a black
crag with a face on it.
T F Silver and Diana were put ashore at Trinidad.
T F Jim kept his promise to care for Silver's parrot.
T F Jim's mother is not mentioned in this story.
T F Captain Smollett figures importantly in this
adventure
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T F Ben Gunn was killed on Treasure Island.
T F Jim*s party fought with arms which they dug up
on Treasure Island.
T F Blandly was killed hy John Silver.
T F Jim finally returned to the Admiral Benbow Inn.
Reading Test IV; Sohrab and Rustum, by Matthew Arnold
J
Read each statement carefully. If the statement is
j
true, encircle the letter T before it. If false, encircle
i
the letter F. Example:
|
0 F The Persians were at war with the Tartars.










F Rustum was the son of Sohrab.
F Sohrab, within the Persian camp, sought to leave
to fight the bravest Tartar in single combat.
F Haman was next in authority to Peran-Wlsa who
ruled the Tartars.
F Peran-Wlsa was a man in the prime of life.
F Hainan was a very old man.
F The leader of the Persians was called Ferood.
F The demand that the Persians choose a champion
to fight Sohrab was announced by Peran-Wlsa.
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Rnstum’s tents were of black cloth.
I
Rustxim carried a shield decorated with the
figure of a Griffin.
When Rustum appeared, the Persians recognized
hlB, but the Tartars did not know him.
Rustum at first wondered who the unknown youth
was, and pitied him.
Rustum invited Sohrab to quit the Tartars and go
to Iran as his son.
Sohrab ran to Rustum and embraced his knees.
Rustum feared that if he gave his name, Sohrab
would find a pretext not to fight.
Sohrab attempted to kill Rustum when Rustum
fell on his knees.
Sohrab, in the midst of the conflict, invited
Rustum to a truce.
Rustum showed only indifference when Sohrab
shamed him before both hosts.
Ruksh, the horse of Rustum, stood close by during;
the fight.
When Rustum shouted his own name, Sohrab dropped
!
his shield.
Sohrab said that Rustiun would avenge his death.
The sign of Rustum' s seal was pricked over
Sohrab 's heart.
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The seal represented the figure of a horseman.
Sohrab blamed Pate, and not Rustum, for his
death.
Sohrab lamented that he had never seen his grand-,
i
father, the aged Zal.
Sohrab begged that the Tartars be allowed to
cross the Oxus and go back In peace.
Rustum promised to carry Sohrab to his mother's
home for burial.
The Persians and Tartars withdrew, leaving Rus-
j
turn and Sohrab alone on the sands.
Reading Test V: "Christmas at Mr. Wardle's", from
Pickwick Papers, by Charles Dickens.
Read each statement carefully. If the statement Is
true, encircle the letter T before It. If false, en-
circle the letter P. Example:
!
T @ This chapter deals largely with the adventures
i
of the beautiful Lady Tolllmglower.
|
(t) P Mr. Pickwick treated old Mrs. Wardle with great
|
consideration and courtesy.
1. T P The four Plckwloklans met on the twenty-second
day of December to take a coach to Dlngley Dell.
2. T P Besides portmateaus and carpet-bags, the Plck-
wlcklans carried several barrels of oysters and '
a codfish.
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For extra warmth the Plckwicklans wore shawls
over their coats.
The coachman staged a little display of skill at
driving a four-in-hand.
When they entered the streets of a town, the
guard played a lively air on his hugle.
At the inn yard, the passengers waited while the
horses were fed.
The coach was known as the Muggleton Telegraph.
Mr. Wardle was at the Blue Lion awaiting the
arrival of the Piokwiokians.
The Pickwickians finished their journey on saddle
horses, while Sam Weller and the fat hoy carried
the luggage in a cart.
The fat hoy's chief interest in life was horses.
Old Wardle and the young ladies met the Pickwick-
ians in a lane before they arrived at the manor.
Wardle and his party had just returned from a
fox hunt.
Mr. Wardle' s mother, sitting in the parlor, was
in fine humor when they arrived.
After the first night at Mr. Wardle' s, Mr. Pick-
wick was awakened hy the noise of running feet,
and suppressed outcries.
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P Mrs. Wardle wore to the wedding an old brooaded
j





P Before the wedding Mr. Samuel Weller led the
farm helpers in cheering on the lawn.
P The wedding ceremony was performed in the
parlor of the old manor house.





P Between the wedding breakfast and dinner time,
the men of the party took a twenty-five mile
walk.
P At the ball, Mr. Pickwick appeared without
gaiters, and in speckled silk stockings.
P The music at the ball was furnished by three
fiddlers.
|
P The dance was led off by Mr. Snodgrass and
Emily.
P After the ball, there was a glorious supper
downstairs,
P Mr. Weller related to the fat boy the tale of
an old sexton who was supposed to have been
carried away by goblins.
(
P The family played games in the parlor on
Christmas Eve.
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T F A large ‘buncli of mistletoe was suspended over
the doorway to the parlor.
T P Mr. Pickwick, under the mistletoe, was kissed
by many of the young ladies.
T F Everyone seemed happy except the poor rela^
tives, who behaved in a disgruntled manner.
T F They played blind-man's-buff and snap-dragon.
T F As they sat around the wassail bowl, Mr.
Wardie sang a Christmas Carol.
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Test Answers
Yooa'biilary pretest. Unit I.—
Section A Section B Section C
1. (3) 1. f ) 1. (14)
2. (5) 2. (6) 2. (12)
3. (1) 3. fl2) 3. (11)
4. (2) 4. fl) 4. (1)
5. f7) 6. (3) 5. ( )
6. f4) 6. (11) 6. (13)
7. f6) 7. (2) 7. (10)
8. ( ) 8. (4) 8. (2)
9. ( ) 9. (5) 9. (3)
10. f9) 10. ( )
11 . fio) 11. (4)
12. (8) 12. (7)
13. ( ) 13. (8)
14. (7 ) 14. (5)
15. (6)
16. ( 9)
Mastery Test A, Unit I.—
1. 2. 3.
(1) instinct (1) instinct (1) submissive
(2) intelligence f2) intelligence (2) patient
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4. 6 . 6.
(1) intelligence fl) fear fl) overrate
(2) strength f2) habit
fs) affection f3) affection
f4) control
7. 8. 9.
fl) wild fl) Coaly Bay fl) intelli-
gence
f2) Moti Guj f2) strength
10. 11.
fl) vary fl) tamed
Mastery Test B, Unit I
1. a. 2. h. 3. 0 . 4. b. 5. d. 6 . c.




Section A Section B Section B
1. (7) X ^ f 5) 11. f4)
2. (4) 2. (16) 12. f7)
3. fl) 3. f3) 13. (10)
4. f2) 4. (12) 14. (13)
5. (6) 5. (14) 16. fE)
6. f8) 6. f ) 16. f5)
7. f ) 7. f6)
8. f9) 8. f9)
9. f3) 9. f )
10. f6) 10. fl)
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(s) .ax (M' .a (a) .a
(d) .ai ( ) * .3 (8/ .0
(a^ .T ( ) .V
* (91 .6 (P.> .8
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Section B Section D Section P
17. (8) 9. (9) 7. (2)
18. (11) 10. (6) 8. (5)
Section C 11. (4) 9. (6)
1. (10) 12. (10) 10. (7)
2. ( ) Section E 11. ( )
3. (9) 1. (6) 12. (8)
4. ( ) 2. ( ) 13. (11)
5. (8) 3. (4) 14. (9)
6. (7) 4. ( ) Section G
7. (6) 5. (3) 1. (7)
8. (1) 6 . (2) 2. (8)
9. (3) 7. (5) 3. (9)
10. (6) 8. (1) 4. (10)
11. (4) 9. (7) 5. ( )
12. (2) 10. (8) 6. ( )
Section B. 11. (10) 7. ( )
1. ( ) 12. (9) 8. (5)
2. ( ) Section P 9. (3)
3. (2) 1. ( ) 10. (2)
4. (3) 2. (3) 11. (1)
5. (1) 3. (1) 12. (6)
6. (8) 4. (12) 13. (4)
7. (7) 5. (10)
8. (5) 6. (4)
I•5. orottoefi a 301J‘098 fit jtioX;to©S
(3) («) .e (e' .’J’X
(a) .8 (3) •ox (ii) .81
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1. f4) 6. (1) 11. (7)
So (11) 7. (3) 12. (10)
3. (6) 8. (2) 13. ( )
4. (9) 9. ( )
5. (8) 10. (1)
Mastery Test Unit II •
1. (11) 5. (2) 9. (6)
S. ( ) 6. (5) 10. (7)
3. (4) 7. (10) 11. (8)
4. (1) 8. (3) 12. (9)
Mastery Test Unit II # ••••
1. (3) 7. (6) 13. (3) or
S. (1) 8. (5) 14. (6)
3. ( ) 9. (4) 16. (6)
4. ( 2) 10. (1) 16. (5)
5. (7) 11. (1) 17. (4)
6. (3) IS. (2) 18. ( )
Mastery Test Unit II • ••
1. a. S. b. 3. 0 . 4. 0 . 5 . a . 6. d.
7. b. 8. b. 9. c. 10 .d. 11. b. IS. a .
13. b. 14. d. 15. d. 16 .b. 17. c. 18. a.
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19. 0 SO. a
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(S) .51 (8) .Y (5) .X
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VooabtLlary Pretest, Unit III.
Section A Section B Section D
1. ( ) 11. f2) 8. f2)
2. ( 9 ) 12. (9) 9. f5)
3. (2) Section C 10. f6)
4. fl) 1. f ) 11. f7)
5. ( ) 2. flO) 12. f9)
6. ( 10 ) 3. fl) Section E
7. (3) 4. f9) 1. f )
8. (4) 5. f2) 2. (10)
9. (7) 6. f ) 3. f9)
10. (6) 7. f8) 4. f8)
11. f5) 8. f3) 6. fl)
12. (8) 9. f7) 6. f )
Section B 10. f5) 7. f2)
1. (3) 11. f6) 8. f6)
2. (5) 12. f4) 9. f7)
3. ( ) Section D 10. f3)
4. fl) 1. f8) 11. f5)
5. (8) 2. f3) 12. f4)
6. f ) 3. f ) Section P
7. (4) 4. fl) 1. f )
8. fio) ' 6 . fio) 2. flO)
9. f7) 6 . f ) 3. f8)
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5. ( } 8. (4) 11. f7)
6* (1) 9. (Z) 12. f5)
7. f9) 10. f3)
Mastery Test A, Unit III.—
1. 4. 9.
(1) meadows (5) marshes fl) Ohio
(2) likes f6) hay f2) Mississippi
(3) tides (7) wood f3) Louisiana
f4) flax (8) tassels f4) Father
Fell clan
2. 6. 10.
(1) Uormandy (1) commission fl) pelicans
f2) oak (2) altar f2) orange-
trees
f3) thatched (3) cattle f3) mosses
(4) dormer (4) lands f4) water-
lilies
3. (5) dwellings f5) lotus
(1) hees 6. f6) magnolia
(2) honey fl) Basil f7) roses
f3) foxes 7. f8) humming-
birds I
4, (1) necklace 1
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fl) Shawnee fl) devotion f 1 ) advi
(2) Canadian 14.
f3) Gomanohes fl) faith
f4) Mowis f2) loyalty
f5) Lilinan f3) patience
12. 16.
fl) peace fl) little
f2) smooth 16.
f3) illumined fl) outrageous
Mastery 'rest 3, Unit III.—
1. 0 . 2 . a • 3. b. 4. 0. 5. b
•
6 . d. 7.1
8. e . 9 . 0
.




Section A Section A Section
1. f ) 11. f7) 6. ( )
2. fl) 12. f6) 7. (9)
3. f9) 13. f5) 8. (6)
4. (12) 14. (10) 9. (5)
5. (11) Section B 10. f4)
6. f2) 1. f7) 11. (3)
7. f ) 2. f8) 12. (1)
8. f3) 3. (12) 13. ( )
9. f4) 4. fio) 14. (2)
10. f8) 5. (11)
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.^r nalXartBO (3)
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( ) ‘d (V) .XX ( ) .X
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(6) .8 (a) .SI (C) .5
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Section C Section D Section E
1. f5) 1. (6) 1. (11)
2* (10) 2. (3) 2. ( )
3. (2) 3. (1) 3. (10)
4. f3) 4. (9) 4. (1)
6. (4) 6. (8) 5. (2)
6. (9) 6. (4) 6
.
(8)
7. (8) 7. ( ) 7. (3)
8. (7) 8. ( ) 8. (6)
9. (6) 9. (2) 9. (5)
10, f ) 10. (7) 10. (7)
11. ( ) 11. (5) 11. ( )
12. (11) 12. (10) 12. (4)
13. (1) 13. (9)
Mastery Teat A, Unit IV
1. (6) 8. (5) 15. (13)
2. fl) 9. (13) 16. (12)
3. (17) 10. (7) 17. (15)
4. (2) 11. (8) 18. (14)
5. (13) 12. (9) 19. (18)
6. (3) 13. (10) 20. (16)
7. (4) 14. (11) 21. (7)
Mastery Test B. Unit IV
1. d. . 2 . 0
.
3. a. 4. c . 5. d. 6. b. 7. a.
8. 0 . 9 . d. 10. Id. 11. c. 12. d. 13. c. 14. d
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Reading Test I; Oay-Ueclc. -
1. p 6. T 11. T 16. T 21. P
2. T 7. P 12. P 17. P 22. T
3. P 8. T 13. P 18. T 23. T
4. T 9. T 14. T 19. P 24. P
5. T 10 .P 15. P 20. P 25. T
Heading Test II: The Elephant Remember s.^^-
1. P 7. P 13. P 19. P 25. P 31
2. T 8. P 14. T 20. T 26. P 32
3. P 9, T 16. P 21. P 27. T
4. P 10 .P 16. T 22. P 28. T
5. P 11.
T
17. T 23. P 29. T
6. T 12.P 18. T 24. T 30. T
Reading Test III: Back to Treasure Island,
1. P 7. P 13. P 19. P 25. T 31
2. T 8. T 14. P 20. T 26. T 32
3. P 9. T 15. T 21. T 27. P 33
4. T 10. T 16. P 22. T 28. T 34
5. P 11. 17. T 23. P 29. P 35
6. P 12. 18. P 24. P 30. T 36
Reading Test IV: Sohrah and Rustum.
—
1. P 6. T 11. T 16. P 21. T 26
2, P 7. T 12. T 17. T 22. P 27
3. T 8. P 13. T 18. P 23. P 28
4. P 9. P 14. T 19. T ; 24. T













Reading Test V; Christmas at Mr. Wardle’s
1. T 6« F 11. T 16. T 21. F 26. F
2. T 7. T 12. F 17. F 22. F 27. T
3. T 8, F 13. F •CD F 23. T CD . F
4. T 9. F 14. T 19^. T 24. F 29. T
6. T 10, T 15. T 80. T 25. F 30. T



















(The following Is a selective list, including only
those materials which were basic in the preparation of
this thesis.)
Avery, Van Arsdale, and Wilber, Prose and Poetry^ Eighth
Year
,
L. W. Singer Company, Syracuse, B.Y. 19S9T See
p. 461-470 for story, "Moti Guj”, used in Unit I.
Billett, Roy 0., "Directed Learning and the Unit Assign-
ment", Bulletin Ho# 45. Department of Secondary School
Principals, Rational Sducavion Association, March,
1933, P.6B-76. A brief discussion of the unit plan
of organization.
,
"The Investigation of Provisions for In-
dividual Differences", Bulletin go. 56, Department
of Secondary School Principals
,
t(ational Eauoaiion
Association, April, 1935, p.Sl-29. Criteria for the
evaluation of the unit.
,
Provisions for Individual Differences,
Marking, and"Tromotion, tlational Survey of Secondary
Sducation, Monograph ho. 13, Bulletin, 1932, Ro. 17,
U.S. Dept, of the Interior, p. 227-392. A survey of
various plans of unit organization directing atten-
tion to underlying similarities of procedure.
Brewer, John M.
,
Education as Guidance. The Macmillan Com-
pany, R.Y. 1933. p.1-54. An examination of the aims
of education.
Cook, Rorvell, and McCall, Hidden Treasures in Literature
,
Book Two
, Harcourt, Brace, and Company, l9S5, iJ.l.
p. 217-218. Source of historical introduction,Unit
III.
Davis, John W., Modem Readings, Book One. D.C. Heath and
Company, Boston, 1923. p.l-2o. Short story, "The
Gauntlet of Fire", Unit I.
Elson, Keck, and Burris, Elson Junior Literature, Book Two,
Scott, Foresman and Company, Rew York, 1932. p.13-25,
short story, "Coaly Bay, Outlaw Horse", Unit I.
P.159-250. "A Christmas Carol", Unit IV.
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Hatfield, W. Wilbur, ^ Experience Currioulum In English,
English Monograph, Ho. 4, The national Council of
Teachers of English, D. Appleton-Century Company,
New York, 1935* 323 p. An exposition of important
curriculum principles of work in English from kinder-
garten to college. Chapter I deals with basic prin-
ciples; Chapter II, integration; Chapter III, select-
ing and providing literature experiences; Chapter V,
literature experiences for grades seven to twelve.
Hawkes, H. E., Lindquist, E.E., and Mann, C. R. The Con-
struction and Use of Achievement Examinations,
Houghton,Mifflin Company, Boston, 19^6. p. 138-159
.
Forms, possibilities, limitations, rules, and sugges-
tions for construction of tests of the objective type.
Longfellow, Henry W., Evangeline
,
Houghton Mifflin Company
Boston, 1916. 119 p. Basic text. Unit III.
Mitchell, Peter Chalmers, The Childhood of Wild Animals,
Frederick Stokes Company, New York, l9l2. p.204-SSl.




The Objective or New-Type Examination. Scott,
Foresman and Company, New York, 19^9. p.19-26. Com-
parison of old- and new-type examinations, p. 290-306.
Discussion concerning validity and reliability of
various new-type examinations.
Smith, Dora V., Instruction in English, National Survey of
Secondary Education, Monograph No. 20, Bulletin, 1932.
No. 17, U.S. Department of the Interior. 89 p. Chap-
ter VII discusses the teaching of literature as prac-
ticed in 180 secondary schools in the United States.
Starbuck, Edwin D.
,
and Others, A Culde to Books for Char-
acter. Vol. II. Fiction, The Macmillan Company, Bos-
ton, 1930. 579 p. Best book of fiction for children,
grouped according to grade, ranked as to merit, and
classified as to moral situations involved in each
story.
Stevenson, Robert Louis, Treasure Island. Ginn and Comnany.
Boston, 1928. 242 p"; Basic text. Unit II.
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and Lima, Margaret, Children’s Reading
,
A Cnide for Parents and Teachers
,
D» Appleton-Centnry
Company, 1935, ITew York. 4E2 p. An extensive list of
books classified by types and marked for age groups.
Based on an experimental study of approximately 2000
children.
Thayer, V.T., The Passing of the Recitation, D.C. Heath and
Company, Boston, 1928. 331 p. A discussion of ed-
ucational modem procedures and contributions of
earlier plans of unit organization.
Washbume^
,
Carleton, and Vogel, Mabel, What Children Like
to Read, The Winnetka graded Book List, Rand MoITally"
and Company, Cliicago, 1926. 286 p. Prepared on basis
of preferences shown by 36,750 children in thirty-four
cities. Each title accompanied by a child's comment.
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